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LEGAL NOTICE

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored

work. Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any persons

acting on behalf of the Commission:

A. Makes any warranty or representation, express or implied,

with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the in-

formation contained in this report, or that the use of any information,
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe

privately owned rights or:

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or

for damages resulting from the use of any information, apparatus,
method, or process disclosed in this report.

As used in the above, "persons acting on behalf of the Commis-

sion" includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee
of such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of

the Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates,
or provides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or

contract with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor.
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PRELIMINARY HAZARDS SUN MARY REPORT

FOR THE

ML-1 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

ABSTRACT

The ML-1 (mobile, low power) nuclear power plant is described with par-
ticular emphasis on the neutronic characteristics, the control and instru-
mentation system, equipment description and plant safety considerations, The
site is described with reference to geology, climate, and population density0

Hazards which would result from both normal and abnormal operation are
analyzed in detail with emphasis given to possible excursions and to the dis-
tribution of any resultant radioactive products0 The hazards described include
those arising from power plant operation at the ML-1 site and those involving
transport of the shutdown reactor to other sites within NRTS for maintenance 0

It is concluded that a condition which would be hazardous to the surround-
ing area could only result from gross physical changes in the reactor core0
The maximum credible accident, as defined in this report, would produce such
a change and could only result from a catastrophic failure of the gas piping
coupled with the unlikely procedural error of having clear water, rather than
borated water, in the operating neutron shield0

A0  GENERAL

The primary purpose of the ML-1 plant is to demonstrate the feas-
ibility of a compact mobile nuclear power plant for military applications0
The MLcl plant represents the first merger of a high-temperature,gas-cooled,
water-moderated reactor with compact power conversion equipment in a closed-
cycle, gas-turbine power plant0

The reactor core will consist of concentric tubular fuel elements
composed of a stainless steel and uranium dioxide "meat" with stainless steel
cladding0  This design will have been previously tested in GCRE-IO The con-
centric fuel tubes will be contained in insulated stainless steel pressure
tubes through which the nitrogen coolant flows0 High-purity water outside
the pressure tubes will be employed as the moderator0 The entire core assem-
bly is surrounded in the radial direction by a lead fast neutron reflector
and a lead gavea shield0 The reactor and its shield will be submerged in a
tank filled with borated water, which provides the neutron shield during
reactor operation0 The power level of the reactor will vary from O.4 to 3 0
megawatts, depending on electrical generating requirements. Internally in-
sulated stainless steel ducts will carry the nitrogen gas between the reactor
cud power conversion equipment0 The power conversion equipment and the
reactor will be on separate shock-mounted skids0 These two packages may be
transported separately or may be bolted together into a single unit0

1
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In normal operation, the only radioactive waste product released
from the plant is coolant gas which may leak from rotating machinery seals
and imperfect enclosures 0 Radiation detectors will monitor this leakage
to indicate radioactivity releases which could endanger the surrounding
area0 In this event, a plant shutdown will be effected and corrective act-
ion taken0

The prompt temperature coefficient of reactivity isgstimated
to vary from 008(j 1)x 10 ® k/k per.C at 0 C to '47 (+1) x 10 d k/k per
0 at 90 0CO This value will be confirmed by k wth *% QGC .

An excursion will not be inherently self limiting short of fuel element
melting or vaporization0 Flooding of the gas coolant passages with water
decreases neutron leakage and represents a reactivity increase of ll%a
The )Ll control rods will not contain sufficient negative reactivity to
control flooding with unpoisoned water0  Consequently, borated water must
be used for any flooding operations The possibility of an excursion will
be minimized by:

(1) Restricting reactivity additions by control rod movements;

(2) Borating the neutron shield water in sufficient concen-
tratioms to prevent ary positive reactivity effect due to
the intentional or accidental introduction of this water
into the core gas passages;

(3) Limiting the moderator volume so that leakage into the gas
passages could ,i t ; the lower gas plenum, and could
not fill the core gas passages; and,

(4) Limiting deliberate core flooding (with berated neutron
shield water only) to an addition rate less than 1%/mine

The maximum credible accident is one that requires a gas duct
to be ruptured at a time when the neutron shield tank is filled with un-
borated water which would then flood the reactor0 This postulates the im-
probable procedural error of having insufficient boron(<00 5% by weight)
in the neutron shield water0  This flooding introduces up to ll%Ak/k which
the control rods (-5%Ak/k) cannot override0  If it is assumed that the
core becomes flooded in 0 V Ft it is show. that the resulting excur.-
ston energy is 460 megajoules and the chemical energy is 23' megajoules 0

The resulting explosion would be equivalent to the detonation of about
40 lb of TNT and would completely disassemble the reactor core, shielding,
and tank0  The fuel elements would be almost completely melted, and the r '
would b distributed in the area.0 Approximately 20% of the fission product
activity could escape into the air above the plant0

The wind and population distribution at the proposed location
is such that there is a 90% probability that in such an accident the re-
lease of fission product activity into the atmosphere would not endanger
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populated areas. The remaining 107. probability is that the wind would carry
the activity toward other NRTS sites or toward Atomic City (6 miles). The
radiation in these areas could become serious enough to warrant evacuation.
The major hazard would involve the ML-l operating personnel at the control
site 500 ft away from the reactor, but the auxiliary control building pro-
vides for personnel safety in the event of a reactor accident.

Another accident discussed in this report is improper operation
of the control rod system coupled with failure of the scram system. This
accident results in core meltdown but not an explosion. This accident is
considered highly improbable.

No stack will be provided for dispersing gaseous effluents.
However, radiation monitors will be provided to assure that particulate and
gaseous activity from the ML-1 plant becomes neither a danger nor a nuisance
problem to other NRTS sites. Further, because of the lack of shielding
around the power conversion loop, the residual activity must necessarily be
maintained at low levels to provide access to personnel after shutdown for
maintenance. The plant will be shutdown long before radioactivity leakage
from the plant endangers other sites.

The power level of the reactor is limited by certain design
limitations of the power conversion equipment. The maximum allowable com-
pressor discharge pressure is 310 psia, resulting in a maximum flow rate of
about 98,000 lbs/hr and reactor thermal power of 3.3 Mw.

Because of the experimental nature of the ML-1 reactor, the
additional personnel safety afforded by the air-tight concrete auxiliary
control building appears to be required for the Idaho installation. In
future installations of ML-1 type reactors, where the power plant opera-
tion is routine (rather than experimental) and where the reactor safety
mechanisms and procedure are firmly established and proven, it is believed
that the likelihood of a hazardous accident is sufficiently remote that
such a shelter will not be required.

3
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OF FACILITY CHARACTERISTICSB.

a. Location NRTS, Idaho

b. Exclusion Distanc. - 500

c. Prevailing Wind

Direction

d. Population Direction

e. Distance to Nearest

Reactor Facilities

2. Operating Data

a. Reactor Thermal Power

b. Reactor Power Density

c. Reactor Inlet Gas Pressure

d. Reactor Outlet Gas Pressur

e. Reactor Inlet Gas Temperat

f. Reactor Outlet Gas Tempera

g. Maximum Fuel Temperature
(including hot-spot tempe
ature)

h. Net Electrical Power

Generated

i. Mass Flow date

j. Core Cycle Time (Initial)

(Ultimate)

k. Weight of Reactor Skid

1. Weight of Power Conversior
Skid

4

ft from Reactor Center Line

SW(Day); NE(Night)

SE(Major) ;NW(Minor)

GCRE-I 2600 ft SE
ALPR 8000 ft SE
SPERT III 9500 ft NW

Rated Capacity at 80 F
Ambient Air Temperature

209 Mw (2.6 Mw to gas stream,
003 Mw to moderator)

475 kw/ft3

264 psia

re 249 psia

ture 805 F

3ture 12000F

1670 F

400 kw

&4,000 lbs /hr

3000 hr
10000 hr

18 Tons (without water shield)

n l6.2 Tons

TABULATION

1. Site
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3. Reactor Core

a. Approximate Dimensions

(active section)

b. Number of Fuel Elements

c. Number of Control Assemblies
(all types)

d. Fuel Loading, U2 3 5

e. Heat Capacity

f. Volume Fraction (in active
core exclusive of reflector)

Uo2

S/s

Zr

H20

Insulation Void

Gas Void

g. Reflector -mRadial

'Top

Bottom

h. Moderator

4. Nuclear Data

a. Neutron Flux -thermal(ave. )

b.

c.

d.

e.

fast

max. to ave.
ratio( thermal)

Critical Mass (cold,clean)

Total Mass 3 of Fuel in New
Core - U 35

Neutron Lifetime

Hydrogen to Uranium(U2)Ratio

5

22 in. dia x 28 in, long

61

6 (2 blades per assembly)

19.2 Kg

37 Btu/ F

1%

13%

37

47% Center Cell
64% Outer Cell
547 Average

90

20%

10 in. Pb

2 in. H2 0 , 3% in. Fe, 4 in. W

3/ in. Fe, 4 in. W

Demineralized Water

3.8 x

2.4 x

1.9

1012 n/cm2-sec

101 n/cm2-sec

1

14.5 kg

19.2 kg

45 , sec

105 Center Cell
140 Outer Cell
120 Average
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f. Temperature Coefficients of Reactivity

*Fuel -1L5(+l)x106Lk/k per C

Moderator +0.9 x 10 4L k/k per oC @ 0 C

-0.3x10 4 k/k per C @ 90C
o C

*Prompt -0.8 (+l)x10- ak/k per C @ 0 C

-1.7(+1)x10'k/k per oC @ 90 C,4 3

g. Moderator Void Coefficient 3 x 10 /cm

h. Excess Reactivty (3000-hr core life)

Burnable Poison 1.40%

Shim Control 1.95

Regulating Control 0.55

3.90%

i. Reactivity Worth of Single 0.4%Ak/k
Fuel Element (at core periphery)

**j. Thermal Utilization, f 0.78

**k. Resonance Escape Probability, 1.0

p

**1. Thermal Diffusion Length, 1 1.6 cm

**m. Fermi Age, 'T 92 cm2

**n. Buckling, B2  .0047 cm-

**o. Infinite Multiplication 1.61
Factor, k

p. Effective Multiplication 1.04
Factor (cold, clean core) ,kf

5. Fuel Assemblies (Initial Loading)

a. Composition of Meat 30 wt 7 enriched U02
dispersion in type 316 s/s

b. Cladding 0.006 in. Type 316 S/S

6

* Values to be confirmed by GCRE
**Average values for non-uniform core
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c. Weight U235 per Element

d. Fuel Assembly Dimensions

(overall)

e. Number of Plates

f. Coolant Passages (cold)

315 + 5 gm

1.85 in. dia x 36 in. long

12, formed into 4 concentric
cylinders

00044 in. to .097 in.

6. Control Rods

a. Absorber

Shim-Scram Rods

Regulating Rod

b. Control Rod Type

c. Blade Dimensions

d. Reactivity Worth,h k/k

Shim-Scram Rods (5)

Regulating Rod (1)

e. Reactivity Addition Rates,

Shim-Scram Rod 3.

Regulating Rod I

Cadmium, stainless steel

Stainless steel

Signal flag blades operating in
vertical arcs. Two blades per
control rod.

11 in. long . 3 in w fd.

Each

1.0

0055

Ibtal1

5.0

055
5055

% D k/k

Average aximum
er sec perjd eo per sec .

3x10-3% .0117 5.0x10-3% .016%

0.55% .006% 0.80% .009%

f. Scram Times

Electronics

Breakaay

Insertion

TOTAL

Shim-Scram Rods

8 msec

50 msec

200 re,

250 m: .

7. Pressure Tubes and Plenums

a. Dimensions

Height

Diameter

Wall Thickness

Tubes

37 in.

1.80 in.

o020 in.

P lenums

10 in.

26 in.

1 in. minimum
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b. Design Specifications
Tubes

Pressure (Coolant) 310 psi

Temperature (Coolant) 12000F

c. Material Type 3

8. Moderator System

a. Water Purity pH 6-7,

b. Type of Flow Circulation

Reactor Operating Forced

Shutdown Operation Natural

c. Temperatures

Reactor Outlet 2000F

Reactor Inlet 170 F

d. Flow Rate 80 gpm

9. Primary Coolant System

a. Coolant N2 wit

b. Number of Loops 1

c. Number of Passes Through Core 1

d. Total Volume of System 61.7 ft

e. Heat-Transfer Area of 214.1f
Reactor Core

f. Reactor Heat to Gas 2.6 Mw

g. Reactor Heat Flux (Ave.) 43,700
(including conduction losses to mode

h. Maximum Pressure (compressor 310 psi
outlet-design limit)

i. Temperatures

Maximum(Reactor Outlet) 1200F

Minimum(Compressor Inlet)1000F

SS

16 s/s

P lenums

310 psia

1200 F

Type 316 s/s

105-106 ohm-cm resistivity

Circulation

1 Convection

nominal

h 0.5 %002

t3,

ft2

Btu/hr-ft 2

rator)

ia

8
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10. Power Conversion Equipment (at conditions of 80 F ambient
air temperature)

a. Turbine

Type

Speed of Rotation

Expansion Ratio

Inlet Temperature

Outlet Temperature

Materials

Housing

Blading

Inlet Pressure

b. Compressor

Type

Speed of Rotation

Compression Ratio

Inlet Pressure

Outlet Pressure

Materials

c. Recuperator

Type

Heat-Transfer Duty

Temperatures

Inlet

Outlet

Maximum Pressure

Materials

Axial flow

18X000 rpm

2.5

1200®F

901 F

Stainless steel

High-temperature alloys

249 psia

Radial flow

i8,000 rpm

2 75

96,3 psia

264 psia

Aluminum & stainless steel

compact, gas to-gas exchanger
with pin-type core

7 x 106 Btu/hr

Low Pressure

334 0F

805 0 F

287 psia

Under developmer

HighPressure

901 0F

436 F

d. Precooler

Type

Heat Duty

Compact, cross-flow gas-to-air
heat exchanger

10 x 106 Btu/hr

9
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Temperatures

Inlet

Outlet

Maximum Pressure

Number of Air Fans

e0 Generator

Speed of Rotation

Rating

Voltage Output

1200 rpm

500 kw gross

2400/4180 v at 60 cpa

110 Summary of Accidents Investigated

Control System Failure at Startup

Water Systems Failures

External Physical Damage

Addition of Fuel

Sabotage

Use of a FastActing Regulating Rod

Dynamic Instability

Fluid Temperature Changes

Loss of Coolant Flow

Power Failure

Local Transportation Hazards

Turbine Operating Hazards

10

N2 Side

436F

1000F

105 psis

4

Air Side

800F

1800F

a0

b.

d.
t o

do

e.

f

gO

hL q

ja

k0

JO
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IL1 SITE DESCRIPTION

A. LOCATION

The ML-1 power plant will be located in the Army Reactor
Experimental Area (Figure 1) in the southern part of the National
Reactor Testing Station on the Snake River plain of southeastern Idaho.
The site, shown in Figure 2 , is about 5 miles east of the NRTS Central
Facility, 2 miles north of U0 S. Highway 20, and 40 miles west of
Idaho Falls0 There is no farming within the NRTS areas, and virtually
none within 20 miles of the site (see Figure 3)

Less than 1000 people live within a 20-mile radius of the
site, most of them in Atomic City, 6 miles SSE. The wind is toward
this direction about 27. of the time, The other facilities at NRTS lie
generally north and west of the site0 The wind is into this quadrant
about 77. of the time,

The total population between 20 and 30 miles from the site

is about 4,000, mainly in the following localities:

DISTANCE (Miles) DIRECTION POPULATION

Howe 20 NW 50
Bernice 20 NW 25
Arco 25 W 1000
Moore 29 NW 300
Moreland 30 SE 400
Terreton 29 NE 300.

About 110,000 people live within 50 miles of the site0
Most of these (85%) live in the Snake River Valley south and east
of the site between 30 and 50 miles away. The wind frequency into
this area is about 15%. Places with a population of over 500 within
a 50-mile radius are,

DISTANCE (Miles) DIRECTION POPULATION

Atomic City 6 SE 500
Arco 25 W 1000
Blackfoot 33 SE 5200
Shelley 39 E 1900
Aberdeen 39 5 1500
Idaho Falls and 40

vicinity E 30000

Mackay 45 NW 800
Rigby 47 E 1800
Pocatello and

vicinity 49 SE 31000

11
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The population within a 100-mile radius is about 2109000.
About 80% of these people live along the Snake Rivera

GEOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY

The surface of NRTS area is generally flat,except that
near the southeast corner and at the northeastern edge there are a
few cinder buttes which rise 200 to 300 ft0 The elevation of the
plain is about 5000 ft on the south, sloping gently to 4800 ft at
the north. Streams flowing into the area are Big Lost Rivers, Little

Lost River, Birch Creek and Medicine Lodge Creek, which follow shallow,
meandering channels before disappearing into the ground. No lakes or
swamps have formed at these points.

Underlying the entire area is a series of Pleistocene
lava flows covered by soil or alluvium that varies in thickness from
a few inches to more than 100 ft0 The thickness varies from a few
inches to 30 ft at the ML-1 site. Logs taken from drilled wells in-
dicate that the successive lava flows were separated by considerable
time intervals. The flows, anywhere from 35 to 150 ft thick 5, fre-
quently are separated by layers of sandy gravel or clay. The lava
is uniform in appearance and character, and apparently issued from
fissures rather than from volcanoes< The large, nearly flat and
level surfaces found in this area probably are the result of the
lava being very fluid. The lava is porous and the flows frequently
contain tunnels and cavities as the result of the top cooling and
forming stationary crusts while the hot interior portion continued
to flow 0

The surface drains to a low area0 Although the slope is
moderate over most of the area, the site has good drainage for the

limited rainfall The area is well drained and devoid of swampy

areas except for the Mud Lake area 0  The surface drainage at the ML-1
site is southwest0

There is a large underflow beneath much of the NRTS area0

The rate of flow is estimated to average 4 mile a year:. it is be-
lieved that the nearest point of surface discharge is along the banks

of the Snake River below the American Falls Reservoir, 60 miles from
the site,where numerous springs issue from porous lava beds0

The mountains surrounding the area are mostly of great
age, but the lava plain of the Snake River is geologically young.
Some recent faults appear to cross the lavaoobed plains9 although
the traces are not evident on the surface0 None of these faults

show historically recent movement outside the lava plain. Many
earthquakes have been recorded in Idaho9 but none were strong enough



to cause more than minor loge to buildings o The seismic map of the
United States shows that most of Idaho, including the site, is in Zone 2
a zone where earthquakes may be expected to cause moderate doge. It
is believed that structures designed to resist shocks of moderate in
tensity will not be seriously damaged , but earth mov nts may break
underground pipe connections at the faces of buildings.

C . CLIMATOLOGY

The local climatological data is s aized in Appendix D.
These data were taken at the Central Facility, 5 miles vest of the pro
pes.d site. There are no local topographical features hich wud caas
significant differences between the proposed sitend the Centl Feria
lity. The climatological points most important for a hazsrds evalua=
tion are:

1. There usually (abut 8 of the ti a) is a
west wind (up-valley flow) during the daysand a northeast wind at
night0o This is fortunate because the larger population centers are
southeast of the sites, and the other population centers are north=
west of the site0  The nearest population center in the direction of
the prevailing winds is Terreton (population 300) 29 miles away0

22. The normal annual precipitation in the area is less
than 6 in.o, mostly in the form of scattered showers. Thus , the pro-
bability of cloud wash-out in the event of an accident is low.

3. Temperature inversions throughout the lower 250 ft
of the atmosphere are present for about half the total times, d for
a few hours almost every day0  This condition would tend to hold any
radioactive cloud to a low altitude and retard cloud diffusion.

4. Destructive winds have not been a problem, but
several thunder storms can be expected during each sunmer month, and IY'

LLh in' '1S onUseauied
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III FACILITY DESCRIPTION

A0  GENERAL

The MLol power plant is a prototype of a mobile, Iow-power
reactor power plant for electrical generation for military use0 The
technology for the program is being developed in two experimental pro-
grams9 scheduled for operation in the summer of 1959:

L Gas-Cooled Reactor Experiment (GCRE) at NRTS, Idaho0

2a Gas Turbine Test Facility (GTTF)9 at Ft0 Belvoir, Virginia.

The design criteria for the power plant : incl1dd Th Appen
dix G. The power plant is designed for transport by cargo aircraft9 ship
or truck9 as shown in Figure 4o The power plant in the field will consist
of the following three major packages plus miscellaneous support equip-
ment

1. Reactor package9 containing the reactor9 shielding9 and
reactor facilities;

20 Power conversion equipment9 including turbine-compressor
set9 precooler9 recuperator9 electrical generator9 electrical switchgear
and auxiliaries; and9

3o Control shelter9 including instrument and control con
sole for plant operations

The ML-1 facility is shown in Figure 5 o The reactor may be
operated either in the reactor building or on an adjacent concrete pad.
The reactor control area is located 500 ft distant from the reactor build&
ing0

A complete description of the nuclear power plant is included
in Appendix H ,

B 0 REACTOR

1 o General

The ML=-1 reactor incorporates a heterogeneous, water-
moderated core similar to GCREI; however, stainless steel is used for the
pressure tubes and the vessel instead of aluminum. The nitrogen primary
coolant is heated from 800 to 12000F in passing over the fuel elements
between the inlet (upper) and outlet (lower) plenum chambers. The entire
core is surrounded with a thick,heavy metal gamma ray shield0 The reactor
and its shield are supported inside a 9-ft diameter tank0 This tank is
filled with borated water for neutron shielding during reactor operation9
but can be drained to reduce shipping weight. The general configuration
of the reactor package is shown in Figure 60

15
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2. Pressure Vessel and Core

The reactor core is a stainless steel tube bundle
incorporating 61 individual pressure tubes positioned by a tube sheet
on each end, (The reactor assembly is shown in Figure 7, and the lattice
spacing is shown in Figure 8). The tube sheets are 30 in. apart, and
the core diameter is approximately 22 in. The plenum and the pressure
tubes are internally insulated so that the pressure vessel operates be-
low the high tempeirture of the coolant gas.

3, Fuel Element Assembly

The reference fuel element for ML-1 consists of 315
grams of U-235 dispersed in type-316 stainless steel to form a 33-mil-
thick meat section of 30 weight percent U02 (see Figure 9). The meat
is clad with 6 mils of type-318 stainless steel. At design operating
conditions, the maximum fuel plate temperature will be 13700F (neglect-
ing hot-spot factors) as shown in Figure 10, Uncertainties in flow
conditions, heat generation, fuel element fabrication and manufacturing
tolerances could result in hot-spot temperatures as high as 16700F.

The anticipated life of the fuel elements, based on in-
pile capsule tests, is believed to be about 4000 hr at full power. The
ultimate failure is expected to be due to blistering at the hot-spot.
The corrosion of typ -318 stainless steel cladding should not affect the
anticipated life of the fuel element in the ML-l atmosphere (nitrogen
with 0.5% oxygen).

A burnable samarium poison dispersed in stainless
steel foil will be attached to the interior of the zirconium outer
liner of the fuel elements.

4o Reflector and Shielding

The primary purpose behind the design of the ML-l has
been to create a prototype power reactor system transportable by air-
craft or truck within 24 hours after shutdown. The weight limitations
preclude the use of a shielding system sufficient to allow personnel
to remain near the reactor when it is operating. Therefore, the high-
density shielding permanently attached to the core will allow the re-

actor to be approached safely only after shutdown. During full-power
operation, the permanent shielding will be supplemented by the addition
of borated water to the shielding tank in which the core is placed.
The water will thermalize and capture the neutrons leaking from the
core during full power operation. In addition to the operating shield,
a fenced exclusion area will be utilized to protect personnel.

The radial shielding consists of lead approximately
10 in. thick,which also serves as a fast neutron reflector. Axial
shielding consists of stainless steel tube sheets and tungsten radia-
tion baffles located in the inlet and outlet gas plenums. The dose

16
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rates during full-power operation are shown in Figure 110 After shut-
downs a 24-hr period will normally be allowed before the reactor is
approached0 At this time, the dose rate will vary between 5 and 50 mr/hr
at the tank surface, permitting maintenance on the reactor package (see
Figure 12). Before transporting the reactor, the water will be drained0
The dose rates in this condition are plotted in Figure 13 for 24 hr
after shutdown0 The dose rates at 25 ft are shown in Figures 14 and 15
as a function of time.

50 Control Systems

The ML-1 neutron multiplication during the core life-
time is shown in Figure l6. Flooding the gas passages of the MLr1 re-
actor with fresh water would cause an 117 increase in reactivity0  How-
ever, the reactor design is such that there is insufficient unpoisoned
water available in the system to flood the core0 Consequently9 the control
rods are not required to have sufficient control to shut down the reactor
if it is flooded with unpoisoned water0

Control system consists of six pairs of control blades
as given below

a. One pair of stainless steel regulating rods it worth
a total of 0055% Ak/k. Full insertion or withdrawal can be made in 10 sec
by manual control or 1 sec by automatic control.

b0  Five pairs of shimoscram blades balance tenon and
other fieion produt buildup, and burnable poison depletion; tnd cor.
rect for variations in reactivity from temperature and pressure changes.
Upon receipt of a scram signal, all five blades are inserted in 250 meec.
Full withdrawal of each pair requires 5 minutes0 The shim-scram blades
will be composed of cadmium in stainless steel cladding with the possible
addition of hafnium0 The variation in reactivity as these blades rotate
in the core is shown in Figure 17o

The mechanical configuration of the control blades is
shown in Figure l8o Each pair of blades is driven by a shaft which is
housed in a thimble extending from the moderator water fluid out to the
drive mechanism housing0 The drive mechanisms are recessed into the
outer wall of the neutron shield tank in a relatively low radiation field0

6. Water Systems

a0  Moderator System

During both operation and shutdown of the ML-'1
reactor, it will be necessary to remove heat from the moderator0 This
heat load is imposed on the moderator system by gamma and neutron re-
actions and by heat conduction through the walls of the pressure
tubes0 Figure 19 shows the flow diagram of the

17
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system. The water is circulated from the reactor through an air-to-
water heat exchanger,while a small fraction of the flow is bypassed
through demineralizers. Automatic dampers on the heat exchanger will
maintain the outlet water temperature between 190 and 200F during
normal operation.

b. Shield Water System

Suitable analytical means will be provided in

conjunction with the make-up system to insure that the reactor shield
water is sufficiently borated. Either a small, calibrated neutron

source and counter, or a quantitative chemical analysis may be employed.
Further studies will be made of this problem during the design stage.
One promising chemical technique is a specific colorimetric test for
boron which uses an organic indicator (hydroxy anthoquinone) with

sulfuric acid as a solvent. This water is heated from the reactor and
the temperature will vary between 40 and 2100F depending on reactor

power level and outside temperature.

c. Core Flooding System

For major maintenance on the reactor, or for
fuel element replacement, the reactor gas passages will be flooded with

borated water. The gas ducts between the reactor and power conversion
equipment will first be broken and the gas ducts blanked off. The
borated shield water will be drained into the reactor. The size of the
connection through which the water flows will restrict the maximum flood-

ing rate to 1 gallon per minute. At this rate, even if the flooding
water is unpoisoned, it is impossible to reach a prompt critical
condition.

After completion of maintenance, the water will
be drained to the waste holdup tank, and the tesetor illbe dried by
open-cycle heating.

7. Steady-State Performance Characteristics

Radial and axial powen and fluxes for ML-1 were ob-
tained from a critical assembly. An effort was made to obtain uniform
radial power distribution. This results in a substantial reduction
in the reactor pressure drop because little or no orificing of the fuel
elements is required to maintain the same maximum fuel plate temperature
for all elements. As overall cycle efficiency is dependent on reactor

pressure drop, radial power flattening will increase the plant efficiency.

The radial power and flux profiles are shown in

Figure 20. The maximum-to-average radial power ratio is about 1.1. The

axial flux profiles are shown in Figure 21. The maximum-to-average
axial power ratio is approximately 1.41.
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{ maximum fuel plate temperature (with
no tct spot ac >) scown in Figure 22. If the reactor power is
proportional to the ::oLant flow, the maximum plate temperatures remain
about constant for constant coolant bulk temperature rise.

C. POWER CONVERSION EQUIPMENT

The o.er ycle s shown in Figure 23. Temperatures and
pressure howo on the flow diagram are state points for rated operation
at 125 F ambient air temperature and 400 kw net electrical output. The
hot gas leaving the reactor at 1200 F is expanded in the turbine, passes
through a regenerative-type heat exchanger (recuperator) and a precooler
to the compressor where the gas is compressed. The compressed gas is
passed through the recuperator where it is preheated to about 8000F by
the hot gas leaving the turbine)and thence to the reactor where the gas
is heated to 12000 F. Two bypass lines with automatic valving are pro-
vided for power plant control and for turbine overspeed protection.

The power conversion package will include the power conver-
sion equipment, several auxiliary systems, and the necessary structure and
housing. The major items of power conversion equipment are the turbine-
compressor set, precooler, recuperator, gear box and electrical generator;
the auxiliary system includes the gas transfer system, the drying system
and lubricating systems. The structure and housing will be used to align
and protect this other equipment and will feature the shock mounting nec-
essary to withstand transportation shocks. The equipment layout is shown
in Figures 24 and 25.

D. CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTATION

1L General

The Ml- instrumentation and control equipment will
be designed to .pimize reliability, ruggedness, minimum weight, and
minimum volume with ease of field operation and maintenance. The entire
system will use only transistorized or other solid-state devices in the
control and amp:lfi catJon circuits, Static switching devices will be
used in place of relays for increased reliability and resistance to shock
and vibratIon.

2. Power Plant Control System

The MLi control block diagram is shown in Figure 26.
The prinya. Y co t K is of the power plant are based upon generator frequency
and reactor outlet temperature. Increases in load demand are met by pres-
surizing the loop taus increasing the mass rate of flow and the net power
output. However, in order to maintain a high turbine inlet temperature
following this change, it is necessary to increase reactor power level
rapidly to meet the new power demand. This requires a fast acting regulat-
ing rod. A. decrease in load is met by opening the compressor bypass valve.
This effect reduces the turbine flow rate andhence, the system power out-
put.
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The most severe system perturbation occurs when the
loop is pressurized to meet a step load demand from no-load to full-
load. During this transient, the regulating rod introduces 0.47 re-
activity while the reactor temperature drops 750F. The system returns
to a steady-state condition within 4 secs.

A secondary controller is provided to position the
regulating rod by a slow shimming action. This will position the re-
gulating rod so that the available rod movement represents 0.4% positive
reactivity and 0.157% negative reactivity.

3. Control Cab

The control cab will contain all the instruments, con-
trols and power circuits necessary to operate the reactor and power gen-
erating equipment. Thesc include all of the nuclear amplifiers and
meters; rod position indicators; safety circuits and interlocks; pro-
cess indicators for flow, temperature, pressure, liquid level in the
reactor tank, radiation level; and all indicators and controls for
electrical power distribution.

The cab structure is tentatively planned to be simi-
lar to the Craig Relicop-Hut, shown in Figure 27. The rack design will
insure that all instruments and controls will be within easy reach of
the operator. The console layout is shown in Figure 28. There will
be three types of information available to the operator, each con-
centrated in a particular panel area:

a. Neutron Measurements

Reactor neutron flux,as measured by the seven
neutron detectors, will be displayed to the operator in a rack directly
over that portion of the console desk section that contains the rod
drive switches and rod position indicators. Meters will show log count
rate, reactor period, log N power, and high-level power. The system
annunciating panel will alert the operator, both visually and audibly,
when a malfunction exists in some portion of the system.

b. Process Loop Parameters

The process loop parameters include the main
loop flow rates, pressures and temperatures. Set point controls and
dynamic controls for these process variables will be adjacent to their
respective indicators. A small graphic panel illustrating the process
loop will also be mounted in this section.

c. Electrical Power Load

Meters will be mounted adjacent to each other to
measure electrical output to the transmission lines, synchroscope, over-

load relays, fault detectors, frequency, voltage and current. Switches
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will be mounted on the desk console beneath the rack to control the
turbine starting motor, lubrication pumps, generator loading adjust-
ment, load transfer switches, tachometer, etc0 An intercommunication
system to connect the reactor area with the control cab will be located
at the operation console0

A one kw-hr battery-inverter system will supply
power to the shutdown instrumentation when the power plant is shut down
either by the operator or through process malfunction. The instruments
connected to the shutdown battery system include: (1) neutron monitors
in the intermediate channels; (2) rod position indicators; (3) thermo-
couple amplifiers for reactor inlet and outlet temperatures; (4) rod
insertion motors; (5) system pressure control system; and, (6) flow
indicating system0

E. FACILITY

A limited-access area with a radius of 500 ft will be pro-
vided for the ML-l reactor, as shown in Figure 30. This fenced area
will contain the Test Site and the Control Station,and access to this
area will be.controlled at the Control Station. The Test Site and the
Control Station areas will be enclosed by a security fence. Area and
fence lighting and alarm systems will be provided according to NRTS
standards

The main Test Building shown in Figures 31 and 32 is a pre-
fabricated metal building with steel framing and aluminum siding and
roofing0 A Personnel Change Building is attached, containing necessary
showers and instruments for personnel safety0

The Control Station site as shown in Figure 33, is located
500 ft east of the reactor area and is not in direct line-of-sight from
the reactor. The Auxiliary Control Building is constructed of rein-
forced concrete and contains all the necessary equipment for personnel
safety in the event of a reactor accident. The prototype control cab
will be placed adjacent to the Auxiliary Control Building.

A liquid radioactive waste collection,storage,and disposal
system will be providedsufficient to store the maximum amount of liquid
waste which may be generated by the ML-1 plant at any one time, This
collection system is shown in Figure 35.
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TV0  PLANT OPERATION

A. GENERAL

10 Personnel

Approximately 15 people will be used in the ML-1
operating staff for 24 hour-a-day operation0 The personnel will be
selected for competence and experience0 The functions of the key
personnel are briefly described in the following sections0

a0  Operations Superintendent

The Operations Superintendent will be the rank-
ing supervisor in the organization0 He will be vested with the over-
all responsibility and authority to act in all matters concerning person-
nel, safety, equipment and the operation of the ML-1o He will formulate,
or review and approve all operations and safety procedures and regula-
tions0o He will report to the Aerojet=General Manager for Idaho Operations

b0  Health and Safety Officer

This staff member will be responsible for super-
vising and implementing the adherence of the organization to the radio-
logical and industrial safety rules and regulations0 He will review
and approve all procedures for operations and safety0

c0  Senior Nuclear Engineer

The Senior Nuclear Engineer will be the staff
member responsible for auditing the technical performance of the nuclear
components of the ML-1 0  All procedures concerning operations and ex-
periments will be subject to his review and approval0

d. Senior Mechanical Engineer

This staff member will be the primary authority
on ML- rotating machinery and other mechanical components His main
function will be providing consultation and direction to investigations
of the performance of the NLo1 power conversion equipment0

e. Shift Supervisor

The Shift Supervisor will be in charge of,and
responsible ford the immediate details of the operation of the ML-1
In that position he will adhere to the operations and experimental
procedures9 safety rules and regulations9 and the daily instructions0

f0 Military Trainees

There is a distinct possibility that military
trainees will be assigned to observe and become familiar with the
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operation of the ML-l. A complete set of training manuals and plant
models will be prepared to provide for such training. Space will be
available in the Auxiliary Control Building to accommodate a limited
number of trainees during ML-1 operations.

20 Operating Procedures

The operating group will prepare detailed procedures
covering all phases of the ML-1 operation. Compliance with these pro-
cedures will be mandatory. A copy of all applicable procedures will
be included in the final Hazards Summary Report0

3a Training

The NLL-1 operating personnel will be trained in all
the operating and safety aspects of the work. This training will be
accomplished by an organized program of instructions and testing prior
to the startup of the reactor. After reactor operation has started,on-the-
job training will be continued. The training program will be revised
as required to keep it current and will be used to instruct new civilian
personnel and military trainees.

B. POWER PLANT PERFORMANCE

The power plant will be capable of producing electrical
power within the range of 300 500 kw in ambient air conditions ranging
from -65 to 1250F. The power plant equipment will be rated to provide
400 kw (e) at 1250F ambient temperature. For NRTS operation, under
the highest ambient air temperatures of 1000F, the plant will produce
400 kw (e) with a net plant efficiency of about 14.77. Operation of
the ML-l plant under 800F ambient air conditions results in a net plant
efficiency of 15.4% and a required heat input from the reactor of
2600 kw (th). Temperature entropy diagrams are shown for 80 0F and
1000F ambient air temperatures on Figures 36 and 37, respectively.

The power plant will be operated at various electrical load
conditions ranging from no-load to full-load to simulate the ultimate
field operations0 The temperature of the gas leaving the reactor will
be maintained at 12000F under all power demand conditions to obtain
maximum cycle efficiency and to avoid severe temperature transients.
State temperatures around the power plant loop will remain essentially
unchanged during a change in power demand. Reactor power and mass

flow rate will vary automatically with the change of power demand.

C. PRE-STARTUP TESTING

Pre'startup testing of the ML-l facility will include the
following phases:
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1. Equipment Performance Testing at the Site

All reactor support equipment, power conversion equip-
ment and auxiliaries will be individually tested during this phase to
confirm that components have been properly installed and will perform
in accordance with specifications. (Certain critical equipment, such as
the turbine-compressor set, will have been operated under design condi-
tions at the vendor's shop before testing at the ML-1 site,) The mod-
erator system and reactor coolant system will be leak-tested after com-
ponent testing. System tests will be performed on the moderator flow
system, reactor control system, make-up water system, reactor coolant
system, and gas transfer system. All tests will be performed at ambient
conditions. No hot-testing of the reactor coolant is planned for ML-l
prior to the initial critical experiment. All hot-testing will be
performed following this experiment at reduced reactor powers and re-
duced turbine-compressor speeds.

2. Instrument Performance Testing and Calibration

The NL-l instrumentation will be checked wherever
possible in conjunction with the preceding paragraph. Artificial
signals will be used where necessary. Temperature sensing elements will
be exposed to heat sources, and controtling. -recordingand indicating cir-
cuits will be proven and adjusted. Dead weight testers will be used
to actuate the pressure sensing systems. Artificial signals will be
applied to flow metering and neutronic systems for proof-testing and
calibration. Alarm, interlock and scram actuators will be set. Control
valves will be adjusted and relief valves bench-tested.

D. STARTUP

t. Initial Critical & Zero-Power Testing

A critical experiment will be performed on the ML-1
to determine the minimum critical loading. A series of zero-power
experiments will follow the critical experiment for the purposes of
determining control rod worths and rod calibration, temperature co-
efficients and zero-power flux maps,:and of.evaluating and calculating
neutronic instrumentation. A complete procedure will be developed
after the reactor design is complete.

2. Normal Startup

Approximately 80 minutes maximum will be required for
plant startup, including 60 minutes for system warmup during cold
weather periods. Four basic periods comprise the tentative startup
procedure:
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a. Reactor startup

b0  Initial cranking of the rotating machinery

c. System warmup

d. Changeover to no-load, 1007-speed operation.

The one-hour warmup period together, with the thermal
capacities of the system components and steady state operating temp-
eratures,will fix the quantity of heat to be released to the gas during
the warmup phase. To heat the equipment up to operating temperatures in
one hour, the reactor must provide about 135 kw of heat to the gas stream.
An additional 120 kw of heat must be generated by the reactor at elevated
temperatures to compensate for the heat lost to the moderator and in the
piping. Accordingly, a maximum power level of about 255 kw must be pro=
vided by the reactor during the warmup phase0 The minimum coolant flow
required at the higher system temperatures to avoid excessive fuel plate
temperatures is 7000 lb/hr0 At the outset of the warmup cycle, a lower
mass flow of about 4200 lb/hr will be utilized.

The following startup mode is tentatively planned for
the ML 1 power plant:

a0  Reactor Startup (SubPower Level)

The reactor will be brought to a critical con-
dition and taken to a power level of about 1 watt on a 30-sec period. A
final reactor instrumentation checkout will be performed before further
increases in power startup of rotating machinery are initiated.

b. Initial Cranking of the Rotating Machinery

Initially, the power plant flow system will be
set at atmospheric pressure, the starting motor turned on using NRTS
power; and the turbine compressor set brought up to about 1/3 speed At
this point, the compressor inlet pressure will be adjusted to about
20 psi to achieve 4200 lb/hr mass flow0

c. System Warmup

The reactor power will be raised to about 150
kw,with about 135 kw being supplied to the gas coolant0 The gas will
be circulated through the system at a flow rate of about 4200 lb/hr
until reactor outlet temperature exceeds 4000FO At this time, the
compressor inlet pressure will gradually be increased to 30 psi and the

mass flow rate increased to 7000 lb/hr0 As required, the reactor power
would be increased to a maximum of 255 kw to compensate for heat losses
to the moderator. The reactor outlet temperature would not be allowed
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to increase at a rate exceeding 300F/min in order to avoid excessive
thermal stresses in the recuperator. At a reactor outlet temperature
of about 12000F the system will reach its self-sustaining point. Once
this condition is achieved, the starting motor will be shut off.

do Changeover to No-Load,1007-Speed Operation

An orderly change of about 10 min is antici-
pated for this operation, During this time, the reactor power is raised
to provide about 430 kw to the gas, the mass flow rate is increased to

about 119200 lb/hr through the reactor, and the compressor bypass is
opened to admit about 1200 lb/hr. The plant is now self-sustaining at
rated speed and is ready to supply the electrical load demand.

E.  SHUTDOWN

1., Normal Shutdown

The tentative normal shutdown procedure is as follows:

The external load will be removed and the reactor
power reduced to about 430 kw. The internal electrical load will then
be transferred to the NRTS power supply. Reactor power and reactor
outlet temperature will be reduced, while the turbine-compressor is maintain-

at rated speed of 18,000 rpm, until the reactor outlet temperature
reaches about 9000F. At this point the turbine-compressor set speed
will be reduced from rated speed to 407. speed, at which point the system
is just self-sustaining. The T-C set then coasts down to 307% speed, and
the starting motor is turned on to maintain flow at 30% speed. There-
after the reactor power is reduced slowly to a power level less than
10 kw,at which point the reactor is scrammed. At any time the cooling
rate of equipment shall not increase more than 30 F/min in order to
minimize thermal stresses.

2. Emergency Shutdown Procedure

Rapid shutdown may be required for reasons of reactor
safety or component failure. The reactor will be scrammed; and, simul-
taneously, the generator will be open-circuited to remove all turbine
load. (Electrical analog studies will be performed in the near future
on the shutdown transients; temperatures of the various system components
will be determined as a function of time after scram; and transients
will be investigated for cases of precooler fans operating and not
operating after scram). To effect a reactor scram, all of the shim-
scram rods (5LAk/k) are rapidly inserted. The heat generation is
reduced to about 157L of the steady-state value in the first second.
The heat generation thereafter will decay to about 1.57. of steady-
state value in about 60 seconds.
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The system will maintain full gas flow for the first
15 seconds after scram and then experience a gradual flow decay in
which the flow decreases to about 1% in 80 seconds. This gradual flow
decay is provided by the system rotary inertia and enables the system to
utilize the precooler heat sink following the scram. The electrical
analog studies will dictt*: whether the precooler fans must operate
during the transient or whether sufficient precooler heat removal can bs
effected with natural convection of the air. A manual switch will be
provided to transfer the precooler fan load to the NRTS power supply
during plant operation or shutdown.

Following the flow decay of the reactor gas coolant,
the moderator system will be used as the principal heat sink. For the
ultimate Army power plant, it is planned that power .oothe. dderator
cooler fans and moderator pumps be dumped when the generator is open-
circuited at the time of scram. Natural convection circulation of the
moderator water and moderator air coolant then would be utilized to
remove the reactor after-heat, Calculations show that the fuel element
temperature rise in this event will not be excessive, as shown in
Appendix E. It is estimated that the moderator water would experience
a 25 F temperature rise before equilibrium is reached between the heat
generated in the reactor and the amount of heat rejected in the moderator
water-air cooler, operating under natural convection on the air side.
A manual switch will be provided so that the ML-l substation can furnish
NRTS power to the moderator pumps and fans during operation or shutdown.

F. FUEL REPLACEMENT

1. General

The general methods of fuel removal and replacement
will depend on the number of fuel elements to be replaced, the operating
schedule, and whether new or spent fuel elements are to be replaced in
the core. The fuel handling methods outlined below are similar to
those planned for the Army power plant for a field fuel element change.

2. Local Fuel Removal

After long periods of operation, the initiation of
transfer procedure will be delayed for approximately 24 hours after

*h"t4own until the radiation level surrounding the reactor package has
decreased to acceptable levels. The core will subsequently be flooded
with borated shield water by the method outlined in section V-B-3, and
the moderator water system drained. A ten-foot extension will be added
to the existing shield water tank, and the extension filled with borated
water to supplement the shielding water above the reactor. The extension
to the shield water tank will include a working platform, crane facilities,
and remote handling facilities.
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The next step will consist of removing the head of the
reactor, including the integral lead and tungsten shielding. The heads
which is attached to the body of the upper plenum by a Marman-type
clamp, will be lifted with a crane mounted on the top of the extension,
and placed on a bracket mounted on the side wall of the shield tank.

A fuel element handling cask weighing approximately 4
tons will be lowered with the crane to a position beside, and at the same
height as the HL-1 core,as shown in Figure 38. The fuel element will
be removed from its position in the core with the appropriate unlocking
and remote handling tool and inserted in the handling cask. During the
transfer of the fuel element from the core to the handling cask, an
exclusion area of approximately 300 feet will be maintained around the
area,and the only personnel permitted in the area will be the fuel
handlers located at the top of the shield extension. In every transfer
from the core to handling cask, a minimum of two men will be located on
the shield extension working platform. The handling cask will be capable
of handling only one element at a time.

After the fuel element is transferred to the cask,
the lid of the cask -ill be secured and the handling cask raised out of
the shield tank and placed at the back end of a suitable carrier. The
carrier will have gamma shielding to supplement the lead in the handling
cask. The cask will be transported to the AREA hot-cell facilities
located about 1-1/2 miles from the ML-1 operation site. After the element
has been removed from the cask, the cask will be returned to the ML-I
operating site and the fuel element transfer procedure repeated until
the desired elements are removed.

3. Fuel Removal at Hot-Cell Facilities

The second method of removing fuel from the ML-l
reactor requires the transportation of the reactor package to the hot-
cell facilities. The reactor package would be secured and transported
to the hot-cell, by the procedure outlined in Section V-B-12 below.
After arrival at the hot-cell,the methods of transferring the fuel elei-
ment from the core to the cask and from the cask from the shield tank
would be the same as those used for local fuel transfer.

4. Fuel Element Replacement

The replacement fuel elements for the ML-l reactor
will normally be new fuel elements; however, due to the experimental
nature of the ML-1 operation, it is probable that previously removed
elements will be reinstalled in the reactor.

In the case of partially spent fuel elements, the
procedure for replacement would be the reverse of that used to remove
spent elements.
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The procedure for aoJdi.g g .:Ia tft c thb. came type
" that used in the initial loading would be simplified, due to the
absence of radiation; and the fuel elements would be lowered from the
top of the extension without a handling cask0

In the event a new type of element is loaded into the
core, it would be necessary to repeat a critical experiment (see Section
V-B-5). At the conclusion of the replacement of either new or partially
spent fuel elements, the head would be replaced and the extension tank
drained and removed~ The core vessel will subsequently be drained, the
water moderator added in small increments,.and multiplication charts plotted
to avoid the attainment of an unintentional critical0

5 , Radiation Levels

since the procedures for the transfer of the fuel
element to the cask are identical for the local and hot-cell fuel trans-
fer, the radiation levels would be the same At the conclusion of reactor
operation,prior to the fuel transfer, the radiation level surrounding the
shield tank is too high to permit access After a period of 24 hours,
the radiation level will decrease to acceptable values in the vicinity of
the reactor tank when there is borated water in the shield tank The
table on page 31 shows the time, manpower, and radiation levels required
to make a whole core fuel removal0, The total dose accumulated by the
transfer personnel is approximately 107 roentgens or about 180 mr per
man for a ix-ian crew. Additional manpower would have to be supplied
for transporting and unloading the handling cask if the fuel element transfer
is made at the operating site0

6 Special Hazards

During the fuel transfer operations as outlined above,
there is the possibility of an accident which would produce a hazardous
condition through the undesirable exposure of a whole or partial fuel
element 0 These accidents include dropping a fuel element, dropping the
handling cask in the shield tank, and damaging either the handling cask
or reactor while transporting the fuel element to the AREA hot-cell
facilities

Special precautions are being taken in the design of
the shield tank to avoid places in which the fuel element could become
lodged or inaccessible from the top of the extension 0 Similarily, two
men are used during all fuel transfer procedures to preclude the situation
of one man being disabled, since approach to the reactor package would
be difficult while a fuel element is exposed 0

The handling cask will be raised and lowered at the
outer perimeter of the tank to avoid any hazardous damage to the reactor
vessel or shielding if it were dropped0 Pieces of a fuel element
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damaged by dropping could be reclaimed by providing special pickup tools
for the fuel handlers located at the top of the extension.

The problems associated with damage to the fuel
handling cask or reactor package during transport to the NRTS hot-cell
facilities are discussed in Section V-B-12.

ACCUMULATED DOSE FOR WHOLE CORE REMOVAL

Approx. Estimated Time Men to Com- Total

Job Description Dose Rate Exposure lete Job Dose ,

Add Shield Etn-
sion 10 mr/hr 4 hrs 2 .08 r

Ascending the Exten-
sion Tank 10 mr/hr 0 2 - - -

Removal of Head 0.5 mr/hr 4 hrs 2 - - -

Transfer of Element
to Handling Cask 1 mr/hr 15 hrs 2 0.03 r

Transfer of Cask
from Shield Tank 150 mr/hr 2 hrs 2 0.60 r

Transporting Cask to
Hot-Cell or Securing
on Truck 70 mr/hr 4 hrs 1 0.28 r

Replacement of Head 0.5 mr/hr 4 hrs 2 - - -

Extension Removal 10 mr/hr 4 hrs 2 .08 r

TOTAL 1.07 r

G C HOT MAINTENANCE

1. General

Since the NL-4 reactor is a prototype portable reactor,
the operating site will provide only minimum maintenance facilities. All
possible maintenance work will be performed at the site, but major main-
tenance will require transporting the reactor package to either the
GCRE-I facilities or to hot-shop facilities.

2. Local Maintenance

The principal areas of maintenance work which will be
performed on the reactor package at the operating site are the replacement
of fuel elements, replacement of control rod actuators, the repair of
damage to e ither the shield tank or the external components of the modera-
tor cooling system, the replacement of the demineralizer resins for the
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moderator cooling system, ynd the oplacement of rupture disc in the
moderator cooling system0 Certain portions of the power conversion
equipment may require periodic maintenance at 2-to 3-month intervals:
Gas filter cartridges will become clogged and need replacement; the
end gas seal of the turbine-compressor set will be replaced whenever
leakage becomes excessive, and so on0 All components which will require
periodic inspection or minor maintenancewill be located on the outside
edge of the power plant shield to provide accessibility.

30 Outside Facilities

Major maintenance on the fl-l reactor package will
be performed either at the GCREKI facilities or at the NRTS hot-shops0

Maintenance performed at the GCRE I facilities would include repairs of
external components, or use of the GCRE-I reactor to test fuel element
cladding for failure 0  All major maintenance on the reactor pressure
vessel, shielding, or control rod blades would be performed at the hot-
shop facilities0

4. Hazards

The hazards associated with the maintenance of the
ML4 at the GCRE- and hot-shop facilities are limited to those normally
encountered in working with highly radioactive materials0  Transportation
of the reactor package to the maintenance facilities represents a
potential hazard and is discussed in Section V-B-12 0

H. EXPERIMENAL PROGRAM

1. Variable Load Conditions

Effective power plant testing at part-load, full-load
and overload conditions will be needed to meet the stringent military
requirements for the electrical power output and quality. Tests will be
performed to measure and evaluate the stability, quantity, frequency,
and voltage ranges of output; the efficiency of the plant and individual
components; the effects of variations in coolant flow, pressure and
temperature; the rotating machinery speeds; system inertia and so on0
The effects of these variables on reactor power output will be observed
and examined 0

2. Effect of Step Change of Loads

The problems associated with increasing and/or decreas-
ing the reactor power rapidly and safely in the event of a sudden
change in power demand will require extensive tests and investigations.
The transients introduced into the system will be measured and the effect
of plant energy storage systems on the behavior of transients will be
investigated
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3. Cooling Systems

The effect of rapid shutdown on the behavior of cooling
systems will be investigated. The use of the precooler as a heat sink
and its effectiveness in dissipating heat by natural convection will be
determined. The heat-transfer characteristics of the moderator heat
exchanger will be defined. Tests will be performed to measure after-
heat and its effects on reactor components and cooling systems will be
evaluated.

4. System Contamination

There is a distinct possibility that fission product
diffusion, minor leakages and coolant gas activation will gradually
contaminate the system. This requires the establishment of clean-up
procedures and a program of testing and evaluating th& ele4ntu
equipment.
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V 0  HAZARDS EVALUATION

A. INTRODUCTION

The potential hazards.associated with operating and testing
the m1-i are discussed in light of two major considerations

1j The possible mechanisms for introducing uncontrolled
reactivity into the reactor core6  These include a definition of the
maximum credible accident, and other occur
physical damage to the reactor.

2. The consequences of the maitmum credible accident Which
will include energy release, mechanisms of shutdown, and the radiation
hazards resulting from the energy release6

B. NECHANISMS FOR CREATING POTENTIAL RAZARDU AND THE MMAIMUIYI
CREDIBLE ACeIDENT

I e gner dnedrat.io

Lh primary safety considerations included in' the design
of th ML-l sy2sen ie:

a. The reactor temperature coefficient, either prompt or
steady-state, is not sufficiently large to have a significant effect on
reactivity under any condition. In an uncontrolled excursion, the
primary shutdown mechanism is the gross deformation of the fuel elements

b a Flooding the coolant passages and the voids in the
insulation with unpoieoned water will decrease the neutron leakage,
resulting in an increased reactivity of approximately 11%.

The power plant requirements are such that the control
system must be capable of rapid changes in reactivity in order to allow
rapid power increases.

The reactor control system is designed so that potential
hazards from reactor excursions are limited by the following factors:

a. The excess reactivity that is available to the operator
when the core and the insulation are dry is 2.5%.

b. There will be insufficient unpoisoned water present in
the system to cause an accident. All shielding water will be heavily
borated, and if introduced into the core will reduce reactivity.

c. The entire control system has been designed so that no
single equipment failure or operational error can result in an unsafe
condition.
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Various possible causes of reactor excursions are
discussed below. An attempt has been made to evaluate the probability
of occurrence of these conditions. The consequences of these accidents
are discussed in Section VI.

2. Control System Failure at Startup

To minimize the probability and consequences of
operating errors, interlocks will be provided to prevent simultaneous
withdrawal of a shim-scram rod and the regulating rod at startup. This
interlock requires that the regulation rod be fully retracted before the
shim-scram rod can be withdrawn. Further, the circuitry will be designed
so that the simultaneous withdrawal of more than one shim-scram rod
will be impossible.

A "worst" accident is postulated below. This accident
can only result from the simultaneous occurrence of several procedural
malpractices coupled with two failures of the scram system0

a. The reactor is brought critical by withdrawing
one shim-scram rod at the maximum rate; This withdrawal is continued
up to 100 seconds after criticality is reached0

b. The regulating rod is in a fully inserted position
at critical, (Startup interlocks require the full retraction of the
regulating rod at the initiation of a shim-scram rod removal, and p-o-
cedures do not permit any subsequent regulating rod operation until the
reactor reaches "no-load" power.)

c. After placing the reactor on a positive pericd of
less than 10 seconds by shim-scram rod withdrawal, the regulating rod
is retracted at its maximum rate,reaching its fully retracted position
in one second. (The maximum rate can be obtained only by committing
the two operation errors of placing the regulation rod switch on
"automatic" and switching the automatic power controller to the "on
position" for receiving a reactor gas outlet temperature signal.)

d. The period scram fails and does not stop shim-
scram rod and regulating rod withdrawals when the reactor period has de-
creased to 2 to 3 seconds.

e. The power level scram fails to function when the
reactor power level reaches 3 Mw.

The excursion which follows results in a fuel meltdown
and partial vaporization. Figure 39 shows the reactor periods and
power levels which would be obtained as a function of time after:

critical, and the time at which withdrawal of the regulating rod is

initiated. The minimum obtainable reactor period is 15 milliseconds.
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A destructive accident would also occur if manual
withdrawal of the regulating rod occurred in Step c above (requiring 10
seconds) simultaneously with shim-scram withdrawal after critical, if the
multiplication was not checked by the operator. Under these condtions,
the minimum obtainable reactor period is 70 milliseconds. However, in
this case the operator would have several seconds to read the period-and
power-level meters and to stop the excursion. The simultaneous occurrence
of all the required events in either case is considered extremely improbable.

3. Water Systems Failures

The maximum hazards that can result from any combination
of failures in the water systemsare fuel element meltdown due to complete
loss of water after shutdown, or fresh water flooding. These hazards can
only occur where two or more unrelated systems fail at the same time.

After a reactor shutdown, cooling must be provided to
prevent overheating and potential meltdown of the fuel elements, Nor-
mally the afterhet is dissipated by convection to the reactor gas cool-
ant system, and by heat conduction from the fuel elements to the moderator
sys tem.

As shown in Appendix E, sufficient heat can be trans-
ferred to the moderator to prevent over-heating of the fuel element even
if the gas coolant system fails. The heat transferred to the moderator
is dissipated by boiling and natural convective flow through the moderator
system.

After one hour, sufficient cooling of the fuel elements
can be obtained by convection of air through the moderator passages; there-
fore, the loss of moderator water by a gross failure of the piping represents
a potential fuel element meltdown only during the first hour after shutdown.
If the moderator water system did fail during this critical period, borated
shield water would be valved into the moderator passage. Thus, the only
possibility of fuel meltdown would occur if there was a simultaneous failure
of both moderator and shield water systems of such a magnitude and in such
a location that all of the water drained out of the core area in less than
one hour.

Since the two systems are not mechanically related, and
the failures must be preferentially located and of large magnitude, the
simultaneous double failure of both the shield and moderator system does
not appear to be a credible accident,

Flooding of borated shield water into the core will
momentarily increase the reactivity as the water rises, since it acts
as an end reflector. This 0.3% increase in reactivity, however, is less
than the value of one control rod and does not constitute a hazard. As
the water level rises into the tube bundle, the presence of boron decreases
reactivity by about 15%.
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A leak in the pressure tube bundle will not result in
the flooding of the core with fresh water since the total volume of mod.
erator water will be less than the storage space available in the lower
plenum and gas duct0  The only credible means of moderator water leaking
into the core is through tube failure It is not considered credible that
more than 6 tubes could fail simultaneously0  Calculations indicate that:
the flooding of 6 tubes would actually decrease reactivity since the ab-
sorption effect of the water would predominate over the increase in
moderation0

The worst hazard that could occur from the above consid-
eration is,therefore, thermal shock damage to the fuel elements in the
leaking tubes0 This could cause rupture of the fuel cladding of these
elements; but even in this event, only a portion of the radioactive gas
in the fuel element would escape0

The only possibility left to consider is that the shield
water was not borated0 A leak or complete failure of the upper plenum
lid in the presence of unborated shield water could then cause complete
fresh water flooding This is discussed in Section V-C of this report0

All other single or multiple failures are not poten-
tially hazardous 0  Table 5 surnarizes the possible failures and their
consequences 0

4 'xterrniPhys icalDamage

It is highly improbable that such events as an earth-
quake or a truck crash would produce external forces sufficient to
bring about a condition that would be hazardous to the surrounding
reactor erea0

Nor only are the reactor and its components designed to
withstand 8 g shock loads, but 4to the lead shield surroundibg th reactor
provides a natural shock absorber for the pressure vessel and internal
components0  Moreover, many safety features are included in the mechanical
design of the system: for instance, if the power supply suddenly ceased,
the control blades would automatically scram; if a rupture occurred in
the bellows separating the moderator from the neutron shielding water,
the borated shielding water introduced into the core would cause a large
decrease it reactivity0

Several other possible types of accidents that could be

caused by external physical happenings are:

a0  A large rupture in an inlet or exhaust duct or
plenum would produce a large decrease in reactivity due to the boration
of the shield water;
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b. Distortion of the fuel element configuration, bringing
some fuel elements toward the center, would decrease the fuel plate spacing
and produce a decrease in reactivity; and,

c. Distortion of the fuel element configuration so as
to increase the spacing in a nearly uniform fashion with all the.voids
filled with water could produce an increase of reactivity up to 3%; but
this is not considered credible,

5. Addition of Fuel

In order to add or replace fuel in the ML-1 reactor,
the general methods described in Section IV-D will be followed. As out-
lined in the aforementioned section, all fuel additions or replacements
will be made with the moderator system drained and the fuel element
flooded with shield water containing 5 wt % ammonium pentaborate
(1 weight percent boron).

At the conclusion of the actual fuel replacement pro-
cedures, the reactor head will be replaced and the borated water drained
out of the core. Water will then be added to the moderator systems ii
small volumetric increments. An inverse multiplication chart with control
rods inserted in,and retracted from,the core will be maintained during
the moderator additions. A special valve permitting the rapid draining
of the moderator system will be opened if there is any unusual increase
in multiplication. The above procedures provide sufficient safeguarc.s
for performing fuel additions or replacements in the ML-l reactor, for
any potential accident requires a double failure of operational
procedure and/or equipment malfunction.

With the moderator water system drained, the physical
dimensions of the ML-]. reactor are such that it is impossible to achieve
criticality as either a fast or thermal reactor by the addition of any
possible amount of fuel in the fuel channels.

While the actual. fuel changes are in progress, the
flooding of the fuel channels provides an additional factor of safe1:y.
Even if the moderator water were inadvertently left in the core, th
reactor would not reach criticality, for the boron flooding decreases
the reactivity by approximately 157.. The 157. decrease in reactivity re-
sults from a decrease of approximately 267 due to increased thermal
neutron absorption by the boron and an increase of approximately 117. due
to the increased moderation of the flooding water. The 157. negative
reactivity would compensate for approximately 30 peripheral elements to
the ML-1 reactor.

When flooded, the reactor has an inherently safe :3hut-
down mechanism that is produced by steam formation adjacent to the fuel
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element. An investigation that compared ML-1 floodedj(unborated) to
the SPERT core revealed many similarities in fuel element thickness and
spacing, core size, neutronic characteristics, and thermal conductivity
between fuel and water. Thus, it can be said, qualitatively, that ir.
addition to the precautions of both moderator draining and boration of
the flooding water, the flooded ML-l reactor possesses the same inherent
shutdown mechanisms found in SPERT.

During the slow drainage of borated water out of the
core, the neutron detection systems will be monitored for any unusuaL
increases in multiplication. If the multiplication increases by a
factor of two, the reactor will im adi tely be re-flooded, and the cause
of the excessive increase :> multiplication determined before progressing.

Before performing any fuel handling procedures, the
samples of the shield water will be analyzed for boron content. Any
leakage of shield water into the moderator system will,therefore,be
borated and tend to shut the reactor down.

The achievement of criticality in the ML-l reactor
after a fuel manipulation by the addition of moderator, though unor:ho-
dox, is quite similar tothe usual method of incremental fuel addition.

Due to the similarity between the moderator and fuel addition methods,
they can be considered compatible.

6 o Sabotage

Before a saboteur could create a hazardous condition
in the reactor area, it would be necessary for him to have physical
access to the reactor and/or controls. Therefore, the security
system is the primary safeguard against sabotage.

Although interlocks will be provided within the
control system, a well trained technical saboteur could cause an ez-
cursion by making use of certain by-passes to the interlocks and
extracting all control blades.

It should be noted that a simple means of sabot .ge
exists which again can only be prevented by security. Any saboteur

gaining access to the reactor could easily flood the coolant passages
with fresh water by making an opening in an exposed gas duct.

Again the protection furnished by the shield talk

and the radiation shielding would discourage any attempts to damage
the actual core by physical means. Qualitatively, even a small bmb

exploded near the reactor package would not result in a nuclear haz-

ardous condition due to the relatively good shock-absorbing protection
afforded by nuclear shielding.
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7. Use of a Fast-'Acting Regulating Rod

In order to meet the power demands of sudden load
changes and to economize on fuel element lifetime, it is necessary to
provide the capability of fast power level adjustments. This fast
adjustment is necessary only in the power rise direction, and fast
power reduction is not provided in the regulating rod. Fast power
reduction is available, however, in the shim-scram rods for reactor
shutdown.

The characteristics of the regulating rod are as
follows: total rod worth -0.55%k/k; maximum positive worth from null
position - 0.40 7k/k; maximum negative worth from null position - 0.157 A
k/k; and maximum rate - 0.8% k/k per sec.

Two safety aspects of a fast-acting rod are discuEsed
below:

a. Interference Between the Regulating Rod and
the Scram Sys tem

The regulating rod could largely negate the
effect of the scram system if it fulfilled three conditions: if it were
very responsive to power levels if it had a very high rate of movement,
and if it had sufficient total reactivity. That is, the regulating
rod could compensate for the negative reactivity introduced by the scram
system and hold the power level constant. This is not the case in
the ML-1 system for the following reasons:

First, the regulating rod control loop does
not sense reactor flux or power level, but it is operated entirely
from measurement of reactor gas coolant temperature. The time constants
of the temperature measuring circuit (second order system, T1 = 3 sec,
T2 = 2 sec) is very much longer than the time required for scram rod
movement (0.25 sec). Hence the scram rods will be completely inserted
before the regulating rod movement began to move at .an appreciable
rates, eliminating any possibility of interference. In addition, the
automatic temperature controller will be disconnected upon receipt of
a scram signal.

Second, the maximum rate of reactivity charge
from the regulating rod (0.8%/sec) is much slower than the average Late
of change from the scram system (1270/sec) minimizing the magnitude of
interference.

Finally, the total Worth of the regulating rod
(0.55%) is much less than the total worth of the scram system in the
most pessimistic condition (3%).

It is concluded that the fast moving regulating
rod cannot significantly interfere with the operation of the scram
system.
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b, System Dynamic Stability

Although power level controller will be
designed to incorporate the appropriate stability (see Appendix E),
certain component failures may drive it to regions of instability.
The consequence of power level oscillation with a fast-acting controller
must be examined.

Where the total regulating rod worth is signifi-
cantly less than one dollar, the oscillations which may result from
the fast-acting power level controller are different from other reactor
systems only in the possible frequencies of oscillation. The fast-acting
controller systems are capable of higher oscillation frequencies than those
systems with slower regulating rods0 However, the open-loop gain of the
reactor neutron kinetics falls off with frequency, so that the amplitudes
of power level oscillation will fall with frequency. Hence, the fast-
acting regulating rod does not introduce potential hazards any greater
than those of a slow-moving rod. The fast-acting regulating rod does
increase the potential hazard connected with a startup accident, as shown
in Section V-B-2 above0

8. Dynamic Instability

Analog studies were performed at the Aerojet-General
Corporation analog facility at Azusa, California, to simulito the ML-1
control system. Detailed results of this study are reported in AGN 2005,
"Compatibility Study to Facilitate Early Joining of the GCRE and GTTF
Components", February 10, 1959, and are summarized in Appendix F. Typical
response curves for changes in electrical load are shown on Figure 40.

These studies have indicated that there will be
sufficient margins of safety to prevent damaging oscillations in the
thermally controlled reactor system and in the overall plant speed
control system. Variation in controller gains have shown that these
are not critical adjustments (a factor of 2 either way is tolerable).
The control systems operate properly over wide ranges (from zero to full-
load) where one may expect variation in the plant gain and time constants.

9. Fluid Temperature Changes

The moderator temperature coefficient varies from
0.9 x 10 Ak/k at 00C to -0.3 x 10-7Ak/k per 0C t 90C The total reactivity
increase from zero to l000C is about 0,4,. This temperature rise requires
a minimum of approximately 100 seconds and can be controlled by the
regulating rod.

The nitrogen in the coolant channels controls about
0.1% reactivity. This figure represents the maximum instability which
can be caused by pressure or temperature changes in the coolant gas,
and can be controlled by the regulating rod.
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10. Loss of Coolant Flow

The interruption of the coolant flows, for reasons
such as turbine-compressor shaft seizure will cause the reactor to
be shut down immediately. If the reactor scrams from high temperature
upon loss of coolant flow, severe overheating of the fuel elements
is prevented by conduction and radiation, For example, if the reactor
is scrammed within one second after the loss of the coolant flow due
to coolant channel blockages, the maximum fuel temperature rise is
about 2000F. The nominal fuel element temperatures for this case are
shown in Fig. E-l, Appendix E. The maximum temperature occurs on the
inner fuel plate about 4 minutes after the flow stoppage. It is
concluded that a gross fuel element meltdown, due to loss of coolauft,
can occur only if it is accompanied bg a complete. control, system
failure or by the concurrent and rapid loss of both the moderator and
shield water systems.

11. Failure of the ML-l Generator or Failure of NRTS
Power Supply

Power will be supplied to the ML-l plant auxiliaries
(precooler fans, moderator pumps, etc.) from either the ML-l generator,
or from the NRTS distribution system through the ML-. facility sub.
station, Normally the plant auxiliaries will receive power from the
NL-l generator. A power failure of the NRTS supply would automatically
disconnect the power plant generator load with the exception of the
ML-l plant auxiliaries, and would cause the reactor power level to be
reduced to about 1/5 power. A subsequent scram from this power does
not cause any afterheat problem. Thereafter the operator can either
operate the plant at reduced power until re-establishment of NRTS
power or shut the ML'l plant down,

If the ML-l generator fails, the reactor would be
scrammed;and the emergency shutdown procedure would be effected,as
described in Section IV.D-2. Power to the load bank and to p1nt aux-
iliaries would be interrupted. Manual transfer of the auxiliary load
(precooler fans and starting motor) to NRTS power can subsequently
be performed at the discretion of the operator. Sufficient auxiliary
equipment will be returned to operation to reduce the reactor tempera-
ture gradually. (Future analog studies of the shutdown transient will
define which, equipment must be reactivated and the sequence of re-
activation)

It should be noted that failure of the auxiliary
equipment to restart with NRTS power does not constitute a hazard,due
to the fact that sufficient reactor afterheat will be conducted to the
moderator to prevent severe fuel element overheating or melting.
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I2 Local Transportation Hazards

As outlined in Sections IWVD and IV-E, it may be
necessary or expedient to transport the ML- reactor to other sites
within NRTS. For fuel element replacement at the hot-cell, it will
be necessary to transport the reactor with fuel elements. For
transportation of the ML-l reactor package to either the hot-shot
or GCRE-I facilities, the prior removal of the fuel elements will
be optional.

The normal method of transporting the reactor
package within the NRTS site will be by a suitable trailer0 Before
shipment, both the moderator and shield water will be removed t
avoid a potential criticality accident. The only potential hazard
associated with the local transportation of the ML l reactor package
is9 therefore, the area contamination due to fracture of the pressure
vessel and shielding0 When fuel elements are not included in the
shipment package, the coteminant;i would be restricted I to
pieces of activated core parts9 or to small amounts of surface fis-
sion-product deposits accumulated during reactor operation.

When fuel elements are shipped with the reactor
package9 the chance of distributing the fuel element fragments over
a small area at an accident site is a potential danger; however9 due
to the natural shock absorption characteristics of the shielding
surrounding the reactor, it is almost inconceivable that the pressure
vessel or shielding could be damaged to the extent that the.pressure
vessel would not contain the fuel elements0

In any transportation accident 9 it would bi
necessary to evacuate the immediate area0 Subsequently9 it would
be necessary to perform a radiation survey to determine the extent
of the radiation hazard surrounding the damaged reactor package.
In most cases the radiation levels will be low enough to permit
direct removal of the reactor package with normal rigging equipment,
and the reoccupation of the nearby sites.

If the radiation survey reveals the exposure of
one or more fuel elements or large activated areas of the reactor9
it will be necessary to build special facilities at the accident
site: first,to shield the area and,second,to permit dissection of
the core for waste disposal. The extent of the facilities will
depend on proximity of other sites and the seriousness of the spill.

For normal transportation of the reactor package
to either the GCREG4 or hot-cell facilities9 the routes will be
entirely within the boundary ot the SITS. Due to the directed ad
ministrative control the AEC exercises over the various facilities
at. the NRTS, it will not be necessary to evacuate the areas along
the reactor route9 except in the case of a transportation accident.
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For transferring the ML-1 reactor package to the ANP hot-cell site,
it will be necessary to travel over approximately 3-1/2 miles of
highway US-2O. This highway would be closed during the short transit
period.

13. Turbine Operating Hazards

The high-speed turbine-compressor machinery offers
the potential hazard of the blades breaking away from the wheels at
high radial velocities, The following analysis shows that such.
blades should not cause a reactor hazard.

a. The penetration of the turbine housing by the
blade is very unlikely. The estimated blade energy is slightly more
than four times that of an M-l rifle bullet, which can penetrate armor
plate only about 0.1 in0 Assuming that a blade has sufficient hardness
and strength to penetrate as readily as a. shaped projectiles, the pene-
tration into the turbine housing would be reduced by the impact of the
projectile with adjacent blades. Further, the lack of proper shape for
good penetration characteristics plus the elevated temperatures of the
blades reduce the chances of penetrating the turbine housing. Also,
the turbine configuration is such that the blade will first encounter
material at least O.25 in. thick when it is freed at high velocity.

b. There is no unobstructed path by which a blade
could enter the reactor.

Ax: t such is the loss of a portion of a
turbine or a compressor wheel, cracking of a shaft, or escape of the
whole rotating assembly could be expected to cause serious damage,
including penetration of the turbine housing and other adjacent equip-
ment. These accidents are considered very improbable and many orders
of magnitude less probable than the case of losing single blades.

14. Discussion of the Maximum Credible Accident

An inherent characteristic of compact,heterogeneous,
gas-cooled reactors is that filling the gas passages with water will
produce a large increase in reactivity. That is, in order to attain
criticality in a small size, the reactors must have a large uranium
loading and a high neutron leakage. Filling the gas passages with water
decreases the neutron migration area and leakage but does not sig-
nificantly decrease the neutron utilization0  This inherent character-
istic was realized early in the study phase on gas-cooled reactors and
every effort has been made to incorporate features into the ML-1 design
to minimize the potentiality of fresh water flooding accidents.
Special precautions have been taken to limit the amount of unpoisoned
water available. All shielding water is heavily borated, and its cond-
uctivity is monitored continuously. Special checks will be made when wa-
:rz Ui a ds to the system to insure that it is sufficiently borated.
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Even with these precautions, fresh water flooding
of the gas passages still represents the greatest potential hazard,
since it is the most rapid method of introducing positive reactivity
into the core0 For the purpose of this analysis, the maximum credible
accident for )1LIt assumes the catastrophic failure of the reactor
pressure vessel while the shield tank is filled with fresh water, rather
than wiTh bc:. t Q<

The minimum time required to flood the core
c llcuiated to be 336 millisec , assuming Tha' kvth_ avtiab I e
sn unobstructed non turbulent water flow are maintained 0 Because of
water turbulence, entrance losses, and impedances in the plenums, it is
not considered credible that this head could be maintained on any in-
dividual element In addition, there are 61 individual fuel tubes and
.n order to gain large amounts of reactivity it would be necessary to

flood all (or nearly all) of these tubes0 For these reasons, the mint-
iiU conceivable time to flood the gas passages of L is believed to

be at least twice thih long, or 670 nii e'p A. iht o nx 'r:t<;:v
increase would result from flooding all of the coolant passages0  The
time necessary to saturate the insulation with water is about 5 sec, hi,:
is too slow to have . significant effect upon the maximum flooding accident0

To flood the reactor at this rate, it would be necessary
co suddenly cause a large opening in the underwater portions of the reactor
gas passages This opening would need to be several square feet in area
in order to achieve the rapid flooding0  Thiu could only occur due to the
complete removal, or the gross physical failure, of the inlet or outlet
pleraum aBecause of the large safety factors used in the design of the
reactor pressure vessel,gross failure is extremely improbable0  The entire
reactor vessel has been designed to withstand shock loadings of 8 >'
during transport In addition, the heavy shielding surrounding the vessel
will protect it from eternal damage

Th excursion energy resulting from this accident has
been calculated to be 460 megajouleso This ,.-gv 4il b; 4. p.: J; '
chemical energy release of about 182 megajoules due to metal-water re-
actions0  The accident will cause about 30% of the fuel elements to be
vaporized and most of the remainder to be melted0

It may be argued that the selection of 0067 second as
being the minimum credible flooding time is somewhat arbitrary and that
the resulting average rate of reactivity during flooding of 12% per second
does not truly represent the actual case There are many uncertainties
in arriving it an accurate description of the flooding process irmediately
following an accident which ruptures the inlet or outlet plenums0 Never-
theless, it can be shown that the accident analysis is relatively insensitive
to such variations 0  Listed below are the energy releases which would occur
for various selected flooding times0
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Flooding Time Average Reactivity Rate Energy Releas;e
(Seconds) (Per Second) (Megaioules)

1.5 5.3% 390

100 8% 420

0.67 12% 460

0.5 16% 500

0.33 24% 570

Because this variation in energy is small, it is believed that
the value of 500 megajoules is a conservative estimate;and this value is
used to calculate the results to be expected from such a "maximum credible
accident".

C. EXCURSION STUDY

The method of calculating the effects of an excursion is
explained in Appendix A. It is shown that the moderator remains virtually
unheated in an excursion short of pressure vessel rupture, and that the
fuel element temperature rise has a negligible effect on any excursion.
Therefore, in an uncontrolled excursion, shutdown will not occur until
the fuel elements have been partially melted or vaporized. The important
shutdown mechanisms are found to be:

Removal of molten fuel element material by gravity;

Removal of fuel element material by the pressure exerted
by the vaporized metal; and,

Displacement of the moderator and steel end-reflector by the
pressure exerted by the vaporized metal.

The results of these calculations are shown in Figures 41
and 42, in which the excursion energy is plotted against reactivity and
reactor period.

The calculations were made for the unflooded core. For a
given value of reactivity, the presence of water in the coolant channels
will always decrease the magnitude of the excursion. Formation steam,
occuring before fuel element melting, will allow moderator displacement
(in the form of ejecting water out of the tube ends) to occur at a low
energy level. Filling the voids with water will also increase the
pressure that tends to disassemble the reactor after metal vaporization
begins.

At excursion energies of less than 24 megajoules, some of the
fuel element material will be melted. The core structure will remain
intact (though perhaps with small leaks) and nearly all the fission
products will be contained within the loop, At excursion energies much
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above 124 megajoules, however, the reactor will be shutdown by the ex-
plosive ejection of fuel out of the ends of the pressure tubes. Complete
rupture of the core structure may be expected. The contained fission
product activity may be distributed over an area of several acres.

At a distance greater than several hundred feet, the radia-
tion dosage received from a cloud is due almost entirely to the fission
products of steady--state operation. The magnitude of the excursion must
be known, however, in order to estimate the amount of fission product
activity released from the fuel elements and,subsequently, the amount
escaping into the air.

The maximum credible accident is considered to be one in
which the reactor is flooded with unborated water, which adds reactivity
at a rate of 12%/sec. As shown in Figure 43, this is equivalent to a
step reactivity of 2.77%. With this energy release, nearly all the fuel
element material is melted, and about 30% is vaporized. The expected energy
release is 460 megajoules. For the purpose of calculating the explosion
damage and the release of activity, the maximum credible nuclear excursion
is assumed to release 500 megajoules of energy.

The expected chemical energy release from steel-H20 and zir-
conium-H20 reactions is about 172 megajoules, as calculated in Appendix
B. This energy release would be nearly simultaneous with the fission
energy release. The total kinetic energy release from nuclear and chem-
ical sources is equivalent to the kinetic energy released by the explosion
of about 40 lbs of TNT.

The reactor pressure vessel and shielding would be completely
disassembled and the fuel element material exposed. Most of the vaporized
fuel elements would condense almost immediately because of the large
quantity of unheated water present in the shield tank. With the exception
of the noble gases, most of the fission product activity (particularly
strontium) would remain in the molten fuel. For the purposes of calculating
the distribution of radioactivity following the maximum credible excursion,
it was pessimistically assumed that 100% of the volatile fission products
(xenon, krypton, iodine,) escape into the atmosphere and that 10% of the
remaining products escape. This is in general agreement with the results
reported in CF 57-6-87* concerning fission product escape from molten
stainless steel fuel elements. The fuel element material would be
scattered over an area of several acres.

The maximum conceivable accident is one in which the near-
critical reactor is flooded with unborated water in 0.17 seconds under
a head of 15 feet with the tank extension in place. No mechanism is

*The Volatilization of Fission Products By Melting of Reactor Fuel Plates

by G. W. Parker and G. E. Creek, Oak Ridge.
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known that would produce this condition, since it requires that all
the coolant passages be simultaneously flooded with water under pressure
with a flow of 80 gallons per second. In this accident, the fission
energy release would be approximately1000 megajoules, accompanied by
a chemical energy release of 172 megajoules. While the amount of fission
product activity contained in the fuel (most from steady-state operation)
would not be much greater than that of the 400 megajoule excursion, a
greater fraction of the activity would be introduced into the atmosphere.
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VI Q DISTRIBUTION OF RDIOACTIVE PRODUCTS

A. WASTE PRODUCTS

1. Gaseous Waste

a. Reactor Coolant System Leakage During Operation

In keeping with the basic design philosophy thaif
the b1l plant is to operate as a prototype for the ultimate field unit,
auxiliary support equipment will be held to a minimum0 Consequently,
no elevated stack is being included in the design of the test facility.
This concept is compatible with the plant layout (shown on Figures
5 and 30, which places the nearest occupied facility,'the N-l auxiliary:
building and control cab, 500 feet away from the reactor facility.

Every effort will be made in the design stages
to minimize out-leakage from the reactor coolant system. Further, only
fuel element types which have been successfully tested in the GCRE-I
facility will be used in the ml-l reactor. Thus, careful design end the
z c of htghPVn grtty fF d (slrents should preclude any widspreit
contamination of the bL-l plant environs. The major source of gas leak-
age from the L-l gas loop is expected to be the end seals of the turbine-
compressor set0 The maximum acceptable leak rate for this equipment has
been specified at 040025 scfm or 70 cubic centimeters/minute 0 Future
dynamic testing of the turbine-compressor set at the Gas Turbine Test
Facility at Fort Belvoir, Virginia, during 1959 will confirm the
leakage rate. Similarly, the Marman flange joints will undergo rigorous
testing at GTTF to confirm their applicability for high-temperature
operation.

The power cycle precooler will be cooled with
large quantities of air :U the order of 63,000 scfm). During operation,
all radioactive gas leakage,along with suspended particulate matter, will
tend to be sucked into the precooler air intake and then be diluted with
this air mass. At a leak rate of 0.0025 scfmthe dilution factor is
4 x to 8 .

The remote location of the reactor with respect
to the control station provides additional dilution due to atmospheric
dispersion of the precooler effluent. Even under low wind velocities
and severe inversion conditions this dilution factor is about 10-20 and
would increase a hundredfold for lapsed conditions. Thus, the overall
dilution factor would be at least 4 x 10 under worst conditions and as
high as 4 x 1011 under more favorable conditions.

The advantages gained by low leakage, the high
precooler dilution effect, and the distance dilution factor are illustrated
by the following example. If all of the radioactivity from one fuel
element were dispersed into the gas coolant loop and escaped at a rate
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of 0.0025 scfm, the resultant air concentration at ground height 500
feet away could be about 6 x 10-9 pc/cc for Sr9 0 + Y9 0 and 2.7 x 10-10

suc/cc for I131, These activity concentrations represent factors of
10 and 3 over tolerance for Sr90 + Y9 0 and IP31, respectivelyat NRTS.
However, the direct gamma dose from theunshielded power plant will be
intolerable under these conditions, since a dose rate of about 1 r/hr
would result at the control cab 500 feet away. Hence, the conclusion
that can be drawn from the above example is that for a system of low
out-leakage, the hazard from the direct gamma dose from the power plant
will predominate over the hazard of leaking fTssion products.

Particulate matter in the form of minute metallic
corrosion products or non-volatile fission products would not be expected
to obey the gaseous diffusion law if they were larger than 1 micron in
diameter. Instead, they would be expected to follow Stokes Law for
particulates. Figure 45 shows the theoretical distances that particles
of different sizes would travel for different 'wind velocity conditions.
Note that particles smaller than 1 micron (10-4 cm) at low wind velocity
would not fall out less than about 104 feet from the source. Particulate
matter larger than 10 microns would experience fairly rapid fallout in
the vicinity of the source.

It is difficult to predict the size distribution
of particulates which may be emitted from the ML-1 plant. Assuming that
the particulate matter would fall in the 1-10-micron range and will
assume a Gaussian distribution for fallout, Figure 46 was constructed
to show the relative fallout fraction as a function of wind velocity and
distance. Note that the highest fallout fraction for this particle size
range and assumed Gaussian distribution would theoretically lie at about
850 feet from the MfL-1 facility for a low wind velocity of 1 mile/hr.
In actual practice, the presence of down drafts would cause premature
fallout which is not accounted for under the simplified model used.

Equations for the gamma dose from fallout of
particulates at the points of maximum concentration were derived for
various wind conditions as follows:

D = (f) (3 x 103)t-0. r/hr forl1 mph wind
2 -o.2T

D = (f) (6.2 x 10 )t 0r/hr.for 5 mphlwind

D = (f) (3.1 x 102)t-0.2 r/hr for 10 mph wind

D = (f) (1.5 x 10)t-0.2 r/hr for 20 mph wind

f = fraction of activity released from one

fuel element

t = time for particles to leave core and
reach observer, sec
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If one assumes that a 104 fraction of particulate matter is released from
one element and simultaneously gets out due to a large pipe rupture,
the dose rate 500 ft from the reactor is calculated to be 93 mr/hr for
a 1 mph wind condition 0 For a small leak, this number would be reduced
by factors of 5 to 10. The above equations were derived on the basis of
a line source coincident with the wind direction0  In actuality, there
will be transverse dispersion giving a distributed strip source instead
of a line source. This will result smaller dosages 0  For example, if
the activity is distributed over a strip 100 feet wide, the dose will
be reduced by a factor of 100

A fission product detection system will be pro-
vided at the ML-1 site0  This system will monitor the radioactive
particulate and gaseous products in the precooler exhaust stream0 As
described in Section III-D-7 this system will include local particulate
and gaseous detectors as well as readout equipment in the auxiliary
building0 High activity in the precooler exhaust will be annunciated
in this building, signaling for a plant shutdown. In addition to this
monitor, an air monitor will be located in the auxiliary building for
continuous monitoring of the air in this building. This monitor will
serve as a backup to the prime fission product detector0

b. Reactor Coolant Radioisotope Content-Normal Operation

During normal operation (i.e. no fuel cladding
breaks) the principal radioactive constitutents will be activated
corrosion products, argon-41, carbon-14, and possibly some fission gases.
Small amounts of the corrosion product oxides will be removed from the
parent surfaces and transported throughout the loop. Some of these
products will deposit in lower velocity areas; others will remain sus-
pended in the gas stream. The amount of corrosion oxides will be held
to a minimum because the gas will periodically be transferred to the
storage system during variation in load demand The transfer equipment
includes particulate filters which will remove the major part of the
suspended particulate matter Ion chambers mounted near this equipment
will monitor the radiation levels of this and other equipment expected
to accumulate radioactive particulate matter or condensation products0

Argon-41 will exist in the loop as a result of
the neutron activation reaction (n,( ) of the argon impurity0 If the
argon impurity is held below 0.1% the total argon activity in the nit-
rogen coolant will not exceed 0.1 curie., This activity would have an
insignificant effect on plant radiation levels. Approximately 0.3
curie of carbon-14 will be found as a result of the (n, p) reaction
undergone by the nitrogen coolant. Carbon-14 is not a gamma emitter
and does not constitute a radiation hazard from that standpoint 0
Further, at the low specified leak rate of 70 cc/min,the downwind
ground-height concentration of carbon-l4 would be less than 1013
Ac/ccafactor of 108 lower than tolerance.
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c. Effects of Activity Leaks

A 10-5 activity leak represents the fraction
of radioactivity in one fuel element which can be dispersed throu;;h-
out the system without exceeding the 5 mr/hr gamma dose rate at a
distance of 25 feet 1 day after shutdown. This activity fraction
represents the order of magnitude expected from fission products
which might diffuse through fuel element cladding.

Leakage of 10-4 of the radioactivity tied
up in one fuel element would contribute a shutdown gamma dose rate
of about 50 mr/hr 25 feet away from the power plant and radiation
levels of 1 to 2 r/hr adjacent equipment. This represents the max-
imum leak size that can be tolerated if equipment is to be approached
for short-term maintenance. Activity leaks higher than this
fraction would cause extended outage times before access could be
permitted. The ion chambers mounted adjacent to the power plant
equipment would sense the increase above background of the activity
level and indicate that a shutdown was needed to avoid widespread
contamination of the system.

do Disposal Methods

The gas will be exhausted to the atmosphere
through an exhaust line in the transfer-compressor discharge linE:.
This exhaust line will be used principally during the initial
pressurizing operation to facilitate leak testing. It also may te
used to exhaust contaminated loop gas under optimum conditions of
wind velocity and high lapse rate. The loop gas will only be dis-
chargec to the atmosphere with the approval of the Health and Safety

"division, IDO.

Fission product gases which have leaked
into the coolant will be concentrated in the power conversion
accumulation tank during reduction of system pressure after plan'
shutdown. This concentration of activity in one location will
alleviate the problem of access to equipment, and will reduce the
hazards involved in "breaking" the Marman flanges prior to fuel
element replacement.

e. Open Cycle Drying

The surfaces of the reactor vessel will be
dried (after draining the borated water) by passing pre-heated
(6000F) air through the reactor and discharging it to the atmosphere.
This exhaust air will not contaminate the environs since the
orated water would remove those fission products adhering to the
reactor surfaces. (The gaseous products would have concentrated in
The power loop gas storage system before the flooding operation).
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2. Solid Waste Products

Solid wastes in the NL-1 facility will consist.
of ion exchange resin, loop gas particulate filters, dessicator
crystals, counting discs, and rags. The disposal procedure for
solid waste will be:

a. Wherever practical, dry radioactive waste
will be wrapped and bagged.

b. Dry-waste parcels will be collected in
receptacles that can be buried. These receptacles will be stored
in the test building.

c. Whenever a number of waste receptacles
have been accumulated, during plant shutdown they will be hauled
away for burial at the common NRTS burial ground under the super-
vision of the Site Survey Group of the Health and Safety Division,
IDO.

Special provisions will be made for removing..
contaminated ion exchange resin from the moderator ion exchangers.
The resins will be sluiced out of the ion exchangers under
pressure to a waste receptacle. The sluice water will be trant-
f erred from the waste receptacle to the test facility building
sump.

3. Liquid Waste Products

The following sources of radioactive liquid
waste will exist in the ML-1 plant:

a. Borated water used for neutron shielding

and for flooding the reactor during fuel replacement,

b0  Moderator water

c. Decontamination solutions

d. Shower drain waters

e. Test building drain solutions

Predicted radioisotope levels for the various
liquids 24 hours after shutdown are as follows:
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1. Borated Water

a. Neutron hield

b0 Reactor Flooding
Water

2. Moderator.Water

30 Decontamination
Solutions

Ac tivated
Corrosion
Product

Concentration
(inc /ml)

10 - 10-3

10 i- 10-2

102

102

Fission
Product

Concentration

(ine/ml)

Zero

Zero

10-2

Remarks

Principally Na24

activity

10 cladding
leak

70% due to Na2 4

Decontamination after
i0-3 e'k

4, Shower Drain

5p Test Building D

following manner:

tank,

)rain

10-5

10 - 10-2 10-2

Disposal will be made of the various liquid wastes in the

a. All contaminated water will be routed to a holdup

b. The contamination level in the water will be determined,
and the principal radioisotopes will be identified. (Water samples will be
taken to the GCRE-I laboratory for radioanalysis.)

c. If the individual radioisotope concentrations are
found to be equal or less than MPC values for ground disposal, the fluids
will be discharged to the tile field for ground disposal.

d. If the contamination level is found to be greater than
the allowable MPC values for ground disposal, corrective steps will be taken
to reduce the contamination level to permit dumping the water.

Corrective action will consist of any of the following
steps or combinations thereof:

a. Selective chemical precipitation of the principal
contaminants followed by disposal of the sludge into drums. The supernatant
liquid will be transferred to the tile field if it passes inspection.

b. Holdup and decay

c. Dilution
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It should be noted that the production of liquid
wastes in the ML-1 facility will be on a very intermittent basis with
most of the individual radioisotope concentration expected to be well
below the permissible values for direct ground disposal. The major waste
load will occur during fuel replacement periods0 At that time about
5000 gal of borated demineralized water will be utilized in the extension
cylinder placed on top of the neutron shield tank. This fluid will be
discharged to the 10,000-gal waste holdup tank before reactor startup.
Fission products may be dissolved or suspended in this fluid. Sufficient
holdup tank volume will be available to allow steps (2) and/or (3) over
an extended period if required:

If gross contamination of the reactor flooding water
is experienced, then it may be desirable to install a small waste
evaporator to concentrate the contamination into smaller volumes for
drum disposal. The facility design will provide for future installation
of this type of equipment if desired0

B. PRODUCTS FROM MAXIMUM ACCIDENT

1. Assumptions

The following assumptions were made in calculating the
radiation effects that result from a maximum credible accident:

a. The reactor has been operating at 2.9 megawatts
for 10 hr prior to the excursion. Most fission products have reached
equilibrium values.

b. The integrated excursion energy is 500 megajoules.

c. Twenty percent of the total fission product
activity escapes from the reactor vessel, and is subsequently released
into the atmosphere as a cloud having a 2O-m radius at a height of 20 m.

d. The diffusion theory of 0.G. Sutton is taken
to be valid.

e, Wind shear is neglected.

Assumptions a, b, and c represent maximum conditions.
Hence the effects predicted by the following calculations are believed
to be pessimistic, and represent maximum (rather than probable) effects
from a maximum credible accident. The methods used in calculating the
effects are those shown in Appendix C.

2. Radiation Levels at Various Downwind Distances

The activity-laden cloud that results from the
accident drifts downwind from its origin. Three radiation mechanisms
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were investigated to determine the radiation that will be received by a
person at various distances downwind from the explosions direct gamma
radiation from the cloud, radiation due to washout from the cloud, and
inhalation of particular isotopes0 In all cases, the values shown are
those that are maximum for the given distance (the point directly downwind
from the explosion0 ) No shielding is postulated other than that of the
air0  The radiation is mostly that which results from the steady-state
fission products0

a0 Direct Gamma Radiation from Cloud

Calculations were made by employing the nomography
constructed by J0 Z0 Holland of the U0 So Weather Bureau (Reference AECU-
3066). The total integrated radiation was determined for different down-
wind distances by the use of nomographsy 0 Wind velocity was varied between
I meter/sec and 10 meters/seco Sutton stability values of 0.2 and 0.5
were used, corresponding to a large lapse condition and a large inversion,
respectively The results are shown in Figure C-l, Appendix C

Under the worst conditions, the maximum dosage
iS found tc be approximately 55 roentgens at 500 ft, 28 roentgens at
one-half mile and 3 roentgens at ten miles0

b, Radiation Due to Fallout and Rainout from the Cloud

It was assumed in calculating the radiation which
would result from washout that, as the radioactive cloud passes over the

observer, a given fraction of the radioactive material is deposited per
unit distance of cloud travel0 The equations that are used (Reference
KAPL4045) overestimate the concentration at all distances0  The cloud
radii used are obtained from Sutton's diffusion equations0  The resulting
dose rates are shown in Figure C-2, Appendix C0

The worst condition is shown to be a rainout with
a temperature inversion and high winds, a virtually impossible condition.
The worst probable rain-out condition (low wind and temperature inversion)
would cause an initial dose rate of about several thousand r /hr at 500 feet,
400 r/hr at one-half mile and less than 005 r/hr at 10 miles

c0  Inhalation of Particular Isotopes

Calculations were made of the inhalation dose

received from six important long-lived fission product isotopes containing
about 85% of the inhalation activity0 These calculations were made for

wind velocities of 1 mt.r/sec and 10 meters/sec0  The results are show
as a function of the distance downwind in Figures C-3, C-4, C-5 and C-6,
Appendix C0  At one-half mile, the infinite time inhalation doses delivered
at the lower wind velocity are found to be:
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Lapse Inversion.
Half Life (Roentgens) (Roentgens)

Sr-90 & Y-90 (28 years) 140 7000

Ce-144 & Pr-144 (280 years) 50 2000

I-131 (8 days) 350 10,000

With the worst weather conditions, a lethal inhalation dose could be re-

ceived at distances out to about one mile. For average conditions, this
lethal distance would extend out to several hundred meters.

An above-tolerance I-131 inhalation dose could be
received at distances out to 5 miles for a lapse condition. It could
occur out to 50 miles for a large inversion, if the inversion were con-
tinuous for this distance during a period of many hours. This condition
is extremely unlikely

3. Radiation Received by Reactor Personnel

Any person who is within five hundred feet of the re-
actor would probably receive a lethal radiation dose due to the combined
effects of direct radiation, particle fallout, and inhalation,unless he

could immediately take shelter in the Auxiliary Control Building.

Following an excursion, a person in the control cab
could received up to 50 r from direct radiation if the wind carried
the products overhead, while a person in the Auxiliary Control Building
would receive about 12 r0

Persons in the Auxiliary Control Building would be
protected from a high inhalation dose by the closed building and filter
system. Persons in the control cab would have one minute or more in
which to take shelter in the Auxiliary Control Building and thereby escape
a dangerous inhalation dose.

4. Conclusions

The dose calculations for the maximum credible accident
are based on assumptions of long-term reactor operation and the escape of
20% of the fission products. Therefore, the predicted effects represent
maximum (rather than probable) results. On this basis, severe or lethal
radiation injuries could occur among the reactor personnel, unless they
immediately took shelter in the Auxiliary Control Building.'Immediate ev-
acuation of the affected downwind areas would be required if the accident
occurred during a temperature inversion, with proper wind direction. In
most cases, no serious radiation injuries would be expected outside of the
reactor site, although a lethal inhalation dose could be received out
to about one mile from the reactor if all the "worst" conditions occurred
simultaneously,
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E ADY S TA TE ML-I TEMPERA TURf PROFIL ES
SM 650 CAL CULA TONS RUN NO. 700
FULL POWER, FULL FLOW PROBLEM
GCRE-I TYPE FUEL ELEMENT

GENERATION RATES

q' L x y--.

BTU/ t1

6

4 -

0

----

- _

Ki

U 0.2

3

2 .

.4I I I .J

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/ L

FUEL PLATE AND LINER TEMPERATURES

160

14001

1?200

iooo}

8004

4

-- 2

0 0.2

..--- '_

5'

S1

O6 0.80.4

TYPE ELEMENT ~MFG - I

LOADED LENGTH ---28 INCHES
TOTAL REACTOR POWER (NOT INCLUDING

RADIATION)- -- 2.9 MW
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS-~-61
EL MENT POWER (AVERAGE GENERATING

ELEMENT) -1.623 x 1O 5BTU/HR.
INLET GAS TEMPERATURE -- 810 F
GAS MIXED MEAN OUTLET

TEMPERATURE---1215 *F

MODERATOR TEMPERATOR-l60 *F

TOTAL REACTOR FLOW RATE ---- 8.9 x 10 LB/HR
TOTAL ELEMENT FLOW RATE -1459 LB/HR
PRESSURE DROP-177 LB/FT.2

TOTAL LENGTH-----31 INCHES

INDIVIDUAL CHANNEL CONDITIONS
FLOW RATES, FLOW AREAS,

EQUIV. DIAMETERS

LOCATION W LB/HR Ac FT2 D2 FT

304 I073x103 1.052x1"2
161 O.754x1c-3  0.660x10-2

659 2.003 x 10 3 1.361x 10-2

335 i.396 x 10 3 0.802x 10-2

HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS,
HEAT TRANSFER AREAS

LOCATION h (CONVECTION) Ah FT.2
BTU/HR FTZOF

0 268 0.289

2 0 260 0.398
2 0 233 0.453
3 Q 221 0.508
3 283 0.512
4 0 260 0.632
4 186 0.720

5 0 10.8 0.783
I/RQQ 22 BTU/HR F
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to.
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t = =MODERATOR TEMPERATURE F
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FULL POWER DOSE RATE FROM ML-I (ISODOSE LINES = MR/HR )
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DOSE RATES 24 HRS. AFTER SHUTDOWN WITH WATER IN SHIELD TANK
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DOSE RATES 24 HRS. AFTER SHUTDOWN WITH WATER REMOVED FROM SHIELD TANK

2,0 MR/HR.
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ML-I DOSE RATE AT TWENTY-FIVE FEET WITH TANK WATER
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ML-I DOSE RATE AT TWENTY-FIVE FEET WITHOUT TANK WATER
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ML-I NEUTRON MULTIPLICATION
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FIGURE 19-A

N Th1ENCLATURE

FOR

MODERATOR FLOW DIAGRAM

SYMBOL

P1

IEl

1E2

ST

HE

RD 1

RD2

ITEM

Pump (Main)

Pump (Standby)

Ion Exchanger (Main)

Ion Exchanger (Standby)

Surge Tank

Heat Exchanger

Rupture Diaphragm

Rupture Diaphragm

Fan (Main)
Fan (Standby)

Orifice

Valve

Valve

Valve

Valve

Valve

Valve

Hand Valve

Hand Valve

Check Valve
Check Valve

Flow Control Valve(Automatic)

Flow Control Valve (Remotely
operated)

Pressure Control Valve (Remotely
Operated)

PURPOSE

Moderator Water

Maintain water purity

Maintain water purity after IEl is
spent

Provides volume for water expansion
and for gas pressurization

Moderator Cooling

High temperature & pressure relief

Emergency pressure relief & natural
convection air vent

Moderator cooling

Control flow to ion exchangers

For flushing system

For filling system

Air bleed & pressurizing connection
(physical location limits quantity
of water present after filling)

For draining system

For flushing IEl

For flushing 1E2

For reactor flooding

For shield water drain

On low pressure automatically opens
moderator water system to shield
water or air

Emergency bypass of moderator pumps

Select ion exhanger

Manual override to permit moderator
system filling

F1
F2

0

HV 1

HV2

HV3

HV4

HV5

HV6

HV7

HV8

CVl
CV2

FCV 1

FCV2

PCV 1
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SYMBOL

PCV2

AV

AD

DM

TIl

PCi

CII

Cci

ITEM

Pressure Control Valve (Remotely
Operated)

Air Vent

Air Duct

Damper Motor

Temperature Controller

Pressure Controller

Conductivity Indicator

Conductivi ty Controller

PURPOSE

Manual override to permit moderator
system filling

Prevents pressure build up in shield
water tank

Permits entry of outside air during
shipment with moderator water removed

Controls moderator water temperature

Controls damper position & scrams
reactor on over-temperature

Indicates pressure & scrams reactor
on over or under pressure

Measures moderator water conductivity

Measures conductivity of shield water
and scrams reactor on low reading
indicating lack of boron or low level
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AX/AL VARIATION OF NEUTRON FLUX
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TABLE 1

POWER LEVEL CONTROL LOOPS

Parameter Component Approximate
Which Used Type of Gain of

Control System Is Sensed For Control Compensation Controller. QOENTS

Reactor Power Reactor Out Regulating Reg. rod position 0067% reactivity/sec Limited to
Level let Temp. Rod feedback. Den- 4o+0.47 and

vative signal from F 0.157
flow rate for fast 1.257 7/sec

response sec

Compressor Speed or Bypass Proportional plus (K1 + K2) Receives sig-
Bypass Frequency ValveVB integral. Rotationa nal only when

inertia increased t K = 4.87 BP/rad/sec es -e )
2 ft-lb-sec 2  1 set actual

K2= .5% BP/rad/sec is negative

Feed Control Speed or Valve VA Proportional plus (1+30S).015 Receives sig-
Frequency lead network 1+3S ) nal only when

lbs/sec (e__-e ,)
ad /see CL G:L4.

is positive

Removal Bypass Valve Valve V No compensation lbs/sec Receives sig-
Control C needed.08 7 Bypass nal only when

bypass valve is
opened

0

z
0

t-e
0

c-f
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Ite

1.

2.

3,

4)

5.

6,.

7)

8.

9

10.

11

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23

24.

25.

2

27.

TABLE 2

PROCESS PANEL INSTRUMENTATION

Parameter.Measured

Compressor Inlet Pressure

Compressor Inlet Temperature

Rea ctor Ine I Temperature

Turbine Inlet Temperature

Turbine-Compressor Speed

Moderator Outlet Temperature

Neutron Sh:ield Temperature

Compressor Outlet Temperature

Compressor Outlet Pressure

Turbine Outlet Temperature

Precooler Inlet Temperature

H. P. Storage Temperature

H. P. Storage Pressure

Reactor L T

Turbine T

Precooler A TI1

Compressor .T

Mass Flow Rate

Moderator Pressure

Moderator Flow

Moderator Conductivity

Control Bypass Valve Position

Lube Oil & Bearing Temperature

Lube 011 Pressure

Lube Oil Flow

Loop Humidity

Ambient Temperature

Tentative
Working Rang

10-150 psig

0-200 0F

400-1000 F

800-1400 0 F

16,500-18,500 rpm

30 220 F

30 200 F

100-600 0 F

0-400 psig

100-1000 0 F

100-600 0 F

0-5000 F

0-500 F

0-500 F

0-5000F

10,000-90,000 lb/hr

0-100 psig

0- 100 gpr

0.1-10 micromho

-.- t.. .0.

-30 to 100 F
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TABLE 3

RESPONSE OF POWER PLANT SAFETY SYSTEM

Danger Situation Fast Scram Annunciator

Reactor period < 2 seconds x X

Thermal power > 130% X X

Reactor exit temperature > 1250 F X X

X
Turbine-compressor set speed > 19,000 rpm(a

(plus bypass valve)

Moderator coolant outlet temperature > 200 F X

Moderator coolant outlet temperature > 220 F X X

Moderator demineralizer pressure drop > 8 psia X

Neutron shield temperature < 40 F X

Reactor outlet gas temperature error > 20 F X

Speed error > 1/3 % X

Frequency standard + 3% X

Precooler fans, moderator cooler fan, lube oil pump X

Compressor inlet temperature > 200 F X

Bearing temperature high X

No

1

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

,3
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Item

1.

2.

34

4.

5.

6.

70

8.

9,.

10.

12.

13.

TABLE 4

ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS

Meter
Parameter Range

Compressor Inlet Pressure 0-400 psig

Compressor Outlet Pressure 0-400 psig

Turbine Outlet Pressure 0-250 psig

Turbine Inlet Pressure 0-350 psig

Recorder Turbine Inlet Press. 0-350 psig

Compressor Outlet Teperature 0-6000F

Recuperator Hot Outlet Temp. 0-6000F

Compressor Inlet Temperature 0-600 0 F

Turbine Outlet Tenper ture 700-1400 0F

Reactor Inlet Temperature 700-1400 F

Reactor Outlet Temperature 700-1400F

Temperature Error Recorder

Mass Flow Indicator

Mass Flow Indicator

Speed Controller Recorder

Recuperator Low Side Q, P

Precooler L P

Recuperator High-Side / P

Reactor AP

Wind Direction & Velocity

Working
Range

0-100 psig

0-295 psig

0-100 psig

0-270 psig

0-270 psig

330 399 F

400-484 F

100-145 0F

800-905 F

750-8 10 F

1100-12000F

0-75 F

8,900-89 ,000
lbs/hr

8,900-89,000
lbs/hr

6,000-18,000
rpm

0-4 psia

0-2 psia

0-4 psia

0-14 psia

14.

15.;

16J

17.

18.

19.

20.
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TABLE 4(conit')

ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS

Meter
Parameter Range

Precooler Air Monitor

Recorder lo-106CPM

Log Count Rate Meters

Gas Detector

Particulate Detector

Alarm Panel

Torn Paper

Low Gas Flow

Filter Paper Footage

High (Gas Activity

(Particulate Activity

Source Check Panel

Gas Detector Solenoid

Particulate Detector Solenoid

Working

1-ne

i0-10o6 CPM

Itern

21.



TABLE 5

POSSIBLE 4ATER SYSTEMS FAILURES AND CONSE QUENCES

Equipment iType of Failure

Moderator Pump 1 of 2 pumps
fails

Moderator Pump

Heat Exchanger Fans

Heat Exchanger Damper

Moderator Water
Ion Exchanger

Moderator Water
Ion Exchanger

Both pumps

Stop

Fails open
or shut

1 plu:;3

Alarm
Mechanism

Power Supply
to pump & flow
indica tor

Power supply

to pump & flow
indicator

Power supply
to fan

None

Correction Action

None pump
handles load

Bypass opens to
permit natural
convection

None

None

Consequences

Pump repaired

Reactor shutdown

Reactor shutdown
if moderator water

Same as above

- 4

Conductivity
meter in water

2nd ion exchangzr
placed on-stream

None

1 _ - - -- -- --4

2 plug Same as above

-.--.---.------. ,---- _ _"'-,,-,----

Moderator Water Temperature -r

pressure t3o
high 2urin;
operation

Te perature ni-
-icator and
pressure in -
/1 1 , r "

None

Reactor Scrams.

Rupture disc breaks

to permitiflooding
of moderator system
with shield later if
pressure continues to
build up

I -

Reactor shutdown
conductivity of
moderator water

gets too high

if

Reactor shutdown

0a

0t

O

co
d4

-. i-.____w__

_

- - - - -- - - l 1



TABLE 5(Cont'd)

POSSIBLE WATER SYSTEMS FAILURES, AyCNSE UENGES

Equipment

Moderator Water

oderator Water

shield Water

Pressure Vessel

Type of Failure

Leaks out
during oper-

ation

Leaks out
after shut-
down when

shield water
has been
drained

Leaks out
during oper-

ation

Leakage such
as failure
of tubes

Alarm
Mechanism

Presm ud id

cator

caLort

Level indicat or

Moisture indi-
cator and
pressure

-~-- --- --- --- -. ____________

Correction Action

valves open on low
presur, dmitting

shield water. All
external piping high
enough to prevent
draining of shield
water

Valves open on low
p? Lura3 permitting
free convection of
air through system

Reactor scrams

Reactor scrams;

Rupture discs in
shield tank & mode-
rator system prevent
over-pressure, which
provides cooling for
fuel elements

Consequences

Reactor shutdown

None-air convection
takes atfterheat
load 1 hr after
shutdown

Reactor shutdown

Reactor shutdown,
Some fuel elements
thermally distorted
with possible
cladding failure.
Reactor inoperable.

ft

z

N
cc

_.__ : ; ..L.

-
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APPENDIX A

REACTOR EXCURSION CHARACTERISTICS

A. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of these calculations is to examine the consequences of the
introduction of various step increases in reactivity into the ML-l reactor. The
energy released during an excursion is given by:

E = P 0  J exp { [k - - ZE (T ,t)+D(t) dt

where en(T,t) is the reactivity contribution of the various shutdown mechanisms,

P1(T,t) is the reactivity effect of the fuel temperature coefficient.

e 2(T,t) is the contribution of the moderator temperature coefficient.

E3(T,t) is the effect of fuel element melting.

E4(T,t) is the contribution of fuel vaporization on reactivity

e5(T,t) is the result of movement of the core structure.

D is the contribution of the delayed neutron emitters.

T is the temperature of the fuel elements.

t is time

1* is the neutron lifetime.

O is the delayed neutron fraction

L k is the assumed step increase in reactivity

Each of these mechanisms is investigated to determine the condition under which
it will occur, its effect on reactivity, and the rate at which it will operate. Finite
difference calculations were made of the effect of the introduction of a fixed amount
of reactivity into the reactor, and the power is assumed to increase at the appropriate
period until a shutdown is effected by one or more of the shutdown mechanisms.

For these calculations, the reactor core is assumed to be composed of 100 kg of
stainless steel integrally mixed with 15 kg of uranium. This material is thermally

insulated from the water moderator and is"contained within 61 stainless steel tubes
having a 2-ci,. inside radius The core is assumed to be 55 cm in diameter and 70 cm long.

The flux distribution and hot-spot factors are taken from recent calculations.
The neutron lifetime is 45 microseconds. Because the maximum excursion energy is
obtained from an initially cold reactor, this condition is assumed. The effects of
ramp inputs as compared to step inputs have been made and are shown in Figure 43.

A-1
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It is difficult to obtain a high degree of accuracy in calcu .ations of this
type where there are a number of different mechanisms operating. These calculations
do give a good indication of the magnitude of the excursion and the resulting damage;
but because the radiation hazard is essentially determined by the quantity of steady-
state fission products present in the core, the radiation hazard resulting from an
excursion is nearly independent of these calculations0

B. FUEL TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

The temperature coefficient of the fuel :in the ML-l, as calculated by approxi-
macion, is il-5 l) x 10-6A k/k per C and thus el(T)* -15 x 106 T. This result
is subject to errors nearly as large as its magnitude due to the fact that it is the
addition of positive and negative effects (longitudinal expansion, radial expansion,
and reduction of the fuel density and the disadvantage factor ) The value will be
checked in GCRE-I prior to ML-l operation. For a fuel element temperature rise of
1000 C, the reactivity change is about -.Ol57, and would have only a very small
effect in limiting the excursion~

C, MODERATOR PROMPT TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

The reactivity effect of heating the moderator has been measured to be a maxi-
mum of +1 x 10®L k/1 per 0C This coefficient is negative above about 700C0

The moderator temperature rise during an excursion results from two effects;
the fast neutron and gamma heating, and heat transfer from the fuel.

The effect of heat transfer from the fuel is Te-'t where 0(= K

cpl

the effect of the insulation between the elements and the aluminum wall alone is

K O5 Btu/ft F hr) (144 in2/ft2

C 1 (18 lb/ft ) (025 Btu/ F lb) (3600 sec/hr) (0,1 in)

Thus it can be seen that in an excursion the heat transfer from the fuel will not
contribute to the moderator temperatures

The effect of the fast neutron and prompt gamma heating on the moderator
temperature, assuming 47 of the total energy generation is in the moderator, is
given by:

2O4 M C d T = M C T
fuel fuel fuel mod pmod mod

04 (Me) (C)LATor f pf f

mod (MN \(Cp
m

Tod )(f04) (14) Tmod( 1 ) f

Am2
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P2 =+1 x 10 4  T = + 1 x 10 (.008)L T

.= 0.8 x 10- 6A Tf, maximum

In a 500-megajoule excursion, the moderator is heated about 500C by neutron and
gamma heating, and the total reactivity change is about + 0.157. This effect is
also small, compared to the other reactivity changes in an excursion, and will be
neglected.

D. EFFECT OF FUEL ELEMENT MELTING

The physical removal of the fuel element material from the core, either as a
result of fuel element meltdown or vaporization,has a large effect on reactivity.
It is assumed, in the meltdown or vaporization, that the uranium and the stainless
steel will remain integrally mixed. The removal of the fuel element material will
result in a decrease in the thermal utilization. The total neutron absorption,2a,
may be taken as being composed of three parts:

Lu = uranium absorption

absorption of stainless steel in fuel elements

- - = absorption in material other than fuel elements.a u ss

The change in reactivity due to the removal of the fuel element material is:

s u - _ss __ssm

a 'u La s s2a 'Zn

with integral mixing: = ss = F, the fraction of fuel removed, and

uIss

' m = 0so that Dp = m F = 0.08F.
l3 a

This equation must be modified by the worth of the positions in the reactor

occupied by the fuel element material so = 0.08 FW where W =
ave

There may be an additional effect resulting from the increased concentration
of fuel in portions of the reactor, thus increasing the disadvantage factor, but
for the purpose of these calculations this effect is neglected.

A-3
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The above equation can then be used by assuming the fuel falls out of the
reactor under the acceleration of gravity,with its relative worth changing with
position0 For the purposes of the calculations performed here it was assumed
that the viscous friction between the molten material and the still-solid portions
of the assembly decreased the net acceleration of the fluid to g/2 or 500 cm/sec2e
The distance moved by the fluid mass at any instant and the resultant reactivity
change can then be calculated0

In all cases, the fuel element material which will first begin to move is
that which is located at the position of maximum power generation (outside fuel-
plate of each fuel element near the axial center line) The worth of 1070 of the
fuel located in this region (where the neutron flux and the statistical worth is
greatest3 is

W = 1c (c a207

( 0
ave

where the subscript "c" refers to the center regions, and "ave" to the average over

the core0 Thus, for removal of fuel from this region:

1 '5= (3a4) (0008F) = 00 27F

For the fuel removal from other regions, an appropriate value of 0+

is used and the resultantAlgis correspondingly less (0+)ave

The energy required to melt the core is:

100 kg Stainless Steel 20 C to. 1400 C @ 207 c-l = 207 x 105 cal

15 kg Uranium 20 C to1400C @ 79-l = 12 x 105 cal
g

100 kg Stainless Steel heat of fusion @ 140 cal 5 140 x 10 cal

g ~ 5
359 x 10 cal

5
359 x 10 cal = 150 megajoules0This corresponds to 6
.239 x 10 cal

Mj

This represents the energy which is required to melt all the fuel elements0 In an

uncontrolled excursion, the fuel element in the regions of high neutron flux will

melt sooner, and at a lower value of excursion energy than the average. The average
flux in the center of the reactor containing 107 of the total fuel is about l09 times
as great as the average flux in the reactor. Consequently, in an excursion, this
region will be melted with an energy of about = 78 megajoules0  Before. one-

half of the total fuel is melted, the center region will be partially vaporized.
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Therefore, at an excursion energy of 78 megajoules, 107. of the fuel will be
w*,ri .&, t will be falling out of the reactor under the acceleration of gravity.
hi : rent will result either in the actual removal of the fuel from the core,
or i;.: its accumulation in the bottom portion of the tube. The latter result will
have . high self-shielding effect and thus a reduced worth. It was assumed that
if tho material in the center region, for example, moved 50 cm it would be
effec;ively removed, with a resultant total reactivity change of 2.17% or an average
rats of O.042%A k/k per cm. For material removal from other regions, the e , is
somewhat less,.as a result of lower flux and statistical importance. The relative

worth in the. region is: W = . The reactivity changes from these sepa-

( ave
rate f:ecis are approximately additive.

For reactor periods that are longer than about 1 see, the removal of molten
matrial is sufficient to shut i the reactor before any substantial quantity of
the fuel elements has vaporized. For reactor periods that are less than about 30
mSc, tAhis effect is negligible because vaporization will occur before the material
has moved ar appreciable distance.

E. VAPORLZATION

. Introduction

The vaporization and subsequent ejection of the fuel will result in reactor
shutdo,. There are several possible mechanisms which must be investigated.

a. The escape of the vaporized material.
b. The vapor pressures in the center section of the elements forcing

solid and liquid portions of the element out either end
c. The vapor pressure bursting pressure tubes and causing radial

displacement of the moderator.

For pressures less than 3000 psi it is found that the vapor pressure
rias~ig slidd and liquid out the ends is the dominant effect. For pressures greater

tau C .i psi, the radial displacement of the moderator is larger.

The following nomenclature will be used:

P Pressure of vaporized material

N = Atom density

k = Boltzmann constant

T =- Temperature

R = Gas constant

c Sonic velocity

-= Specific heat ratio

A-5
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9 = Density

v = Velocity

t = Time

1 = Length

E = Energy

V = Volume

r = Radius from tube centerline

F = Fraction of fuel removed

F1 = Fraction of fuel vaporized

a = Acceleration

2. Gas Description

The energy required to vaporize the core is:

Total to melt stainless steel

100 kg stainless steel, 1400 0C-25 00 @ 200 cal
g

= 359 x 105 cal

= 200 x 105 cal

15 kg uranium, 14O& C-2500C @ 42 ca
g

6 x 105 cal

Tot 1o vaporize st.inless steel @ 1500 cal
g

G .rd Total

51500 x 10 cal
52065 x 10 cal

206.5 x 106 cal 864 megajoules.

.239 x 106cal
Mj

zation will
For the fuel in the center region, with relative flux of 1.9,vapori-
start at 124 megajoules and will be complete at 450 megajoules.

If the fuel elements are completely vaporized, the resultant pressure
approaches P = NkTQ Near the vaporization temperature, NkT is a substantial over-
estimate of pressure. However, in an excursion, the pressure of the vapor will in-
crease rapidly and approach NkT as a limit.

The average density in the gas channel is about 2g/cm3, and the atomic
number is about 56, so that the atom density is:

6 x 102 3  22  3

N= 56 x2=2.15x10 /cm

A-6
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and P = (2.15 x 10/cm3) (1.38 x 1l-6 es ) (27700K)
K

8.2 x 10 dynes/cm2

= 120,000 psi

The sonic velocity at vaporization temperature will be:

c = _ P_
0 -

-- YRT

and for y= 5/3, c0 = 8.3 x 104 cm/sec.

3. Axial Movement

A :rarefaction will proceed, axially, into the vaporized region with
sonic velocity;and the material at the ends will be blown out with a wave front
velocity of

v = yc c 3c.

However, not all of the material at a distance (ct) into the tube, will
have blown out at time (t). Distance (ct) is the distance beyond which nothing has
blown out or, in fact, has moved at all. In an adiabatic expansion, the velocity
of matter out each end is

2v =., +=j; .
and its density is = 

-Y.] 2
y -1

where and c are initial conditions, ( = 2 g/cm3) and the flux' out each end

for Y= 5/ 3 isv =c
a +1

2 1 0.3 c.
-- 1

The area density is e 1 where 1 is the length of the
F which is removed in time (t) is F = 2 x 0.3 9 ct

region so that the fraction
= 0.6 c t

0

1

and to remove a fraction, say, F = 0.2 of a 70 cm element which is completely
vaporized, would require t = 0.2 x 70 0.3 milliseconds.

0.6 x 8.3 x 104

It is shown later, however, that for a complete vaporization, most of the
gas energy is transmitted radially into the moderator in a shock wave. For a partial

A-7
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vaporization where the tube walls remain intact (P < 3000 psi), material will be
ejected from the ends by two means:

The escape of vaporized material
b. The vapor pressure in the center forcing out the solid

and liquid portions of element on either end.

These are examined and compared:

a, Vaporized Material

At the vaporization temperature, c 8.3 x 10 cm/sec; and Cis nearly proportional to the fraction (F') of the fuel element which has beengas
vaporized. Before expansion ( = F' g = 2F' g/cm3,. Thus, where the tube
walls are intact, the fraction 5the fue removed is:

F - gas- = 0.6 (2F') c t = 710 F' L t
0 0

where, P < 3000 psi = 2 x 108 dynes/cm

df
or, F'< 0.025 and at the limiting value, the tube rupture d : 0.18/sec

It is concluded thatwhere the amount of vaporized material
is small, the amount of escaping vaporized material is likewise small, and there-
fore the reactivity controlled is small.

b. Solid and Liquid Material

While the pressure of vaporization is building up in the center
regions of the element, it will exert a static force on the solid and liquid portions
at each end of the fuel element tube. (Most of a given fuel element will be melted
before the vaporization starts at the center and thus the element will have no
structural strength). The area density of one-half a fuel element is:

2 g/cm3 x 35 cm = 70 g/cm2

d2 x p
,nd the resultant acceleration resulting from the pressure is, a = 2 = ---- cm/s

dt 70
2

P z 8,2 x 10 F dynes/cm2 and d2 = 1.2 x 10 F'em/sec,
dt

Taking the limiting case again, F'=0.025. The time required to
remove F = 0.18 of the solid material is about 2 milliseconds; compared to 1 second
for the escape of the gas. The ejection of solid and liquid material is thus the
primary shutdown mechanism at P < 3000 psi. At P > 3000 psi the energy transfer
into the moderator becomes dominant, as will be shown in the next sections.

A-8
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In calculating the amount of material ejected, it was assumed that

as a result of the condensation and the frictional effects, the static gas pressure
was about one-half effective in forcing the material out of the ends, so that initially
2

dux 8 2
- 0.6 x 10 F' cm/sec . If no more vapor were being generated, this accelera-

dt x2

tion would decrease as the gas expanded with P = Poi - 4

Or x
4

For P
2

d~x

dt

by the

The effects of gas generation and expansion must be considered.

< 3000 psi, a finite difference calculation of A x may be made, using

8 ~x 5/3

0.6 x 108 FU (t) , and the resultant Ax converted to reactivity

relations derived previously

4. Energy Distribution After Total Vaporization

The energy out the tube ends is give by:

d 2

Fend Z<gas gas

where v
gas

and ( g
gas

V
gas

2
- +1 co
gas

= (O 26 ga + 1
'6 gas

The energy from the vaporized material transmitted to the water moderator is:

Emmod
P
0

21r 1LAr

= P 2ir 1v At
o mod

where vd =

and initially:

P
2 o

\ mod + 1 ( mod

( 2 3+ I co
r gas

2 1
o gas

P / 2

mod + 1

for gas

mod

= 5/3

= 3, at this pressure

A-9
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P IT82 x 20' dynes/cm

4c =8.3 x 10 cm/sec
0

mo =.1 g/cmt moda

tend r = 1 2 = 1
E 5 -'3 1 53 70 200

mod

Thus, with total vaporization, only 1/200 of the energy is directed out the tube
ends,,

This relationship is also true for partial vaporization, provided that
the rate of ;aporization is sufficiently rapid to send a shock wave into the mode-
rator, and indicates that the radial displacement of the moderator is the dominant
effect for rates of vaporization of this magnitude.

5. Axial Displacement ofModerator

For high values of F (the vaporized fraction) most of the energy of the
vaporized fuel is transmitted to the moderator and the effect of this energy trans-
fer on reactivity must be ixwestigated.

Because most of the energy goes into the moderator, the time required
to axially eject vaporized and melted fuel material is increased. After 0.025 msec
the energies contained in the gas and moderator water are roughly proportional to
their volumes, The gas volume is 0.4 of the total, and its energy density is about
0.4 of what it. was originally. When the gas gives up its energy radially, some of
the gas may condense. The part that does condense will not exert an axial pressure,
and the shutdown mechanism described in the preceeding section will be reduced. If
this phenomenon occurs, the disassembly of the core will be determined by the time
required to Trmove the moderator water out of the core because of the increased time
required for the axial removal of fuel.

Due to the relatively Large mass of the radial shielding material in the
ML= reactor, the times required for radial displacement are rather long. The two
potential methods of removing the moderator from the core are the axial blow-apart
of the two plenums or the collapsing of the 0.020-in.-thick pressure tubes in the
ML-l tube bundle, followed by the ejection of water through the l3/4-in,-diameter
holes in the upper and lower tube sheets.

Behind the shock front, the moderator will undergo a rapid temperature
and pressure increase, resulting in blowing apart the plenums and ejecting fluid
through the tube sheets into the upper and lower plenums. The associated increases
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in the axial reactor buckling and neutron age will shut down the reactor.. By assuming
a uniform axial expansion of the core material and accounting for the increase in
both reactor buckling and neutron age, the relationship between core axial expansion
and negative Ak/k can be calculated. Calculations show that an axial expansion from
80 to 85 cm results in approximately -4.4%6k/k.

It has been shown that the moderator -absorbs 0.4 of the energy in the
fuel channel in less than 0.1 msec. The initial gas energy is approximately 1750
cal/gr x 2 gr/cc F' or 3500 F' cal/cc. The energy absorbed by the water is there-
fore 1400 F' cal/cc or 2520 F' Btu/lb.

Assuming the enthalpy of the liquid to be dependent on temperature, the
final temperature of the moderator after the shock wave can be specified. For
vaporization fractions less than approximately 0.02, the moderator after the shock
wave is in a highly compressed liquid state. For vaporization fractions above 0.02,
the moderator is above the critical pressure where the distinction between liquid and
vapor ceases to exist; however, because of its highly compressed state (with densities
approaching that of the initial water), it was assumed to act more like a liquid than
a vapor.

In consideration of the final state of the moderator fluid after the shock
wave, it was found that the pressures involved exceeded standard published data. The
final state was determined for purposes of calculation by interpolating between pub-
lished vapor pressure data (up to 6000 psia) and the pressure curve defined by p = NKT

where P = pressure

N = number of atoms/cc

K = Boltzmann Constant

T = temperature

Based on these pressure -specific volume curves, the relative velocities of effective
core expansions were calculated for physical disassembly of the plenums and for
collapse of the pressure tubes followed by the water ejection through the core. For
the latter calculations, the supercritical fluid state of the moderator was con-
servatively assumed to act as a liquid. The decreases of reactivity vs time by the
various disassembly mechanisms are shown in Figure A-1. In addition to the time
shown on these curves, a fixed time delay was added to represent the time required for
the shock wave to travel from the axial center line of the core out to the plenums.
This shock velocity is:

__+ 1 P _ 3+1 P

2- 2 1

This velocity varies with F' and the resultant P. In the range of interest, the
velocity is on the order of 105 cm/sec, and the time required for shock wave travel
is about 1/2 msec.
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F0  EXCURSION CALCULATIONS

Using the shutdown mechanisms which have been described, it is possible to
construct a detailed description of reactor shutdown for any specified reactor
period or reactivity During an excursion, the various shutdown mechanisms become
dominant in the following order, and each requires some minimum excursion energy:

(1) Removal of molten fuel element material by gravity,

(2) Removal of fuel element material by the pressure exerted by the vaporized
material; eAnd,

(3) Displacement of the moderator and steel end reflector by the pressure
exerted by the vaporized metal

Because these mechanisms are non-linear and discontinuous, finite difference
calculations were made for various reactivity introductions. The results are shown
in Figures 41, 42 and 44
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AXIAL MOVEMENT OF REACTOR CORE VS. TIME
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EXPLOSION RESULTING FROM A MAXIMUM ACCIDEaNT

A. BASIS FOR CALCULATIONS

In this analysis a maximum accident is considered to be a reactor excursion which
results in the generation of 500 megajoules of fission energy. In this excursion, approxi-
mately 30%- of the fuel element material is vaporized, and most of the remainder is melted.
The enormous vapor pressure of vaporized stainless steel will cause the explosive dis-
assembly of the reactor. In.addition to the fission energy released, a chemical energy
potential:exists from metal-water reactions and reactions involving the evolved hydrogen.

1. Fission Energy

The amount of kinetic energy contained in the vaporized fuel element
material that is available to cause an explosion is:

E = 3/2 NkT
ex 3 23

30 x 10 x 6 x 10where N = number of atoms = '56

-166

k - Boltzmann constant = 1.38 x 10-16 erg/ K

T = temperature = 2770 K

so that Ee 18 megajoules
ex-

The remaining 482 megajoules is dissipated as heat within the reactor core.

2. Energy from Metal-Water Reaction

There are approximately 400 megajoules of potential energy available from
the chemical reactions between the core metals and the water moderator. An analysis
of the possible reactions is given in AEC Research and Development Report IDO-28000,
"The Reactions of Metals in Oxidizing Gases at High Temperatures", dated 30 April 1957,
published'by Aerojet-General Corporation. This report describes experiments that were
made and gives the data that were found. Included in this report are the reactions
that resulted from the spraying of molten metal into water and from the dropping of
molten metal drops into water.

Because the core uranium is in an oxide form, the only metal-water reactions con-

sidered here are those involving stainless steel and water, or aluminum and water.

a. Stainless Steel Water Reactions

There are approximately 125 kg of stainless steel in the core. In an
uncontrolled reactor excursion about 25% of this material will be vaporized, and most
of the remainder will be melted, If all the 30 kg of vaporized stainless steel reacted
with water, the energy released would be:
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E (30 x l0 g) (118 call&) = 14.8 megajoules
0.239 x 10 cal/mj

Of this energy, less than 10% is available as kinetic energy in a form which will
cause an explosion. The remaining energy is dissipated as thermal energy within
that cored (In the referenced report, the highest measured conversion of liberated
energy into shock energy was 7.7%, using zirconium as the test material. Using
stainless steel as the test material, the conversion was 2.57%). Thus, the maximum
shock energy released by the reaction of the vaporized stainless steel with water
is calculated to be less than one megajoule,

The 75 kg of molten stainless steel will be in the form of
relatively large drops0 In general, metal-water reactions which involve particulate
metal do not produce high order explosions (taking milliseconds rather than micro-
seconds to attain peak pressure.) These reactions can be described as deflagrations
instead of detonations.

When the stainless steel particulates in a spray are of a mean
diameter of about 1000 microns, less than 50% of the material will react with water.

A spray test was made using molten stainless steel and resulted
in the shock energy release of about 2.5% of the potential. This reaction value is
significantly reduced when the droplets are larger than 1000 microns. Therefore,
while the calculated potential energy is 35 megajoules, the actual energy released
will be less than 20 megajoules of which shock energy will be less than 1 megajoule.

b. Zirconium-Water Reactions

Zirconium is present in the outer fuel element liner. It is in
direct contact with the cold pressure vessel, and it is thermally insulated from the
fuel elements0 Therefore, it is unlikely that large portions of the zirconium will
be heated to extreme temperatures in a 500-megajoule reactor excursion. However, if
all the zirconium in the core (30 kg) reacted with water, the energy thus released
would be

30 x 10 g x61330 cal/g 167 megajoules
.239 x 106 cal/mj

In tests which were made to determine the reactivity of molten zirconium with water,
the highest release of shock energy was 7.7% of the potential energy.

Therefore, if all the zirconium in the core in the form of a
molten spray reacted 100% with the water moderator the resultant release of shock
energy would be about 13 megajoules. The actual release of shock energy would,
however, almost certainly be less than 1 megajoule.

co. Conclusions

On the basis of the above analysis, it is believed that the max-
imum chemical shock energy released by a 500-megajoule reactor excursion will be less than
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15 megajoules. The total energy release would be about 182 megajoules. This energy
would be.result of the oxidation of 30 kg of the stainless steel in the fuel elements
and 30 kg of the zirconium in the liners. The uranium is in an oxide form, and the
tube headers are of massive construction and remain virtually unheated in an excursion,
so that both of these materials have been disregarded in this analysis.

3. Hydrogen Reaction

The total amount of hydrogen gas which will be produced by the metal-water
reactions is calculated to be 2.1 kg. The energy that is available from the reaction
H2 + 1/2 02 -----+ H2

0 would be 320 megajoules. The hydrogen gas is generated under
water where there is essentially no oxygen gas present. Therefore, it is assumed that
any hydrogen explosions which occur will do so after explosions resulting from fission
and/or chemical energy releases. Consequently, the fission and/or chemical energy
explosions and hydrogen explosions are not simultaneous, but occur sequentially.

A hydrogen explosion will occur only when H2 is combined with air into an
explosive mixture and is detonated. The quantity of air which could be contained in
the plenum chambers would not be sufficient to oxidize more than a small fraction of
the available hydrogen. At standard conditions the 2.1 kg of hydrogen will occupy a
volume of 700 cu ft. The minimum concentration of hydrogen in air, to form an explo-
sive mixture, is about 18%.

Although the hydrogen-air mixture immediately around the reactor shortly
after the excursion may be within the explosion range, it will be accompanied by a
large amount of water vapor. This water vapor will tend to reduce both the possi-
bility and the severity of explosion. The occurrence of an explosive mixture around
the reactor will be a transient condition, and only a small fraction of the hydrogen
would be contained in an explosive mixture with air at any particular instant. There-
fore, while the potential energy of the hydrogen evolved from a maximum accident is
nearly equal to the initial excursion energy, the probability of its detonation in a
single explosion is remote. Any reaction which does occur would probably consist of
small areas of inflammation and/or detonation surrounding the reactor.
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APPENDIX C

FISSION PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION FOR MAXIMUM ACCIDENT

A. INTRODUCTION

The following assumptions were made in calculating the radiation
effects that would result from a maximum credible accident:

1. The reactor has been operating at 2.9 megawatts for 10 hr
prior to the excursion.

2. The integrated excursion energy was 500 megajoules; (it
was calculated to be 460 megajoules). This assumption is not critical
because the dosage contribution from steady-state accumulation of
fission products is greater than the contribution from the excursion,
except for distances of 100 meters or less.

3. Twenty percent of the total fission product activity escapes
from the reactor vessel into the air, This percentage was chosen because
it was felt that all volatile activity could escape which would account
for 10% of the total activity. The additional 10% was added to account
for fission product activity which either could volatilize or be carried
out in fine particulate form under the excursion conditions.

4. The fission product activity is released into the atmos-
phere in the form of a cloud with a radius of 20 meters, located 20
meters above ground level.

5. The diffusion theory of 0. G. Sutton is valid in calculations
of down-wind cloud concentration. The following values of the atmos-
phere diffusion coefficient were used for specific values of wind velo-
city, u, in meters/sec and stability parameter, n:

u=1 u=5 u=10

n = 0.2 .30 .27 a23

n = 0.5 .08 .05 .04

B. DIRECT RADIATION

The direct gamma dosages were calculated from AECU 3066 using
the nomographs constructed by J. Z. Holland, The resultant dosages
are shown in Figure C-l.

C. DOSE RATE FROM FALL OUT AND RAIN-OUT

The method used in calculating the surface deposition of radio-
active products is that developed in KAPL-1045. The fundamental
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assumption is that a constant fraction of the radioactivity in the
cloud falls out per unit distance traveled by the cloud0 For each
distance, this fallout& rate is taken to be that which would give
the maximum dose at that point0  This method over-..1im t s the dose
at all distances0  The equation for ground fallout concentration,
Cgx, is shown to be:

C -y2 /

Cgc ein curies/metergx

where C = total cloud activity in curies at distance x from
reactor, neglecting previous fallout,

c = (02) jo47 x 1010 t" 2 + 2.l4 x l0t '
cxm

c = cloud radius, meters

x downwind distance, meters

y = horizontal distance from cloud path, meters

Neglecting the correction for the Gaussian distribution of
cloud activity (which would reduce the resultant value) but correcting
for air attenuation (k= 200 meters, attenuation length), the dose
rate at a distance h meters above the ground is:

90

2 5 7COJIJeC.t dt in r/hr

y t

The resulting values are shown in Figure C-2 for the case
where the observer is directly in the cloud path (iea y = 0)
Neglecting the non-uniform cloud distribution will result in an
ovet':fs:; Qo tE by a factor of 2 at distances where the cloud
radius is still about 20 meters (ieo at distances of 100 meters
or less for the lapse condition and 1000 meters or less for the in
version condition0 )

D. INHALATION DOSE

The internal dose received due to inhalation of a particular
isotope is given by the equation:

dA = f J3 C' (r) dt

A = dose in curies

f = body retention fraction of inhaled material

liters liters _
J = inhalation rate= 17/ m - =284 =min sec

-4 3
284x 10 m3

sec

rloud) concentration at downwind distance rC (r) =
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For a Gaussian distribution,

C'(r) = e

where Q = quantity of isotope contained in cloud, curies

V = cloud volume (V d )3

r' = distance from cloud center

dr'
and noting that dt = - , where u = wind velocity, meters/sec

u +w 2

then A = f - fe r' 6 ) dr'

o u VJ

- f J Q

For any particular isotope,

-r/uF -XT ki1Q = fe F (l-e ) + G .x 10 curies
37 xx 1010

where f = fractional fission yield of isotope

A = isotope decay constant

F = average fission rate of reactor = 8.7 x 101 6/sec

T = reactor operating time = 104 hours

G = excursion energy = 5 x 1018 fissions

Approximate values of f, f and 0.693 are given in Table C-1
for the important isotopes. Thedecay constant of these isotopes is
small so that the decay is essentially negligible out to distances
of 10$ meters from the origin. These six isotopes contribute approx-"
imately 85% of the total body inhalation dose.

The resulting values are plotted in Figures C-3 and C-4 for
microcuries deposited in the body, and in Figures C-5 and C-6 for in-
finite time dosages. The equation for infinite time dosage due to

a particular isotope is given as follows:

D = 62 A- 1 + - Jin Roentgens

where E = energy adsorbed, mev/disintegration

A = isotope activity deposited in body, microcuries

W = weight of critical organ, grams

A = i otcp decay constant, sec-1
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E . DIRECT DOSAGE RECEIVED BY PERSONNEL AT EXCI1USION RADIUS

It is assumed that 100% of the fission product activity is
distributed over the ground in the vicinity of the reactor, and that
the reactor shielding is effective for I sec after the explosion. The
Wigner-Way relation for gamma power from fission products can be
expressed as:

1.28 t^ mev
sec fission' were t is in sec

For a 500-&eg jcul excursion

8 10 -1.2 19 -1.2
(5 x 10 ) (3.1 x 10 ) (1.28 t ) = 1.98 x 10 t mev.

The energy released between 1 sec and ten min (or 600 sec) after the
excursion is_ f UU

-1.2
t

(1.98 x 1019)

.2

1.98 x 1l9
dt =.

-0.2

[o-0 .2
[tJ

I

(.278-1) = 7.1 x 109 mev.

For long-term operation at steady-state the Wigner-Way relation
for gamma power from build-up fission products can be expressed as:

1.97 x 10 P t-0.2 mev/sec,

where P is in watts and t is sec after shutdown, At 2.9 Nw steady-
state operation

(2.9 x 106) (197 x 101) t 2 = 5,7 x 10 7 t- mev/sec.

The energy release between 1 sec and 10 min (or 600 sec) is:

17 6 0 0  -0.2 5dt7 x10 1 7  0o.8]60o
So7 x 1,0 t dt = t

Oo8 1

179
(5 a7x 10 

1 )19 (167) = 12.0 x 10 mev.
0.8

The total gamma source in first 600 sec:

7.1 x 1019 + 12.0 x 1019

Letting,

5.5 x ?05

- 1.91 x 1020 mev.

2mev = 1 r/hr over energy range of interest.

cm sec

1.98 x 1o1
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Then, the source during the initial 10 min is:
20

^1.9 x 10. mev

(5.5 x 105) (600 sec)
(1/6 hr) = 9 .6 x 10 cm2 r.

At a distance of 500 ft, which is the boundary of the exclusion area,

r=1.52 x 104 cm

Making no allowance for self-shielding of the source or for shielding of
the person and assuming a point source model, the direct dose received
by a person in the open at the exclusion radius during the first 10
min from the scattered fuel element material is:

D = =3,3 r.
4W'lr2

This is roughly equivalent to the AEC quarterly tolerance. It is assumed
that within 10 minutes all persons would be evacuated or taken inside the
Auxiliary Control Building.

The Auxiliary Control Building and control cab are out of direct
line-of-sight from the reactor area. In addition, the Auxiliary Control
Building is completely closed and offers the shielding of 8 in. of
concrete (gamma attentuationZ 1/4).

Consequently, the direct dose received in the control
scattered fuel element material will be less than 100 mr.
Control Building, it will be less than 25 mr. The primary
resulting from an accident is from airborne radioactivity,
from the scattered fuel element material.

cab from the
In the Auxiliary
hazard
rather than
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RAIA T/ON DUE TO CLOUD WASHOUT 8 FALLOUT
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INIF/AI/TE TIME DOSAGE
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TABLE C 1

DATA FROM IMPORTANT FISSION ISOTOPES

Isotope

1131

Sr8 9

Y9 1

140 140

Ce144 + Pr144

90 90
Sr +Y

Critical

Organ

Thyroid

Bones

Bones

Bones

Bones

Bones

Body
Retention

F ac tion

0.15

0.22

0 14

0.2

0.1

0.22

Fractional
Fission
Yield

0.028

0.046

0.059

0.062

0.053

0.059

Half-Life
Days

8.1

51

58

12.8

285

14:

Permissible
Body Burcen
Microcuries

0.3

2

15

5

5

1

These six isotopes contribute over 85% of the total bd4y inhalation dose.
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LOCAL CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA
WITH COMPARATIVE DATA

1958

IDAHO FALLS 46 W, IDAHO

NARRATIVE CLIMATOOGICAL SUMMARY

The National Reactor Testing Station (NRTS) covers
about 680 square miles of the upper Snake River Plain.
The most important topographic features are the north-
east-southwest orientation of the Plain, and the Con-
tinental Divide to the north and east. About 90 per-
cent of the time surface winds are either southwest-
erly or northeasterly. The Divide prevents the in-
vasion of many of the cold continental air masses
in winter. All air masses that enter the Plain must
first cross a mountain bWrrier, regardless of the di-
rection from which they enter. Because they are sub-
ject to lifting, these masses usually precipitate mois-
ture over the mountains, and enter the Plain suffi-
ciently dry to give the region its desert-like char-
acteristics.

An important local topographic effect is due to
the Lemhi Range of mountains just west of the NRTS.
The winds aloft are mostly westerly and this places
the NRTS in the immediate lee of the mountains, in
a region of descending air currents. When contrasted
with other locations on the Snake River Plain that
are exposed to more direct flow, (such as Pocatello
or Idaho Falls), the drying of the air resulting from
the descending motion is evident. A few obvious con-
sequences are :

1. The annual precipitation totals on the NRTS are
only about half as much as Idaho Falls and Poca-
tello.

2. Clear skies are frequently observed over the NRTS
when it is cloudy elsewhere over the Plain.

3. The depth of snow on the ground is less at the
NRTS than at Idaho Falls.

4. Cloudiness and precipitation from major storms
often begin sooner and last longer at Idaho ills,
45 miles to the east, than at the NRTS.

The dryness and the infrequency of low cloudiness
permit intense solar heating of the ground during the
day, and rapid radiational cooling at night, which
results in a very large daily range of temperature.
The average range is greatest (about 37 F.) in summer
and least (about 23 F.) in winter. Summers are espe-
cially pleasant because of the dryness and the cool
nights. The dryness also makes more bearable the ex-
treme cold spells in winter, as does the fact that
these cold periods are frequently accompanied by clear
skies and are seldom associated with strong winds.

Temperature inversions based at the surface are
present for at least a few hours almost every day of
the year and with snow cover may persist for several
consecutive days. Temperature inversions through the
lower 250 feet of the atmosphere are present for about
half of the total time for the year as a whole. While
temperature measurements have not been made to the top
of the inversions at the times of maximum depths, the
average maximum depth is estimated to be approximately
2,000 feet.

There is a strong tendency for up-valley flow (south-
west wind) during the day and down-valley flow (northeast
wind) at night. The local effect is sometimes coun-
tered and sometimes augmented by the pressure gradient,
or the larger scale features of the Wind flow pattern.

Frequently the local effects dominate the wind flow
near the ground in the face of strongly opposing pres-
sure forces. On many occasions the station, Idaho
Falls 42 NW, will experience northerly winds while
the station, Idaho Falls 46 W, has southerly winds.
This situation arises at times from drainage effects
and at other times from a topographically induced eddy.

The heaviest precipitation falls as scattered rain
showers during the warmer months, and the rain from
a single passing shower may in a matter of minutes ex-
ceed considerably the normal total for the month in
which it occurs. Yet two or three months may pass in
summer without a single shower passing the station.
Despite this extreme variability, annual totals over
the NRTS have not varied greatly from year to year or
from place to place. One inch of rainfall in an hour
is about the maximum intensity to be expected, and
two inches in 24 hours are not likely to be exceeded.
Maximum winter snow depth has been extremely variable

during the period of record. Conditions have varied
from winters having practically no snow at all to the
opposite extreme (winter of 1951-52) in which snow
reached a depth of one to two feet over all the NETS,
causing near paralysis of construction activities and
transportation. Large expenditures were made for snow
removal, which was an almost daily task. Blowing or
drifting snow is by far the greatest hazard and gen-
eral nuisance of any weather phenomenon that occurs
in the region. Most blowing snow is driven by south-
southwesterly winds.

Destructive winds have not been a problem. Torna-
does have never been reported in the region, although
funnel-shaped clouds have been sighted over the NETS
on several occasions. Structures designed to withstand
average winds of 6U a.p.h. and peak gusts to 80 - 55
m.p.h. are not likely to be damaged.

Four to six thunderstorms can be expected during
each summer month and some of these produce bail that
can be damaging to crops. Lightning protection is a
must for all man--made structures, since the lack of,
comparable natural targets makes them particularly
vulnerable.

Super-cooled fog or low stratus clouds occur occa-
sionally in winter with a snow cover and a persistent
high pressure system, and may last for several consec-
utive days. These conditions permit the accumulation
of considerable rime icing on power and telephone lines
as well as on trees. Destructive glase icing has not
occurred in this area during the period of record.

The dust content of the air is very small while the
ground is snow covered. Dust-favoring winds (gusts
of 20 m.p.h. or more) occur on the average for 6 hours
during 13 windy days per month. Dust concentrations
have varied from a low3 of 0.014 mg/ over snow cover
to a high of 0.77 mg/s on a day when dust devils were
present near the sampling station. concentrations vary
widely from place to place, depending on human activ-
ity. Average daytime concentrations during the warmer
months run about 0.07 mg/s . Visibility is not sig-
nificantlv reduced by dust except briefly and infre-
quently during dry thunderstorms.

Weathering of concrete and hard surface roads and
streets is a very serious problem, mainly due to the
large number of freese-thaw cycles during all but sum-
mer- months. Precautions must also be taken against
adverse effects of excessive cold in winter and extreme
dryness in summer when pouring concrete.

USCoMM-w-Asheville - 1/14/59 - 650
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LATITUDE 43 32' N

LONGITUDE 112 57' W

ELEVATION (ground) 4933 Feet

METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR THE CURRENT YEAR
IDAHO FALLS 46 W, IDAHO

1958

Month

Temperature

Averages Extremes

I

I

1i

JAN 30.8 4.41 17.61 39 13 -15 1 1 1463
FEB. 40.3 18.1 29.2 53 22- 81 2 9951
MAR. 41.71 22.0131.9 54 28 9 3 10201
APR. 52.3 26.9 39.61 68 15 18 13+, 7541
MAY 1 76.1 40.41 58.3. 89 i 20 26 3 230'
JUN. 78.4 45.21 61.81 92 Ij23 31 10 128.

I ,

JUL. ,85.0 48.0! 66.51 94 28 39 i 3 31
AUG. 189.4 51.0 70.21 97 14+1 37 31 12!
SEP. 73.2 38.0, 55.6 89 I 7 27 25 1 279i
OCT. 66.1 26.5 46.3 81 14 8131 5721
NOV. i42.5 116.8! 29.71 65 9 - 2 27+' 1052!
DEC. j37.0! 12.71 24.9 55I 3 0 5 12391

Si I 1 1 i 1

Yer j 1 AUG. JAN.
1

Year 59.4j 29.21 44.3 97 Ij14+;-15 1 7775,

Pr.cipRtation -

0.85
0.87
0.93
1.45
0.79
0.48

0.45
0.20
0.66
T
0.43
0.23

0.25
0.50
0.39
0.79
0.47
0.22

0.23
0.19
0.52
T

0.34
0.15

Snow, Sl1et

- A 2 '3 N A -L

29-30
24-25

21
21-22
11-12

3

16
3'

12
19

9-10
11

7.5
3.3
7.3
8.4
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.7
0.7

APR.
7.34 0.79 21-22 !27.9

2.0
1.8
3.6
5.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.4

I~~17-18

12-13!

15
21-22.

19
25

APR. I
5.0 21-22; I

Relative
humidity

Wind Number of days

Maximum .m Ie Tp
I Hourly ! 8 ! Sunrise to sunset 0 -S Average o j a S I S I ' MaximumI

leI a1 i I I 0 o'a o
j ' !A 2 1 I ' I e U o. :

® N '' I n.~ ~ ~ ~ ,.+ d'tq' pI ' O' e O id O

3.9 NNE 25 WSW 30+ 11 14 4 0 0 19'
4.9 NNE 29 IWSW 25 8' 1; 0 0 3'
7.8 IWSW 27 WSW 30 111! 3. 0 0 0
9.6IWSW 34 WSW 201 7 2 0 0 0'
7.5 WSW 26 WSW 12I 6' 0 4 ' 0 0
9.2 SW 30 SW 27+I I 41 0 4 2' 0
8.1 SW I 31 SSW 24 ! I6 0 3 6' 01
7.5 WSW 33 SW 129 I2 0 3 18' 0
8.6 SW 34 SW 4 2 14 0 4 0 0'
6.3 SW 36 WSW119+ ! '0' 00. 0
7.7 SW 39 IWw 1 41 4 0 0'o 0 0 6
4.1 NNE 33 IWSW 7I I ! 1 4 0 0 0 8

I I 1 1 !
I I NOV. 1

7.1 ISW 139 WSW I 4 I j70, 10I 18 26' 361

raturee

Minimum

31 12
28 2
30 C
24 G
7 i
1 )

0 C
0 U
8
23 G
26 3
31 1

209 18

NORMALS, MEANS, AND EXTREMES

Temperature

Normal 1j Extremes

_ _ I

(a)l (b) (b) (b) 9 I 9 {
J 27.6 3.8 115.7 4911953 -30j1

32.9 '8.2 20.6 53 1958+ -291
M 41.9 18.0 30.0 66 1953 -15!1
A 56.0 29.0 142.5 7711952 6j1
M 67.1 38.0 152.6 91!1954 181
J 75.5,43.6159.6 95 1955+126 1

J 88.1 50.3 69.2 991955+; 33 1
A 185.7 48.1 66.9 9911954 281
S 73.4 138.6 56.0 9611955 18 1
0 60.5 27.3 43.9 82 1957+ 811
N :42.9 i 17.0 30.0 1 65 1958 -24!1

D :31.4 ! 9.1 20.3 I 5511958 --181

JUL. I3J
Yr. 56.9 127.6 42.3I. 99 1955+j-3O I1

Precipitation Relative
humidity

.- -- -Maximum_
Snow, Sleet Hourly !

- I Ave rage -

0o '5 3 '. O i 6iIo

9-- ---i1- -- ---- -i --- -
(b) (b) 9 9 9 9 9 9 818 818

956 1528; 0.66 1.15 1957 0.45 1953 I0.6311957 7.81 18.1 1957 8.5 1957 6.5 SW 39 WSW 1956
956 1243; 0.57 1.12 1957 0.21 1955 0.5411954 4.4 10.0:1952 6.5 1950 7.2 WSW 36;SW 1955
955 1085; 0.45 1.0511950 0.2011955 1 0.3911958 4.6 7.5 1950 5.81953 I 9.3 SW 51 WSW. 1955
953 i 675' 0.75 1.45 1958 0.03 1952 0.79 1958 1.9 8.411958 5.011958 9.1 SW 39 WSW 1954,
954 390 1.02 4.4211957 0.2811950 0.9711957 0.5 4.7 1955 3.1;1955 ! ! '.8.7 SW 37 W 1954
954 172 0.81 2.74:1954 0.02 1956 1.73+1954 T T '1954 T 1954 9.3 SW 35 WSW' 1954:

954 161 0.44 0.65 1955 10.00 1953 0.2911955 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.2 WSW 35 WSW 1955
954 71 0.64 i 2.17 1951 10.02 1956 1 0.72 1950 0 o.000 0.0 7.6 WSW 33 :W 19581
954 286; 0.36 0.66 1958 T 1951 0.5211958 T 0.111950 0.1 1950 7.2 SW 38 WSW 1955
958 i 654; 0.68 : 1.53 1956 !0.0011952 0.74 1956 ! 0.3 2.4 1956 1.611956 - ! I 6.5 SW 44 WSW 19541
955 ' 10501 0.56 ' 0.65 1954 10.08;1953 ! 0.51,1954 ; 1.3' 3.111956 1.811956 6.1:SW 40'WSW 19551
952 13861 0.75 2.06 1955 0.15:1956 0.5211955 ; 4.21 7.211951 3.0;1950 5.9;NNE' 431SW 19551

I ------ - -, - -;-

AN. MA JUL. 1JUN. '! 'I IJAN. 1 1JAN. j'i !'-IMAR.
956 185561 7.69 4.42 1957 0.00 1953+I 1.73 1954 1 25.0 18.111957 8.5;1957 i j I 17.6 SW i51WSW| 1955;

Mean number of days

Sunrise I Temperatur
o sunset o 0 Max. M.

9 9 9; 9 9 j9 9

I11 3 0 21 31!12
S7 1 O _0' 12 2 8
0 ~7 i2* 2 0, 630 3

61 1 1 010 22 08 *3*309 0
6i 0 2 2 0 2 0
4 0 2 '12' 01 0 0
4 0 4 10 0' * 0
2 0'1 2; 0; 7 0
4 * * 0 0 23 0
4 1 * 0 5;28. 3
8 2 * !015 31' 7

I 1 39,
j I711013; 26! 59 12111! 33

(a) Length of record, years. (b) Normal values are based on the period 1921 - 1950, and are means adjusted to represent observations taken at the present standard location.
0 Occurrences between 5:00 P.M. and 8:00 A.M. reported by unofficial observers.

d~

Cl-

\J

0

-
-.-..----- I
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AVERAGE TEMPERATURE TOTAL PRECIPITATION IDAHO FALLS 46 WIDA.

- 1--- ~ ~ - 1- ~--T -- ~~ ~ ~-~~~^ T~~ -~ ~ T - ~ -- ~

Yea. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Tune July Aug. Sept. Oct.Nov Dec. An 1

1950 13.6 21.2 30.6 40.0 48.2 57.2 66.1164.9154.9148.1 32.2 25.5 41.9
1951 13.1;23.227.4143.8153.5156.2 68.964.8 56.2141.6 28.5 15.5j41.1|
1952 11.8110.2i20.2I42.8154.0 59.5 66.31.66.2 58.2148.0 23.9118.840.01
1953 30.0 26.8,33.4 39.8!45.4 57.0 69.7 65.7'59.1 46.035.0 17.6 43.8!
1954 23.8 29.8 29.7144.0153.6 56.2169.9 63.8)54.6 41.2!35.1 16.6 43.2

1955! 8.4 12.6 23.7137.849.8 59.0 68.3 68.555.1 43.9 25.9 24.3 39.8"
1956 22.6 12.7i29.0 44.1155.2 60.7169.5 64.1 57.0 43.0125.6 20.5142.01
1957 7.1123.3134.1 41.6152.7 60.3 68.0 66.6 56.2 43.6.27.3 23.5 42.01
1958 17.6,29.2 31.9 39.6 58.361.8 66.5 70.2 55.6 46.3 29.7124.9 44.3

RECORDi 

1IIIi-!
MEA). ! I
TEMP 16.4 21.0128.9 41.5 52.3 53.7,68.1 66.156.3 44.7 29.2120.8,42.01
MAX 27.9133.6 40.3155.8,67.6.75.0 86.9:85.3)75.6 62.1 42.7)32.0157.1
M1N 4.9 8.3)17.5127.2)36.9'42.3 49.3)46.9137.0 27.2115.7)9.6126.9)

!II I i

Year Jan. Feb. Max.

19501 .9.6 I.75 1.05
1951. .76 .58 .60
1952 .61 1.04 .41
1953 .45 I .25 .40

1 1954 .51 .87 .55

1955 .47 .21 .20
1956 .80 .31 .27
1957 1.15 1.12 .82

I 1958 .85 .87 .93

RECORD
IIMEAN .73I .67 .58

Apr. May JaneT
.14
.30
.03
.64
.46

.49

.35
1.43
1.45

.59

.28

.56

.80
1.78

.45

.81
1.63
4.42

. 79

1.28

.98

.15
.91
.80

2.74

1.03
.02
.83
.48

.88

MONTHLY AND SEASONAL DEGREE DAYS

Season July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Ma. Apr May June

1949-50 - -- - - - - 1593,1226 1066 750 524 234
1950-51 38 481340. 524 959 1225 161711170 1169, 637 370 2741
1951-52 I 311 76 2631 73311094 155311649 1589.1389 661 341. 165

1952-53 46 29 208 527 1223 1432 10851070 080 7561-60$ 240
1953-54 01 0 177 5899001146911273 98111C87 621' 352 284

1954-55 I 201 96 311 730 890!149211748 1464 1272 809 462 201
1955-56 1 501 8 310 646 1168 1256 1309 1514 1111 619 302 145

1-
Season July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June Total

- 1956-57 21 83 235 673 1178 1375 179711161 953 698 3721
8371 1957-58 7 - 30 1 219 650 1125 1281 11463 995 1020 754. 230

9549' I 1958 31. 121 274 572110521 1239

82041
7733 I I 1 I
9495I
8438I I

MONTHLY AND SEASONAL SNOWFALL

Season July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May JunoTotal

1949-50
1950-51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54

1954-55
1955-56

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0.11 T
0 T
0 0
0 T

T T

0 I 0. 1

- -
0.2 5.0
3.0 7.2
0.9 6.8

T 3.1

0 2.6
1.6 6.0

9.6
7.6
6.1
1.3
1.1

8.1
10.5

6.5
5.6

10.0
0.1
3.2

3.6
4.8

7.1
3.3
4.1
7.0
3.9

1.3
4.1,

0.8
T
T
T
T

3.8
T

T
0.2
T
T
0

4.7
T

0
0
0
0,
T

0
0

22.0
30.4
16.1
11.3

24.1
27.1

Season July Aug. Sept.Oct Nov. Dec.}Jan.}Feb. Mar. Apr.jMai June Total

1956-57
1957-58
1958

0
0
0

0 0 2.4 3.1 1.5
0 0 T 2.5 4.8
0 0 0 0.7 0.7

STATION LOCATION

Elevation above

Sea level Ground

on North West o .9 aa m 1,

Location o Latitude Longitude 1I a

w ro . p < m a r 5a t3 u A .m a U*a*oa d
_ _ _ _ _ _y _ _ _ _ _ _ _ a. - a

U u b p m q v , pa, "m 5
4939a 20 5 Sb5a 5 5H)nHRdi twe. b)In

IDAHO FALLS 46 1 1/ 1/50 PRESENT 43 32' 112* 57' 4933

Subsurface temperatures measured by electrical resistance thermometers at 2, 3,

18.1 2.6
7.5 3.3

3.3 4.5
7.3 8.4

4939 20 6 5 5b 5 4 5 5 (a)Qn Radio tower. (b) In-2
50a stalled 6/22/51.

4, 5, 6 and 7 feet below ground level beginning 11/16/56.

REFERENCE NOTES

Unless otherwise indicated, dimensional units used in this bul-
letin are: temperature in degrees F.; precipitation and snow-
fall in inches; wind movement in miles per hour; and relative
humidity in percent.

Record mean values at the end of the Average Temperature and
Total Precipitation tables are long-term means based on the pe-
riod of record beginning in 1950. Values have not been correct-
ed for changes in instrument location listed in the Station Lo-
cation table.

Sky cover is expressed in a range of 0 for no clouds or obscur-
ing phenomena to 10 for complete sky cover. The number of clear
days is based on average cloudiness 0-3 tenths; partly cloudy
days on 4-7 tenths and cloudy days on 8-10 tenths. Monthly de-gree day totals are the sums of the negative departures of av-erage daily temperatures from 65 F. Sleet was included in snow-
fall totals beginning with July 1948.

D-3

Heavy fog in the Means and Extremes table also includes data
referred to at various times in the past as "Dense" or "Thick"

The upper visibility limit for heavy fog is 1/4 mile.

Below zero temperatures are preceded by a minus sign.

* Less than one half.
- No record.
# Also on earlier dates, months, or years.
T Trace, an amount too small to measure.

Sale Price: 15 cents per copy. Checks and money orders should
be made payable to the Superintendent of Documents. Deait-
tances and correspondence regarding this publication should besent to the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing
Office, Washington 25, D. C.

July Aug. Sept.

.10 1.08 .28

.58 2.17 T

.38 .29 .12

.00 .18 .01

.16 .39 .15

.65 .19 .21

.17 .02 .28

.47 .11 .06

.45 .20 .66

.33 .511 .20

.16

.69

.00

.41

.07

.20
1.53
1.03
T

.45

.30
.33
.37
.08
.65

.24

.28

.39

.43

.34

.55

.72

.67

.25

.40

2.06
.15
.47
.23

.61

6.63
7.44
5.63
5.25
7.40

6.76
5.81
12.30
7.34

7.17

161 8707
128 7942

of Ol 35.5
0 01 33.8

Oct. Nov., Dec. Annual
- --

1-T'
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ANNUAL WIND ROSE
CENTRAL FACILITIES (WSO), N.R.T.S., IDAHO 20-FT. LEVEL WIND

N N

5 years of record
s June 1950 thru

May 1955

370 hours missing
MILES PER HOUR
i-5 &15 i6-3o >ry

Calm

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

PER CENT FREQUENCY
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WIND ROSE
25O'FOOT LEVEL

CENTRAL FACILITIES AREA
NRTS, IDAHO

JULY 1951 THROUGH JUNE 1955

N

5%

20%

34,516 HOURS OF RECORD MILES PER HOUR

548 HOURS MISSING15 6 1(0
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APPENDIX E

TRANSIENT ML-1 FUEL ELEMENT TEMPERATURES

The transient ML-1 fuel element temperatures for a reactor gas
coolant flow stoppage accident were calculated by an IBM-650 program.
The maximum heat generating element was investigated.

The radial maximum-to-average power generation in ML-1 was taken
as 1.1. Initial temperatures and generation rates were obtained from
the steady-state temperature calculations as shown in Figure 10. The
analysis was carried out at the axial position of maximum generation.
This position corresponds to an axial position 10 inches down the top
of the active fuel element.

The calculational model was an instantaneous gas coolant stoppage
followed one-half second later by a step shutdown of the reactor induced
by a negative 5% in reactivity. The reactor heat was dissipated by
conduction to the moderator.

The standard one-group model for delayed neutron decay was assumed.
The Way-Wigner beta and gamma decay curves (t-. 2 ) were utilized to
calculate the delayed beta and gamma energy levels. It also was assumed
that the average beta energy was 0.4 mev per beta particle,and the average
gamma energy was 0.7 mev per photon. It was also assumed that all the
beta and delayed neutron energy was released in the fuel plates. The
betas and delayed neutrons were assumed to follow the radial power dis-
tribution in the core,while the gammas were assumed constant across the
core. A more accurate beta decay curve (from an article by Thornton
and Houghton in Journal of Applied Physics, November, 1953) indicates
that the Way-Wigner analysis initially over-estimates the delayed beta
and gamma release rate by 10 to 50%.

The resulting fuel plate and liner temperatures are shown in Figure
E-l. The results indicate that a maximum temperature of about 1560 F occurs
on the inner fuel plate approximately four minutes after the flow stoppage.

The delayed generation rates are shown in Figure E-2. The results
indicate that the element power drops by a factor of forty in the first
minute after scram.

E-1



ML-I ELEMENT TEMPERATURES
FOLLOWING COOLANT FLOW FAILURE,

SCRAM AT I/2 SECOND
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TRANSIENT ML-I

RATES
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APPENDIX F

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

A dynamic analysis and control system evaluation for the ML-1 was
initiated in July 1958. The study had among its objectives the investi-
gation of the dynamic compatibility of the GTTF components with the GCRE
type of heat source under various perturbations including step load changes
and various component failures. It was the objective of the study to prove
that good power plant characteristics would be obtained without sacrificing
safe reactor practices. An elaborate analog simulator was developed,incor-
porating over 30 simultaneous non-linear differential and algebraic equations
which describe the system behavior (given in Table F-I). The Aerojet Analog
Computer was used for this study.

No major dynamic instabilities have been discovered in the system, al-
though it was necessary to add rotational inertia to the turbine-compressor
shaft to achieve stable operation. High-speed valves and controllers have
been simulated in order to meet the dynamic specifications as given in this
report which call for settling times of 4 sec. With the loop gain high enough
to meet dynamic specifications, the system exhibits instabilities which are
eliminated by the increase in rotational inertia.

Figure 40 shows the disturbance in speed caused by a 100% load drop
and increase. Following a load drop, the speed is regulated to within

1/37 by the bypass controller. Subsequently, the gas is slowly removed
from the loop,decreasing the mass flow rate to about 207. of rated. After
a load increase, gas is admitted rapidly to pressurize the system.

The reactor power level is controlled by the outlet temperature. This
system requires a local feedback signal proportional to the regulating rod
position in order to effect stability. Note that the maximum variation in
reactor outlet temperature is only 450F.

Various failures of loop components (such as shafts breaking, valves
sticking, controllers failing, and reactor scrams) were simulated. Sudden
loss of load with the normal speed controllers out of order causes an accele-
ration of the turbine shaft of 85 radians/sec 2. The speed would increase
to 20,000 rpm in less than 2.5 sec. Overspeed protection provided by a
solenoid-operated bypass valve will prevent damage to the turbine under such
circumstances.

A linear analysis of the ML-1 dynamic behavior was undertaken for
several reasons. The control problem requires a thorough understanding of
the effect of the various system parameters on a system dynamic behavior.
This linear analysis provided the following information:

F-1
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a. A convenient evaluation of different control schemes and
modifications;

b. A check on the analog computer dynamics and a guide to the
interpretation of computer results; and

c. An aid to future control system synthesis by the root
locus techniques.

In order to apply the techniques of linear feed-back control theory,
the general system equations were linearized in terms of incremental per-
turbations of the system variables about some equilibrium operating point.
The general system equations given in Table F-I are linearized by writing
the total differential of each variable and evaluating the partial derivatives
at the operating point in question. Steady-state values of the variables
appear in the partial derivatives of the non-'linear functions; hence, system
gain varies with the operating level. This study investigated the performance
of the various schemes at the full-power operating point. The linearized
equations are given in Table F- II,with the constants as functions of the
operating level given in Tables F-IIIA and F-IlIB.

The linear analysis consisted of the derivation of transfer functions
for:

a. Mechanical system

b. Shaft system

c. Reactor and thermal system

The many linearized equations were combined and simplified, resulting in trans-
fer functions expressing the relationship of speed and feed flow rates. The
closed-loop transfer function and frequency response are given in Figure F-1.
The Bode plot indicates a phase margin of 360 and a gain margin of 12 db.

Replotting the Bode diagram on a Nyquist plane (Figure F-2) shows a natural

frequency of 13.5 radians per second for the system The results of this

linear analysis coupled with the results of the analog study indicate that
both safety considerations and system performance will be met by the control

system now planned.

A complete description of derivations and analysis of the system
equations is given in the Aerojet -General Nucleonics Report AGN-2005.

F-2
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ML-I SYSTEM EQUATIONS

200-64

01o/2 *3/2 4 2 01/2
I Pco= 9.5 x 10- 5 ic - 9x10- 5 Pci32 -I1.3 x 10 4 c / Pciei

2 Pto=1.6Pti-3.8x10 3 -h

3 Pci = 3.6 x 106 Tto[1.6 x 10 ~4 +/(.h -LA)) dt 23- 7.3 x10 10 L)2

4 Pti =8.9x 10 6 TcoC3.x10~4 +/(h.+)f -) h )rern) dt]-I.7 x 109 L)h 2

5 Oh=/78 x 108(Pco-Pti)

6 OL = A/L4 x 109 ( Pto-Pci)

7 Tco = Tci CE1 +E(Pco / Pci)"/4 --]/ kadJ3)

8 Tto = Tti--kt Tti C 1-(Pto/Pti)1 " 4 2

9 kT =1.96 (4 / Cot) -1.13 (0G/ Cot )2

10 (Cot /r,)2 Tti C.I -(Pto / Pti)l/ 4 3

11 0A = 9 x 107 6  )t/Cot-4.8x 106 )t

12 Oc 0.31 Pci+ ,014(.)c-15.2 (Wc/0)
13 0 2.14 CO A -Oc-- OL 3J- 0.0282

14 d/dt Tfi =3.8 x10 6 n-4. 5 x 10-5 ?h 0'.8 (Ttitgi )
15 d/dt Tf2 5.0 x 10-6 -4.5 x 10- (Oh)-8 (tf2 - Tg2)

66 d /dt Tf3 3.2 x x106 n -4.5 x 10-5 (*h)6.8 (tf3T-.1g3 )

17 d /dt Tgi 1262 (Tfi -Tgi / (tiJh)"/5 - 133 (Tght - Trco )
18 d/dt Tg2 =1262 (tf2-tg2) / ()h)/5 - 133 (Tgh2 -Tghi)

19 d/dt fg3 = 1262 (Tf3-tfg3) / (&h)' 1 5 - 133 (TiI - Tgh2 )

20 Tght = 2 Tgi -_ Trco

21 Tgh2 = 2 tg2 -Tghi

22 Tti = 2 1g3 . Tgh2
23 Trco =4( h). 2 / (Oh).2 + 88.4]Tco +c88.4/ (Wh). 2 +-88.4JTwi
24 Trho =[(Xh). 2 / (Oh).2 + 88.4] To +[88.4/ ( h). 2 + 88.4] Tw2

25 d/dt Twi =[(cih).8 / 190501 1/2 Tto+ 1/2 Trco -Twi 3
26 d/dt Tw2 4(Oh)-8 / 19050] 1C1/2 Tco + 1/2 Trhd- Tw2]
27 Tci = 7.1 x 10~ (Oh) .8 Trho + C 1-7.1 x 10~ ()h) 1. J Tpw

28 Tpw (246 +.0356 Oh-8 )[(( h .8/6875+ Oh .8) Tel +(6875/6875 (Oh).8)(80)-Tpw J
29 d/dt n 2 x 10B 8k n - d/dt Cj

30 d/dt C = 2 x 104 /3 n
3 1 4= (1- X) )c compressor - bypass -- turbine ft = (1- X-) Oh
32 Wt W=Oh m} Xc

33 Controller Equations

TAG LE F-i



DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS

Used In

TABLE F-I

UNITSSYMBOL

C.

C
ot

n

P.
Cl

P
Co

P .
tti

Pto

Tei
Tco
TCo

Tf1

Tf2

Tf3

Tgj

Tg2

Tg3

Tghl

T gh2

T
pw

Trho

T
Trco

Tti

Tto

Twl

Tw2

Delayed Neutron Precursors, Jth Group

Turbine Spouting Velocity

Neutron Level

Compressor Inlet Pressure

Compressor Outlet Pressure

Turbine Inlet Pressure

Turbine Outlet Pressure

Compressor Inlet Temperature

Compressor Outlet Temperature

Average Fuel Temperature First Segment

Average Fuel Temperature, Second Segment

Average Fuel Temperatures Third Segment

Average Gas Temperature, First Segment

Average Gas Temperature, Second Segment

Average Gas Temperature, Third Segment

Gas Outlet Temperature, First Segment

Gas Outlet Temperature, Second Segment

Precooler Wall Temperature

Recuperator=Outlet"Temperature, Hot Side

Recuperator-Outlet-Temperature, Cold Side

Turbine Inlet Temperature

Turbine Outlet Temperature

Recuperator Wall Temperature, Hot Side

Recuperator Wall Temperatures Cold Side

ft/sec

neutron/cc

psia

psia

psia

psia

or

F of R

®F

of

F

of

F

of

of

®F

of

of

For R

F

of
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SYMBOL UNITS

CJc Compressor Flow Rate lbs/hr
C

(AO Feed Flow Rate lbs/hr

f

C Flow Rates, High Pressure Side lbs/hr

WFlow Rate, Low Pressure Side lbs/hr1

Removal Flow Rate lbs /hrrem

t Turbine Flow Rate lbs /hr

(3. Delayed Neutron Fractions, Jth Group

Y. Decay Constant, Jth Group sec 1

ad Compressor Efficiency, Adiabatic

T Turbine Efficiency

9 Speed sec

A Available Torque ft lbs

C Compressor Torque ft lbs

L Load Torque ft lbs



FORMS OF ORIGINAL LINEARIZED EQUATIONS

I)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

I)

12)

13)

14)

15)

16)

17)

18)

19)

0Pc -|KI|W +-K& + K3 c

Pt0 = K4 Pi - K 5 Wh

St =hs( h ~ L

SP = K6 (Wh - WL )

Wh = KIO(PcO ~t)

WL = K 1 (P - Pc )

TCO =K12 TCi + KI3 Pco- K 4 Pci

Oa' = 0

T 0  K 5 Tt -K1 6r. + K17 Pt-K18 Pt

rf - 1K 191 + K20 Cot

Cot = K21 Tti- K 2 2 Pt 0 + K23Pt1

<A =K24 Wh + K 2 5 C0 - K266

00

c = K27 Pci+ K28 We + K
0 0

S8 = K 30[4 C - L]K31
8

( S + K34)Tf = K32 n - K 33 Wh + K 4T

(S + K34 )tf =K 3 5 n - K 3 h + K 3 g
2 36 34g2

(S + K 34 )Tf =K37 n -K 38 Wh +K3h 34g 3
0

(S + K 39 )g =K39 f - K4 Wh -K 4 1 Tgh + K Trco

(S + K39)92 K39 f2-K 42 Wh - K4 1 Tgh 2+ K4 Tgh1

20)

21)

22

23)

24)

25)

26)

27)

28)

29)

30){

31){

32)

33)

34)
35)

36)

37)

0
(S + K 39 )T =K 3 9 t-K43 Wh- K T. + K Tgh

Tgh1= 2 Tg -Trco

Tgh2 = 2T 2 - Tgh

Tti = 2g - Tgh 2

Trco =K4 4 Tco-K4SWh + K4 6 Tw

Trho K47 Wh +K 4 4 Tt + K4 6 Tw2

(S + K 50 ) Tw =-K 5 0 /2 Tto+ K 5 0 /2 Trco

(S + K 50 )T =K 5 0 /2 (Tco+Trho

Tci = K51 WL +K 5 2 Trho + K 5 3 Tpw

(S + K56 ) T =K5 5 TcI - IK54IWL

Wt = K57 Wh -K5 8 X
t

We = W L

L = K57 C K58 X

Wt = Wh

X = K [is+i/Is] [l/(.o25SS+1)2]
0 0 0

e = eset ~ B

n /8k = Kr (X S + 1)/S (rX S + 1 )

8k = (3.34) (10-5) K.[(5S + ) (.5S+1)t(.0t5S+)(.5S+I)S]T

Te = Tset Tti

r

H

H



CONSTANTS FOR LINEARIZED EQUATIONS

1l/2 /- "/
K1 = (9.5 x 10" 5 )61 - (2) (1.31 x 10-4) W/Pci91/2

* 61 1/2 1/2~2 3/2
K 2 = (9.5x 10-5) c/2 &2+3/2 (1.93 x 10-5) .ci9 + 1/2 (1.31 x 10-4) ci

" 3/2 2/=2 ~- 1/2
K3 = (1.93) x 1093/ + (1.31) (10-4) Wc/Pci e
K4 = 1.64

K5 = 3.84 x 10 3

Ks = (3.55 x 106) (Tto + 460)

K7 = Pt 0 /Tt 0 + 460 K35 = 5.02 x 10-6

Ks = (8.88 x 10'6) ( 0co + 460) K36 = (4.52 x 0'6) -(f- 2 ) .8/ h

K9 = Pc /Tco+ 460 K37= 3.2 x 10-6

K, Wh/2 (Pco Pti) K38= (4.52x 10) (T -Tg ) .8 / h

K= L /2 ( P 0- ci ) K39 =1262 / q/h3

K12= I + I/' r (co4ci).25Q-I]K40= 1262 (Tf1 - Tg) (.2)/ h

K13= .25( T + 460) / (P).25 co 75 K1 = 133

K14= (.25)/ co c 25( ci x ( Ti + 460) K42= 1262 (Tf 2-T) .2/IX h

.2 2
K =I|-' [, -( /o t) 5 ] K<4= 1262 (Tf g ) 2/h

16 (Tti+460) [I-(Pto/Pti)21 144= h/ h.2 + 88.4

K1<.= (.25) . (T +460)/ P10 (po/p 1 )145 = .2 (88.4) (Tco~ wr) / wh +88.4)2 h.

K,8 = [(.25) "?T (ti+460)/ P]x(Pt0 /Pt i).25 146 = 88.4 / h + 88.4

K18= =.96/C01 - (1.13) (2) 2K47 = (.2) (88.4)/( 2+88.4)2 h. (Tt 0_-T 2)

K20~ ot 2(1.
13

) / / - 1.96 ]K48 = h/Ilh + 88.4

121 ot / 2 (Tt+460) K49= 88.4/ 2+88.4

K22= [(.25) Ct (P/P ).2 5]/ [2 [- (Ptoti ).25] Kto] K 50  h / 19050

1<23= ).25)Co pi ).25]/ 2 [- (P/Pt].25 K5, = (7.1 x 10-") (1.8) ( ) (rho pw)

K24= (8.86 x 10" 6) Cot - (4.86x 10-6) 9 K52= (7.1 x 10-") Wh

K25= (8.86x10 6 ) Wt K5 = I-(7.1 x 10'1) 8

KK = (4.86x10-6)WK 54=[(.8) (6875) / h (6875 +h2)] [246Tci -246(80) +

K27= 3.12 (.0356) (6875) (80)] -[0356 (.8) / h 2 pw

K28= .0141 - 15.2/9 K< - h/6875 + h (246 + .0356 fh
S-28

K29= 15.2 W K6= 246 + .0356 h e

K3= 2.14 K57=I-X

K 3, = .0282 158 = h

K32= 3.82x10 6
Kr = (2xI04 ) nX/X+(2x104) Q

K33= (4.52 x 105) (ff -T ) (.8) (W 2) = I / X

K34= (4.52 x10~5 ) h r = / X+ (2x104 )/3

TABLE E III A



TABLE F III B
CONSTANTS FOR L INEARIZED EQUATIONS FULL POWER POINT

-' " -"- r(MOLUNTSVALUE ~eLViSVALUE S. _ UIT

K hr/in2  _0013_ K_25 lb-se 558_ __ __-----

K lb/in2/rad/sec .2025 ft-lb/rad/sec 306 K50  sec

14.004_K -- lb- Ki 312 K51  F/lb/hr

K - ------- 1.64 K2 8  ft-hr 00602 K

K5  hr/in2  .84x10 3 K29  ft-lb/rad/sec 271 K53 -----

hr/sec/in2  .00482 K30  rad/sec2-ft-lb .14 K54  F/sec/lb/hr

lb/in2/R .0538 K31  sec- .0282 sec

hr_/sec/in2_00679 K32 F-cm3/sec-neuts .82x10- K56 sec

lb/in 2/ R .26 ( 3 F/sec/lb/hr 000491 K57 -------- _

K10  in2/hr 4630 K34  -rl 312 K5 8  lb/hr

K11  in2/hr 10,860 K35  "F/sec/neuts/cc .o210- Kr neutscm3 -sec

.12 -1.366 K36 F/sec/lb/hr 00064 sec-

K1 3  -R/lb/in 2  1.128 /sec"/neuts/m 3  . 6

_Kl R/psi __9________/_._ _sec

-.8175 39  '.4sec
S R 357 K4 /sec/lb/hr

_K R/psi3.78 K -l

K1  R/psi 1.62 K42 /sec/lb/hr 7_9

< sec/rad .000029 K4 3  yJsec/1b/hr... 0456

K2 0  sec/ft .0000256 K4 4  0 9 3 5

Kf t/sec/ O633 K4 5  9 lb/hr QA__46
K ftsc2 K1 . 4 0

ft s cpi2ft/sec/psi 4.98 KP' lb/hr 000146

ft-hr 2 -. 00946_ K4 8 ----- K

VAWE

79x10'

.0309

.969

.2635

246

1

6300

_L_,_0971L

0793

00073

12.6
400685
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APPENDIX G

NL-1 DESIGN CRITERIA

The design criteria for the ML-i prototype power plant are included in this report
to demonstrate the environmental extremes, service conditions and power output require-
ments that the ultimate military power plant must satisfy As the prototype, the ML-i
is being designed in accordance with these requirements, which in most cases are much
more stringent than required for operation at NRTS. For example, the plant must be
capable of operating under weather extremes of -65 to 1250F ambient temperature vari-
ation, 120 mph wind gusts and snow loadings of 40 lbs/sq ft. Shock mounting is required
for the power plant equipment to withstand certain shocks produced during transport.

L Conditions of Service

a. Operating

(1) Air temperature extremes -65 to 125 F (at sea level), without
benefit of solar radiation; to 115 F with the impact of solar radiation at a rate of
360 Btu/ft2 hr. At the lower end of the range, net heat loss by long wave radiation
should also be considered because it may chill equipment below air temperature. At the
upper end of the range, the maximum temperature and radiation conditions need be con-
sidered only for approximately four hours per day.

(2) Maximum design temperatures for use at elevations above 3000 ft:

Elevation
(feet)

3000
3500
4000
5000
5500
6000
6500
7000
7500
8000

Maximum Design

Temperature F

115
111
108
100
98
97
95
93
92
90

(3) Snow load - 40 lbs/sq ft

(4) Wind Speeds

Maximum Winds -

Maximum Gusts

80 mph

120 mph

G-1
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(5) Blowing snow-sand-dust in winds up to 40 mph

Snow crystals - 1-3 millimeters dia.

Sand - particles 0.18 - 0.3 millimeters dia.

Dust - particles .001 .01 millimeters dia.

(6) Level - equipment may be in any plane within 50 from level.

(7) Marine atmosphere and salt spray

(8) Rainfall - the following two types of rainfall conditions, re-
presenting the extremes which are likely to be encountered, are continuous, moderately
heavy, wind driven rain, and brief, torrential downpours. Military equipment must be
capable of satisfactory performance under such conditions.

(9) Atmospheric pressure - atmospheric pressure ranging from 1060
millibars (31.3 inches of mercury) to a minimum of 730 millibars (21.5 inches of mercury).
These pressures correspond to elevations from sea level or below, to 8,000 ft.

b. Storage and Transit

(1) Temperature extremes -65 to 1550F.

(2) Shock loading in transit by rail, truck, or ship without loss

of serviceability:

Direction

Fore & Aft
Lateral
Vertical

Load Factor, g

15
2
4

Duration, sec

.030
030
.030

The maximum shock load transmitted to components in either
direction will be reduced to 8g, fore and aft, by shock mounts provided on skid.

(3) Emergency landing
loss of serviceability:

(a) Horizontal

(b) Vertical

(c) Lateral

shock loads during transit by air, without

- 8g for 0.lsec

- 4.5 g for 0.1 sec

- 1.5 g for 0.1 sec

(4) Steady vibrations in transit - without loss of serviceability:

Source

Railroad Flatcar
Truck
Ship
Aircraft

Peak Amplitude,9 Inches

0.25
2.00
0.02
0.01

Frequency, cps

20-30
> 20
15-20
> 20

(5) Level - no restriction on altitude.

G-2
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c. Portability

The ML-1 design shall be consistent with the following transportation
requirements:

(1) General - the "power plant unit" is defined for portability as
the complete integral power plant including reactor, shutdown shielding, power con-
version equipment and skid mounting. Control unit, auxiliary power unit, and trailer
are not included in this definition. Required modes of transport are indicated below.

(2) Primary mode of transporation

(a) The primary mode of transport of the power plant unit
shall be overland on standard military semi-trailer. Power plant unit integrity is
required.

(b) The control unit shall be designed as one package which

can be transported intact and which is suitable for both operation and transport on a
standard military 2-1/2-ton truck.

(3) Secondary modes of transportation: (power plant unit integrity
required).

(a) Secondary modes of transport for the power plant unit

where unit integrity is required include:

Normal railway freight service,U. S. and foreign.

Water freight by ship or barge.

USAF C-133

(b) In addition, when necessary and where satisfactory clear-
ances can be arranged, the power plant unit shall be transportable, trailer-mounted1 on
the above transit types.

(c) Similarly, when truck mounted, the truck and control unit
shall be transportable as one package when necessary and where satisfactory clearances
can be arranged for the above transit types.

(4) Secondary modes of transportation (power plant unit integrity
not required).

(a) The power plant unit may be separated into two packages
for transport by either the USAF C-130, USAF C-124C, or sled.

(b) Trailer mounting is not required.

(c) The control unit shall be transportable intact. Trans-
port when truck mounted is not required.

G"3
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2. Power Output Requirements

a. Nominal Output at "Design Conditions"

(ambient temperature = 80F; pressure = 1 atmosphere, no solar radi-
ation, wind, rain, sand or dust.)

(1) Net Power Output 300-500 kw

(2) Power Factor = 0.8

(3) Voltage = 2400/4160 volts, 3-phase, 60 cycles per second

b. Output at "Off Design Conditions"

(1) Netkw out of system in the event of hot weather or high alti-
tude operation shall be limited only by precooler performance.

(2) Intermittent operation shall be possible up to 500 kw net out-
put as limited by generator and/or precooler design.

c. Quality of Power

(1) Frequency must be maintained within:

+ 1/3 of 1% for steady-state operation and + 1/3% error
in case of load change up to 50% of full rated load with
return to steady in 4 sec. (This specification is the
most stringent which can be met without large increases

in system inertia and without causing dangerous reactor
conditions).

(2) Voltage must be maintained within:

+ 1% of rated voltage for steady-state operation and + 2%
of rated voltage in case of load change up to 50% of full
rated load.

(3) Re-establishment of stable operation after any sudden change

in load from no-load to full-load and vice versa within 4 sec.

3. Lifetime Requirement

a. The unit must operate for at least 5000-6000 hr with only field main-

tenance service, and 10,000 hr between major overhaul.

G-4
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b. If fuel element lifetime is less than 5000 hr, the unit must be
designed to permit field replacement of fuel elements,

c. The unit shall be designed to operate for a 50,000-hr total life.

4. Nuclear Radiation Allowed

a. Allowable radiation, 24 hr after shutdown at 25 ft from the reactor

(without water shield) is 5 mr/hr.

(1) Allowable radiation flux in vertically upward direction may
exceed the radiation flux towards the cab by a factor of 100.

(2) Allowable radiation in any other direction may exceed the radi-
ation flux toward the cab by a factor of 10,

b. No personnel shall receive greater than 300 mr/wk.

5. Assembly and Startup Requirements

a. The plant shall be assembled on trailer and all preparations completed
for relocation to an operating site within six (6) hours after unloading from any air-
craft.

b. The plant shall be capable of being installed and delivering rated
power within twelve (12) hours after arrival at an operating site.

c. The plant shall be capable of relocation to a new site beginning twenty-
four (24) hours after reactor shutdown following operation for extended periods at full
power.

d. Startup Time

(1) None of the component startup times shall exceed 1 hr (set by
recuperator) for initial equipment transportation above =300F.

(2) None of the component startup times shall exceed 2 hrs for
initial equipment temperature of -65 0F with use of external heating as required.

6. Weight Requirement

a. Maximum Allowable Weights

(1) Heaviest package for air transport = 18tons

(2) Trailer load (M-172) on highway = 37.5 ton , maximum

(3) Control Shelter = 2.5.torn

G-5
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7. Size Requirement

a. Maximum Allowable Size

(1) Largest package shall be transportable on C-124, C-1300 and
C-133 aircraft; and on railroad with limits as prescribed by the Berne International
Clearance Diagrams.

(2) Reactor and power conversion skids shall be transportable as
a unit on the M-l72 semi-trailer.

(3) Instrument and control shelter shall be transportable on a
2-1/2-ton truck chassis.

8o Military Characteristics of Field Unit

Many of the military characteristics for a field plant have been included
in the criteria; however, the following additional characteristics should be considered,
as applicable to engineering principles, in formulating ML-l criteria. These criteria
do not necessarily apply for operation at NRTS0

a0  Control of the power plant will be from a separate shelter which shall
be transportable as a unit on a standard 2"1/2-ton truck chassis which, during plant
operation, shall be connected to the power plant by disconnect electrical cables of
sufficient length to permit flexibility in the relative locations of the power plant and
the control shelter.

b. Plant design shall include necessary safety features for protection
of personnel in the immediate area from results of reasonably conceivable mechanical,
electrical, or nuclear malfunctions,

c. During plant operation, radiation shielding integral to the plant may
be supplemented by field expedient materials (earth, gravel, wood, water) sufficient
to reduce radiation levels outside the combined shield to within dosage levels prescribe
by the Surgeon General, DA. The integral plant shield (excluding supplemental expedient
shielding) shall be adequate to reduce the residual radiation level following full-power
operation for extended periods to safe levels in time to permit relocation twenty-four
(24) hours after reactor shutdown.

d. The operating crew for three-shift operation of the field unit shall

consist of no more than seven (7) men (one operator per shift plus mechanic-electrician,
radiological safety technician, and officer-in-charge). The crew will be specially
trained for operation, maintenance, and plant installation at the site0

e. The plant shall be capable of operation without a continuous water

supply. Any initial quantity of water will be kept to a minimum and of a quality which

can be supplied by standard military water purification equipment.

G 6
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f. Radioactive waste from the plant will be kept to a minim rnu Disposai
of radioactive waste will be in accordance with field procedures approved by the Chief
Chemical Officer. (NOTE: This will also be subject to procedures approved by AEC at
NRTS).

g. The plant will be completely self-sufficient to permit steady=state
operation without the need for auxiliary equipment. For startup and shutdown oper-
ations, the plant should require no more than a 45$-kw diesel generator and necessary
construction equipment for erection of the supplemental expedient shield. Equipment
for expedient shield construction should not be part of overall plant equipment.

h. The power plant shall be treated for the elimination of interference
with radio communication in accordance with applicable Signal Corps specifications.

i. The power plant shall be capable of simple and safe operation with
a minimum of maintenance.

j. The field power plant shall be equipped with all special-purpose
tools required for normal maintenance and startup, but not for refueling. Special
equipment and procedures required for field refueling shall be specified. The plant
shall be equipped with complete operating manuals defining detailed operating, main-
tenance, installation, and relocation procedures.
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APPENDIX H

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE FACILITY

A. REACTOR

1. General

The ML-1 reactor design incorporates a heterogeneous,
water-moderated core of 61 fuel-bearing pressure tubes. The pressure
tubes connect to the inlet (upper) and outlet (lower) plenum chambers
which collect the nitrogen gas coolant. The gas, under 300 psi, en-
ters the reactor at 800 F and Leaves it at 12000F.

A lead shield around the pressure tube bundle serves as
a fast neutron reflector0 Six pairs of semaphore-type control blades;
are arranged circumferentially around the core. Aluminum-encased
lead enclosing the reactor vessel provides shielding from residual
radiation during shutdown. The lead shield incorporates an annulus
containing borated water0

The reactor and its shield are supported within a tank
3 feet in diameter0 Filling this tank with borated water provides
the main operational neutron shielding, and the tauk will;be drained prior
:o shipment to reduce weight. Demineralized moderator water is cir-
culated in a separate system mounted in the tank, and the tank is
covered to prevent contamination.

The package (consisting of the reactor, shield, tank,
control rod mechanisms, and moderator water system) is mounted on a
shipping skid with an elastic foundation. The general configuration
cf the reactor package is shown in Figure 6.

2. Pressure Vessel and Core

The reactor assembly (including the pressure vessel,
core shielding, and control rods) is shown in Figure 7. The
pressure vessel and core have been designed to meet the allowable
stresses given by the A.S.M.E. Pressure Vessel Code.

The core is a stainless steel tube bundle incorporating
61 individual pressure tubes positioned by a 3.5-in, tube sheet at
each end. The pressure tubes are made of 0.020-in.-wall, 1.80-in.-
O.D., seamless stainless steel tubing and are arranged in the lattice
shown by Figure 8. The tube sheets are 30 in. apart, and the core
is approximately 22 in. in diameter.

Fuel element hold-down mechanisms are used to orient and
lock each fuel element in place. These mechanisms prevent the fuel

H- 1
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elements from being ejected from the tube bundle if the inlet plenum or duct
is suddenly decompressed, and secures them against shock during shipment.

The tube sheets join the tubes to the plenums. The
plenums are made up of 2-in0 -thick cylindrical walls capped with flat heads.
Each plenum contains a 3-in0 - thick tungsten plate, thereby providing shield-
ing above and below the reactor0  The top of the upper plenum may be removed
for access to the fuel elements by disconnecting the Marman flange joining
it to the vessel and a corresponding flange in the inlet gas ducto The
upper tungsten plate is.attached to the plenum lid and is removed with it0

Gas flow in and out of the reactor is directed to
the gas ducts through a 900 pipe elbow attached to each head0 The inlet
and exhaust ducts will be.10-in0, schedule-80 stainless steel0  They are
attached to the tank wall by bellows outside the tank The bellows provide
a flexible connection to the power conversion unit and compensate for ex-
pansion in the pipes due to temperature differences in the system

The plenum and pipe walls will be lined with approxi-
mately 1 ino of radiation barrier-type insulation 0

o3l. Fuel Element Assembly

ao Description of Reference Fuel Element

The reference fuel element for 2 l-l is shown
in Figure 90 This fuel element consists of 315 + 5 grams of U (as en-
riched U0 ) dispersed in type-316 stainless steel to form a 33-mil-thick
meat sect on of 30.weight percent .U020 The meat is clad with 6 mils of
type-318 stainless steel The active length is 28 ino,and the active
material is distributed through twelve fuel plates assembled into four
concentric cylindrical "tubes" in each fuel element 0

the fuel element is assembled about a cen-
tral spine0  A bottom fitting is screwed and pinned to the spine0  Near
the top, the fuel plate support spider is screwed onto the spine and pinned0

The fuel plates are slotted to accommodate the support spider arms0 These
slots are designed so that a pin, inserted after all fuel plates are hung
on the spider, locks the plates to the spider arm0 The plates are restrain-
ed in guide grooves in the bottom fitting which are deep enough to permit
downward expansion0

Each of the four concentric fuel tubes is
composed of three curved segments 'The edges of the segments are bent over
to' form alternate flaps to orient the plates into a cylindrical tube and
which maintain the gaps between the tubes0  The joints in the various tubes
are staggered c ircumferenttal'ty0
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The fuel plate and spine assembly is
enclosed in a stainless steel inner liner which is supported from the
bottom fitting, and which restrains the fuel plate locking pins described
above. This liner is free to expand upward into a guide groove in the
top fitting. The outer liner consists of three cylindrical sections:
(1) the upper section of stainless steel welded to the top fitting; (2)
the lower section of stainless steel screwed and pinned to the bottom
fitting; and (3) the central section of zirconium supported by the upper
and lower sections, and free to slide on the inside surface of both.
Burnable samarium poison in a sheet 5 mils thick is riveted to the central
section. Heat loss to the water is reduced by a thermal radiation
shield between the inner and outer liners. The inner liner is perforated
near its bottom end to permit borated water to drain out after a flooding
operation.

Coolant flow distribution across the
core is controlled by an orifice in the bottom fitting of each fuel ele-
ment. This orifice controls coolant distribution so that small variations
in power between elements do not create hot-spots.

b. Fuel Element Performance

At design operating conditions, the hot-
test point on the surface of the hottest fuel element plate is calculated
to be 1370 0 F (neglecting hot-spot factors). Figure 10 shows the calculated
profiles of the average heat generation per unit length, fuel plate temp-
eratures, and coolant temperatures.

Hot-spot analysis indicates that some
local areas could operate at temperatures as high as 1670 0F. Hot-spot
factors of 1.55 on the coolant temperature rise and 1.53 on the film tem-
perature rise give this maximum possible temperature. Hot-spot factors
are used to estimate the highest possible temperatures that can result
from uncertainties in flow conditions, heat generation, fuel element
fabrication, and other uncertainties due to empirical data or manufacturing
tolerances. In the use of hot-spot factors, the simultaneous occurrence
of worst-case events at the hottest spot of the element is assumed.
Therefore, the maximum temperatures determined with these factors are not
likely to exist. 'The table which follows tabulates the individual hot-
spot factors that were used to arrive at the major factors.
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TABULATION OF HOT-SPOT FACTORS

1A 

1.04Plenum flow distribution

Ft

1003

FAT

Warping

Thickness

Fuel dispersion

Flow channel

Core fiux distribution

Fuel element flux distribution

Thermal condition of fuel

Thermal condition of cladding

Convective heat-transfer coefficient

Totals

F

1o04 104

1002 101 1010

105 1005

lil6 104

1015 1015 1.15

1005 105 1o05

l04

1402

1-07

lO55 1.53 1048

Bulk rise hot-spot factor

Film rise hot-spot factor

Plate rise hot-spot factor

The anticipated life of the fuel elements,
based on in-pile capsule tests, is believed to be about 4000 hr at full
power 0  The ultimate failure is expected to be due to blistering at an
estimated hot-spot temperature of 1650 0 F 0 Corrosion of the 318 stainless
steel cladding should not affect the anticipated life of the fuel element
in the 1L-1 atmosphere (nitrogen with 0.5% oxygen)0

c 0 Burnable Poison

A burnable samarium poison will be dispers-
ed in a 04 0 05-ina stainless steel foil at a concentration of 0.76% by
weight0  These foils will be attached to the interior surface of the zir-
conium outer liner of the fuel elements0
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4. Reflector and Shielding

a. Fast Neutron Reflector

A 3-to 4-in.-thick, cylindrical reflecting
lead blanket surrounds the lateral surface of the fueled portion of the
ML-l core. This reflector contributes appreciably to the shutdown shield-
ing. End reflection consists of 2 in. of water on the top, plus the
neutron reflection provided by the steel tube sheets and the tungsten shields.

b. Nuclear Shielding

The general purpose behind the design of the ML-1
has been to create a prototype power reactor system transportable by
aircraft within 24 hours after complete shutdown. The weight limitations
preclude the use of a shielding system sufficient to allow personnel to
remain near the reactor when it is operating. Therefore, the high-density
shielding permanently attached to the core will allow the reactor to be
approached safely only after shutdown. During full-power operation, the
permanent shielding will be supplemented by the addition of borated water
to the shielding tank in which the core is placed. The water will therma-
lize and capture the neutrons leaking from the core during full-power
operation. This water will be drained to save weight before the reactor
is transported. In addition to the operating shield, personnel must be
protected by a specified , fenced, exclusion area.

The permanent shielding, without water in the
reactor tank, will reduce the radiation level in the cab of the truck upon
which the reactor is mounted to 5 mr/hr. During shutdown, the shielding
is preferential in direction. That is, the dose level at the front (toward
the cab) of the reactor is lower than at the sides, bottom and top for
equivalent distances. The ratios of the dose levels are:

Front 1
Back and sides 10
Bottom 10
Top 100

The mechanical constituents of the shield are
discussed below.

c. Radial Shielding

The radial shielding will consist of the fast
neutron reflector, a lead biological shield of high-density material, and
borated water in the reactor tank. The boron will suppress the neutron
flux and reduce the (nOY) reactions in the water.
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d o Axial Shielding

Axial shielding will be provided by tungsten
radiation plates, located in the inlet and outlet gas plenums, and by lead
attached to the outsides of the plenums and ducts. In addition, the plenums
and tube sheets will be constructed of stainless steel which will help atten-
uate the radiation The radial shielding will be extended above the core
far enough to insure that the relatively open ends of the core do not direct-
ly contribute to the dose rates away from, but on a level with, the core.
The y;hi and grour -scatter dose will be less than 25% of the total dose
at a distance of 25 ft. There will be at least 18 ino of water below and
above the core during operation.

o Radiation Levels During Normal Operation

It will be necessary to maintain a per-
sonnel exclusion area around the reactor during full-power operation. The
control shelter will be located outside of this area. The exclusion area
will be surrounded by barbed wire fencing marked with signs warning of the
radiation hazard InsIde the exclusion area another fence will be placed
about 100 feet from the reactor; it will be a mesh-type fence and will also
be posted with radiation hazard warning signs. The outer exclusion area
fence will be placed 500 ft- from the reactor. At this radius the bio-
logical doss rate will not exceed 5 mr/hr. A plot of dose rate vs distance
during full-power operations shown.in Figure 11.

oF Radiation Levels During Reactor Shutdown

The reactor will be totally shut down

during all maintenance and handling. A period of 24 hours will be allowed
to elapse before the reactor is approached. With water in the tank, the
dose rate ie expected to vary between 5 and 50 mr/hr at the tank's surface
depending upon the location, These radiation levels will permit limited
maIntenance on the reactor package.

Without water in the tank (as in transpor-
tation), the dose rate will be 5 mr/hr at a point twenty-five feet in
front of the core toward the power conversion equipment. The radial dose
rates with, and without, water are plotted in Figures 12 and 13 for twenty-
four hours after shutdown.

The dose rate at twenty-five feet, for per-
iods of time shorter or longer than twenty-four hours, is plotted in Figures
14 and 15 for the two cases of water in the shield tank and water removed
from the shield tank.
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5. Control System

a. Nuclear Characteristics

While the potential hazards from NL-1 are
similar to those of other reactors of the same power range, several special
characteristics unique to ML-1 are described here because of their effect
on the reactor control system.

The fuel elements are thermally insulated from the
water moderator. In an excursion, the moderator will be heated only a
small amount by the fast-neutron and gamma heating effects. The prompt
temperature coefficient of reactivity is:

0.8 + 1 x 10-6 Ak/k perC at zero 0C

and 1.7 +i1 x 10- 6 A0k/k perC at 900C

Thus, an excursion will not be self-limiting as a result of its temperature
coefficient of reactivity but can continue until gross deformation of the
reactor core occurs. For this reason, an extremely reliable control system
will be required.

Since the ML-1 reactor will be flooded only
with borated water, the amount of control required is rather low. Conse-
quently the control blades will be of modest size and will thus introduce
only moderate perturbations in the neutron flux and core temperature dis-
tribution. The control system includes the following:

Burnable samarium poison, initially worth
L4% Qk/k for a 3000-hr fuel life, will balance the loss of reactivity due
to fuel burnup and the accumulation of fission products other than xenon
to within 0.2% over the expected core lifetime (see Figure 16).

Two pairs of shim-scram blades will:balance
xenon buildup and other fission products, and correct for minor varia-
tions in reactivity that result from temperature changes and burnable poison
depletion. Three more pairs of shim-scram blades will introduce negative re-
activity for shutdown. Each of the five shim-scram assemblies controls
about l%tQk/k (see Figure 17). Full withdrawal of each pair can be com-
pleted in 5 min. The total simultaneous insertion time for all of these 5
pairs is 250 milliseconds.

A pair of regulating blades, worth about
0.55% A k/k may be manually operated or controlled by a servo system.
Full insertion or withdrawal is made in 10 sec by manual control or 1 sec
by servo system control.
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It is planned that the shim-scram control
blades will be composed of .015-in, sheets of cadmium in stainless steel
cladding. Some hafnium may be added. The regulating blades will be com-
posed of a material less black to thermal neutrons and will probably be
clad in stainless steel.

Because the neutron flux is not entirely
uniform throughout the core, and because of the manner in which the blades
rotate in the core, the reactivity worth per degree of rotation will vary
with the degree of blade travel from the vertical retracted position
(Figure 17). The maximum rate of change of worth will be taken into account
in setting up procedures relating to the rod motion (startup, etc).

The excess reactivity requirements are
listed in the following table for the case of the ML-1 operating at a
power level of 2.9 megawatts and delivering 2.6 megawatts to the coolant

gas. The excess reactivity required is 3.5%0® k/k for 3000-hour operation.
The amount of control provided by burnable poison is 1.47. for the 3000-hr
operation. This leaves 2.17. of control to be provided by the control blades.

The amount of negative reactivity available for shutdown is 3.27. if all the

blades are fully inserted.

REACTIVITY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ML-l

A k/k in 3000 Hrs

Xenon fission product 1.27

Xenon override 0.17

Samarium fission product 0.87

Fuel depletion 0.3%

Low cross-section fission

products 0.17

Moderator temperature 0.47

Nitrogen pressure 0.17.

Control for power changes 0.57.

TOTAL REQUIRED k 3.57.
excess

Control, burnable poison 1.47.

Control rods 2.17+

CONTROL TOTAL 3.57.
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b. Interlocks and Safety Circuits

(1) Interlocks

To provide a reactor control system
that will combine the maximum safety with sufficient flexibility, precau-
tionty hinderances or blocks must be placed in the control loop to deter
the operator from starting up when a potentially hazardous condition exists
in the power plant. The blocks cannot be so numerous that the operator
will feel frustrated when attempting a. fast startup, nor must there be too
few that he may inadvertently commit an unsafe operation.

A list of necessary interlocks
together with reasons for their inclusion in the design are enumerated
below:

All rods down and seated: Prior to
energizing the magnets, the operator must be certain that none of the con-
trol rods are partially withdrawn, so that an excess A k is added. If a
rod is partially withdrawn, the rate of power level increase may be danger-
ously high, thus placing the reactor on a short period and causing a
scram. To prevent a startup period scram, and to decrease the chances
of reaching criticality unexpectedly, the rods-down interlock will be
added to the control system0

Source count rate: This interlock
will assure the operator that a source is in the reactor and that the
source is sufficiently large to provide neutrons for fission reactions.
Another purpose of the source interlock is to prevent blind startup. With
a source in the reactor, there is a definite counting rate which eliminates
the danger that neutron flux will increase too rapidly without alerting
the operator to the fact.

Tank Water Level and Conductivity:
To provide the necessary radiation shielding to personnel, the tank must
be filled to a prescribed level with berated water prior to startup. A
conductivity cell mounted at the proper height in the tank will sense both
the level and the conductivity of the water with one sensing element. If
the conductivity is low, a circuit to the rod withdrawal circuits will be
de-energized to prevent startup. (This water will be sampled and analyzed
at intervals for boron content using a neutron source or chemical analysis).

Area Personnel Switches: Since
the reactor is 500 feet from the control cab and not within line-of-sight,
disabling switches to prevent startup will be mounted on the reactor and
power conversion trailers. When personnel are working on the equipment,
they will open the switches to prevent reactor startup. When the work is
completed, the switches will be closed to energize the rod circuitry.
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(2) Scramnnin

Scramming conditions will be held
to a minimum to provide the maximum operating time Although too much
safety cannot be built into a system, there has to be a compromise between
operational ease, economics, calculated risks, and the ue of the reactor,
Uf too many safety devices are incorporated, the cumulative probability
of failure of the safety components is multiplied and the system becomes
cumbersome and complicated, with an attendant increase in weight, volume
and mainteraance All scram signals will be preceded by annunciated warn-
ngs of Incipient shutdown, so that corrective action can be taken to

aleviate the malfunction and prevent a scramo To insure the reliable
operation of the various safety circuits, testing circuits will be built
into the equipment to ascertain the operability of the ultimate safety
devices without actually scram ing0  Equipment failure can be compensated
for by using duplicate channels of safety such as those used in the high-
level safety channels0 The high-level safety circuits consist of three
channels of current amplifications from uncompensated ionization chambers0

Scram action will occur when two of the three channels receive an abnor-
lilly high signal Therefore, if one channel is disabled, the instrument

can be replaced without jeopardizing the safety integrity of the reactor0

The following is a list of scrams
and the reasons for incorporating them in the Ml- control system (All
cramc will necessitate initiation of the complete startup cycle0 )

Fast Periodg Period safety action to
prevent fast, uncontrolled increases in reactor power is important to re-
duce thermal stress in the components and to prevent the power level from
tripping the ultimate safety circuit in the high reactor power channels 0

High Power LeveL As described
previously, three channels will be used with scram action initiated by
too channels to achieve a reliable and flexible system0 These channels of
safety prevent increases of neutron flux beyond a predetermined power level
end act as limitations on the ability of the reactor operator (or automatic
power regulating devices) to increase reactivity beyond the design conditions
of the reactor and its components0

High Reactor Outlet Temperature:
High reactor outlet temperature is cause for scram action because it denotes

an increase n heat generation within the reactor core beyond safe operation
conditions 0  High gas temperature may be caused by warped, and/or ruptured
fuel elements, blocked coolant passages, decreases in gross coolant flow or
high power level of the reactor that has not been detected by the neutron
detection circuits0a Three thermocouples will be used as sensing elements
in the reactor discharge pipe tQ determine the average temperature of the
coolant gas0a The signals from the thermocouples will be transmitted to
the control cab where they will be amplified in a transistorized d c 0 amplifier
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compensated with a cold junction. An abnormally high signal will cause a
scram. Signals of lesser magnitudes but higher than normal will actuate
the system annunciator.

Power Failure: If the electrical
generator fails,, the current to the rod-holding solenoids will be cut off,
de-energiuing the magnetic field and causing the rods to be inserted into
the reactor. The action will occur automatically. An auxiliary power
source (batteries and converter in the control cab) will supply current
to the shutdown instrumentation and carriage insertion motors. After the
power failure scram a complete startup procedure will have to be accomplished,
beginning with the transfer of startup load to the NRTS power system.

Manual Scram: Manual scram takes
precedence over all other control actions within the reactor control system.
Manual scramming may occur anytime the operator deems further operation
of the reactor and power plant is leading to, or hap reached,a hazardous
situation. Thus, the operator has at all times the necessary control to

safeguard the power plant and personnel.

All screams have to be manually
reset, The condition that caused the scram has to be rectified before
startup can begin.

c. Mechanical Description

The control system must be designed for minimum
size and weight. At the same time, the reactor control design must be:
extremely reliable for use in the field where the facilities, personnel
or tools available for maintenance or repairs will be limited.

The most feasible means of control is to insert
the blades into the moderator water between the tubes. This must be done
without either opening up large holes or slots in the lead gamma shield,
or displacing large quantities of the borated water neutron shield. A
signal-flag type blade has been selected because it offers the best way
of inserting sufficient control without seriously increasing the operating
or shutdown radiation problems. Six pairs of signal-flag blades will be
used, each 13 in, long by 3 in. wide, and tapered in thickness from 5/8
in. at the root to 1/8 in. at the tip. The taper provides a stiff blade
to reduce deflection under operating conditions or shock loadings, and
which will have a natural frequency different from the existing frequen-
cies of associated equipment. The blades will be composed of cadmium
canned in stainless steel. The configuration of the control blades in the
core is shown in Figure 18. Five pairs of blades will provide the shim-
scram control, while one pair will provide the fine control. Semi-circular
guides will be placed within the core in order to guide the tip of the
control blades. When fully withdrawn from the core, the blades will be
recessed into the reflector.
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In the reference design of the mounting for the
control blades, the blades are connected by gears, one of which is driven
by a shaft which oscillates through 900 (see Fig0 18)> The shaft is
housed in a thimble extending from the moderator shroud out to the drive
mechanism housing thus, the gears and the shaft are lubricated with
moderator water. The water seal is located at the housing out of the
high radiation field0 The blades will be supported in a ball bearing
or in a sleeve bearings0

A model of this design will be built and tested
for reliability under operating conditions simulating the lifetime ser-
vice of the reactor0  The model also will be subjected to vibration and
shock tests0

The driving mechanism will be recessed into the
outer wall of the neutron shield tank away from the reactor0 Here the
radiation field is relatively low during both power operation and shut-
down The location of driving mechanisms in a relatively low radiation
field permits a greater flexibility in the design due to the wider choice
of materials for seals, motors, and magnets 0  After shutdown the radiation
level at these drive units will be biologically tolerable for limited
periods, thus making replacement feasible0

6. Water_ t

a0  Moderator System

During both operation and shutdown of the )t-l
reactor, it will be necessary to remove heat loads generated in, or
transferred to, the moderator 0 The heat loads are imposed on the moderator
system by gamma and neutron reactions and heat conduction through the
walls of the pressure tubes 0  The magnitude of some of the moderator
heat loads depend on design considerations; such as the conductivity of
insulation around the fuel elements, which are not yet established0 The
table on page 28,based on 1000 hours continuous fullhpower operation,

shows the expected maximum ranges0  Individual equipment is tentatively
sized for the worst conditions

During extended shutdowns in cold weather, the
moderator water will be drained to prevent freezing0

Figure 19 shows the flow diagram of the system 0

Two pumps (one standby ) circulate the water from the reactor through
a air-to-water heat exchanger and back into the core0 A small fraction
of the flow is continuously bypassed around the pumps through one of tw
demineralizers to maintain water purity0 To decrease the size and
weight of the heat exchanger by increasing the water temperature and
efficiency on hot days, the system will be pressurized approximately
20 psi0  A rupture disc will prevent dangerous build-up of pressure or
temperature0 Two valves on either side of the core will open on loss
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of pressure caused either by leakage, by failure of the rupture disc, or by
purposely draining the system. This permits shield water or air(if the
shield water has been drained) to convect through the cores

Nuclear
Heating Conduction Heating After Heat TOTAL
(Btu/hr) (Btu/hr) (Btu/hr) (Ltu/hr)

Full Power 550,000 125,000-250,000 775,000
to

900,000

1/6 Power 108,000 125,000-250,000 233,000
to

258,000

1/2 hr after 120,000 120,000
shutdown

1 hr after 97,200 97,200
shutdown

12 hrs after 37,700 37,700
shutdown

1 day after 27,300 27,300
shutdown

1 week after 12,200 12,200
shutdown

Automatic dampers on the heat exchanger will
close when the moderator temperature falls below 1900 F and open fully
when the temperature rises above 2009F. The actual temperature of the
moderator water will depend on the level of power in the reactor and the
ambient air temperature. It will vary between 40 and 2200F during actual
operation. This temperature range represents a maximum of 0.47. change in
reactivity of the reactor and is offset by adjustment of the shim rods.

b. Shield Water System

The borated shield water surrounding the reactor
is contained in a 9-ft-dia aluminum tank. This borated shield water will
reduce the neutron flux during operation by thermalizing the fast neutrons
and capturing the thermal neutrons.
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The temperature of the shield water will vary between
40 and 210 F, depending on power levels and outside temperature. The wall of
the tank will lose heat to the ambient air, thus preventing boiling of the
shield water during hot days from nuclear heating of the shield water and
heat conduction through the insulated upper and lower plenums. During cold
weather operation, the reactor itself will conduct sufficient heat into the
shield water to prevent freezing. During shutdown of the reactor, an electric
heater in the tank will be used, or the water may be drained. During trans-
portation, the shield water will be drained to reduce weight. The following
table shows the heat loss from the shield water through the tank wall:

Outside Shield Water
Temperature Temperature Type of Day Wind Speed Heat Loss

F F mph Btu/hr

125 210 glaring sun 0 22,200

-30 40 night sky 0 30,900

-30 40 night sky 30 362,100

c. Core Flooding System

For major maintenance of the reactor, or for fuel
element replacement, the reactor core will be flooded with borated water.
The gas ducts between the reactor and power conversion equipment will first be
broken and the gas ducts blanked off. A temporary pipe line containing a
small valve will then be connected from the lower gas duct to the shield
water tank drain valve. The borated shield water will then drain into the

reactor by hydrostatic headed The size of the connection through which the

water flows will restrict the maximum flooding rate to 1 gallon per minute.

At this rate, even if the flooding water is unpoisoned, it is impossible
to reach a prompt critical condition.

After completion of maintenance, the water will
be drained to the waste holdup tank, and the reactor will be dried by
open-cycle heating.
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7. Steady-State Performance Characteristics

a. Reactor Fluxes and Power

Radial and axial power and fluxes for bflr-l
ere obtained from a critical assembly at BMI utilizing the L-l

lattice spacing. An effort was made to obtain uniform radial power
distribution. The resulting uniform power generation per fuel element
provides a substantial reduction in the reactor pressure drop. This
to due to the fact that little or no orificing of the fuel elements
is required to maintain the same maximum fuel plate temperature for all
elements. 4s overall cycle efficiency is dependent on reactor pressure
drop, radial power flattening will tend to increase the plant efficiency.

The radial power and flux profiles are shown
in Figure 20. As would be expected in a system such as bt-l, the power
profile essentially follows the thermal flux profile0  The maximum-to-
average radial power ratio is about 1.1. It is expected that slight
changes in existing fuel element positions may flatten radial power pro-
file to a greater extent.

The axial flux profiles are shown in Figure 21.
Th4 power profile would be expected to be similar to that for the thermal
flux. The maximum to average axial power ratio is approximately 1.41.

b. Fuel Element Temperatures Full Power

Steady- state heat- transfer calculations were per-
formed using an IBM-650 computer. The ;results are shown in Figure 10.
Pertinent information such as generation rates, areas, dimensions, heat-
transfer coefficients and flow rates are included on this graph.

The calculational model used for this analysis
included radiation heat transfer, heat leakage to the moderator and
asymetry corrections to the heat-transfer coefficien but neglected
axial conduction. In addition, the water moderator temperature was
assumed constant, This model has been checked against experimental data
and yields results for the fuel plate temperatures within the accuracy
of the experiment.

Figure 22 indicates that the maximum nominal
plate temperature at normal operation conditions is about 1370F. The
temperature difference between plates at this point is 100F. Axial power
plots on this curve are from the GCRE critical assembly and include the
burnable poison. This calculation does not include hot-spot factors.

c. Hot-Spot Temperatures

Utilizing hot-spot factors there is an indication
that the maximum plate temperature under completely adverse conditions could
be considerably higher than 1370 F. Hot-spot factors of 1.55 on bulk
Coolant temperatures and 1.53 on film temperatures give rise to a maximum
plate temperature of 16700F. The basis for selection of these hot-spot
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factors was given in Section II4-B30

do Fuel Element Temperatures Partial Power

A curve of maximum plate temperature (with no
hot-spot factors) versus various element flow rates and power is shown
in Figure 22; This curve indicates that if element power and .flow are
changed proportionally, maximum plate temperatures will remainabou
constant0  This relation does not hold at low flow rates because .ofa
transition to laminar flow,

POWER CONVERSION EQUIPMENT

1a General Description

The power cycle is shown in Fig 0 234 Temperatures and
pressures shown on the flow diagram are state points for rated Qperattgn
at 1250 ambient air temperature and 400 net electrical output. Th" ho. t
gas leaving the reactor at 12000F is expanded in the turbine, .passesthrough
a regenerative type heat exchanger (recuperator) and a precooler tpb
compressor where the gas is compressed The compressed gas is passed
through the recuperator where it is preheated to about 8000F. by the hot
gas leaving the turbine and thence to the reactor where the gas is heated
to 12000F0  Two bypass lines with automatic valving are provide:for power
plant control and for turbine overspeed protection0

The power conversion package will include the power
conversion equipment, several auxiliary systems and theincessary structure
and housing The major items of power conversion equipment are the
turbine-compressor set, precooler, recuperator, gear box and electrical
generator; the auxiliary system includes the gas transfer system >theM
drying system and lubricating systems The structure and housing wit be
used to align and protect this other equipment and will feature the
shock mounting necessary to withstand transportation shocks0 The equip-
ment layout is shown in Figures 24 and 25 0

20 Turbine-Compressor Set

The turbine and compressor will be mounted on ,a common
shaft which is supported on two bearings with a separate thrust bearing
to carry thrust loads0 A seal at the output end of the shaft will prevtt

leakage of working fluid from the system during operation and will prevent

leakage of air into the system when the system is evacuated0  This.seal
will be accessible for replacement0

Pressure within the turbine compressor set is contained
by a housing of barrel-type design0 The housing will be insulated inter-

nally and will operate at compressor discharge pressure and temperatures

All flanges will be Marman V-bane or equivalent 0
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Operating speed of the turbine compressor set will be
18,000 rpm. The rated operating conditions for the compressor and tur-
bine (400 kw output at 1250F) are shown below:

Compressor

145 F

109 psia

3990F

303 psia

T in

P in

T out

P out

Turbine

1200 F

286 psia

895 F

113 psia

The compressor and turbine both discharge into a re-
cuperator mounted directly on the turbine end of the set. At the
compressor end, the set is mounted to a reduction gear box. Mechanical
support is derived from the flanges only. Note that a higher compression
ratio was assumed in the cycle calculations for 1250F ambient conditions
than for 80 F ambient conditions. This would allow greater work output
per pound of circulating gas.

3 Recuperator

The recuperator will be of the pin-fin type, flanged
to the discharge end of the turbine. The unit will be of brazed constru-
ction, providing compactness with good heat-transfer characteristics.
External insulation will be used.

Rated operation conditions are shown below:

T in

P in.

T out

P out

Cold Side

399 F

303 psia

8100F

T in

P in

T out

P out299 puia

Hot Side

895 F

113 psia

484 F

111 psia

4, Precooler

using serpentine
brazed aluminum.
the precooler by

The precooler will be a single-pass, cross flow unit
surfaces for both passes. Material will be construction-
Air will be circulated upward through the cold side of

four propellar-type fanu,

Rated operating conditions are:

Hot Side

484 F

111 psia

145 F

109 psia

89,000 lb/hr

Cold 8ide

1002F

2250F

281,000 lb/hr
i217

T in

P in

T out

P out

T in

P in

T out

P out

w



50 Electrical Generation Eupment

The generator will be driven from the low-speed end of
a reduction gear coupled to the turbine-compressor shaft Operating
characteristics of the generator are: Power output 500 kw; rpm 1200;
Cycles - 60; Phases- 3; and Voltage - 4160/24000

6o Gas Transfer System

The gas transfer system will consist of a low presure
receiver tank, reciprocating-type transfer compressor, high-pressure
accumulator tank, gas filters, admission gas heater, and associated piping
and valving. The receiver tank provides storage volume for the gas bled
from the reactor coolant loop during a decrease in plant power- output.
The transfer compressor boosts the pressure up to 3000 psig and transfers
the gas to the accumulator tank0  The gas is automatically transferred
from the accumulator to the gas loop at a point downstream of the com-
pressor whenever it is desired to increase the power output of the plant0

A small auxiliary compressor will be provided to transfer the gas vented

from the main transfer compressor bearing seals to the accumulator 0

The accumulator and receiver tanks wiil be designed in
accordance with current editions of the ASME Unfired Pressure Vessel Code0

The design pressures of the accumulator and the receiver will be 3000 psig
and 15 psig, respectively 0  The design temperature range for both vessels
will be -65 to 1250 F0 .Typ.-l6 _? i, rl has been selected for both
vessels0 The size of the accumulator has been tentatively set at 16 in0
dia by 54 ino high;and that of the receiver,at 27 in0 dia by 54 ino high0

The transfer compressor will contain four compression
stages between 1 and 3000 psig0  It will be air cooled and driven directly
by a 15 -np electric motor The flow rate will be 15 scfm so that the
"pump-down" time for the reactor coolant system will be about 30 minutes0

Startup and shutdown will be controlled automatically by pressure
switches, All maintenance on the machine willl e done manually; however,
the oil blowdown system will be operated remotely from the control cab
while the reactor is operating0 The smaller auxiliary compressor will
be similar in design to the main transfer compressor except that its flow
rate will be l.5 scfm0

Gas filtration will be carried out by oil dropout pots
between each stage of the transfer compressor and two cartridge type
filters in series following the fourth stage0  These filters will rove
all the oil vapor and particles down to 001 micron in diameter 0 The car-
tridges will be replaced manually0 A brine-Freon refrigeration system
will be provided to cool the gas to increase the effectiveness of oil

removal
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Since the accumulator will store the high-pressure
gas without any external heating, the gas may come to equilibrium at
the lowest ambient temperature (65 0F in the ultimate plant). The
expansion of this gas to system pressure will lower this temperature
even further. Admission of this cool gas into the reactor loop
could thermally shock the recuperator (which normally operates at about
4000F). To eliminate this danger, an electrically heated capacitance-
type heat exchanger will be placed in the admission line to heat the
incoming gasp This exchanger will store thermal energy in fine mesh
screens

7. Drying System

When changing fuel elements in the reactor, the
core will be flooded in order to provide shielding for the operators.
Before the reactor can be started again, the system must be dried to
less than -400F dew point to minimize corrosion in the main gas
loop piping and equipment

The major portion of the water retained in the
core after flooding and draining will be removed by passing air heated
to 6500 F through the reactor and exhausting the air to the atmosphere.
Results of an experimental test performed for the GCRE-I reactor
indicated that the reactor will be in moisture equilibrium with the
heated air within 26 hours. Further drying of the system to the
specified water content will be accomplished by circulating the process
gas through the reactor in a closed cycle which will include a bypass
d9Jicmator. After the system has been dried, the desitcator will be
regenerated with the same blower and heater used to dry the reactor.
The fresh t2;W will then be connected onto the main loop to insure
that the moisture content of the system does not rise while the reactor
is operating,

The gas heater will require 40 kw of 480-volt, 3-
phase power and will be of special compact design, using finned
carbon heating elements The blower will require 3 hp of 480-volt,
3-phase power to deliver 250 scfm at a pressure of 2 psig. The blower
will be of the Roots-Conner's type and will be direct driven by a
900-rpm motor The a - will be of the Linde Molecular Sieve-
type which adsorbs water of crystallization.

C0 C0NTR0LS AND INSTRUMENTATION

1. General

The ML-l instrumentation and control equipment will
be designed to optimize reliability, ruggedness, minimum weight and
volume with ease of operation and maintenance, This objective
will be achieved by the use of transistorized components in the
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control and amp.L ceton crcuitso The transistor circuits have been
designed to ail feyxo that potentially dangerous malfunctions will

n activity control circuits will be designed to
use static xwltcrig devices rather than mechanical relays0  Relays
have the di dvvantagi of poor shock characteristics. With static
switching rev ces uch as magnetic amplifiers, reliability and safety
are increased because there are no moving parts to wear out0  All
interLock and huted w circuit will incorporate this type of switching
action,

visions will be made to bypass some interlocks
undersdeq:ou pt v w iinu. In some instances it will also be necessary
for the operator : petition set points on the scram and setback cir-
cu.t-to achieve Lextble control sequence that is required for an
adequate y. of power plant operation0

I : Qcdure for the startup will be evolved, and by
mean of permim-v .nterlocks and preset speeds of withdrawal of each
control rod, a af;reactoor period will be maintained0 Control rods will
not: be capable of being withdrawn until all safety conditions are sat-
isfi ed.heseera lety conditions include run-safe switches, rods down
and seat, vtank water l~eve and conductivity normal and a neutron
source in thw reach or Each rod will have travel-limit switches that
will autoaticalL top insertion or withdrawal at the end of the
stroke 0Further,, rnly o shimscram rod may be withdrawn at a time0

All rods that are not scheduled to be fully withdrawn during startup
will have poitton indicators on the control room console 0

. r PPoar VV Control System

z: power plant control system will be designed to
meet the design ;r ier ea asee Appendix G) with an optimum balance of
rel ibtlity, aety and implicity0

V tho System which has been adopted, the amount
of reactivity av a able to the reactor fast control system is only
00 557 A k/k Th .amount is less than that required to achieve prompt
neutron criticality, nd i. the amount provided in the regulating system
of typical nuclear power reactors0  The rate at which this reactivity
can be varied, however, will be considerably faster than that of most
other power reactors. The full 055% A k/k will be available within

; sec

In any fast regulating system there is always the

possibility that the reactor controller will interfere with the re-
actor safety syste int he event of a nuclear mishap0 In the proposed
di lgn, the regulating 'od will be switched from automatic to manual
operation or .recept of a scram signal
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The ML-1 Control Block Diagram is shown in Figure
26. The primary controls of the power plant are based upon speed or
frequency and reactor outlet temperature,

The speed controller meets the demand of load de-
crease by bypassing suitable amounts of compressor flow valve V
(Figure 26) back, through the precooler. This effect will reduce the
turbine flow rate and,hence,reduce power output. Increases in load
demand are met by pressurizing the loop through the valve V and, hence,
increasing the turbine flow rate and the power output, provided the
temperatures are maintained constant. This method makes use of the
so-called "prompt effect" of pressurization which aids in maintaining
speed control during severe load increases. The "prompt effect"
provides additional load torque, momentarily, since the work of com-
pressing the working fluid was not required for the first cycle of
the introduced fluid. If the loop had already been pressurized and
the reduced power level was met by the bypass valve V, then the
increase in load demand is met by closing the bypass valve V and in
this way effecting an increased turbine flow rate. Note that the
"prompt effect" of loop pressurization does not occur when a load rise
is met by closing the bypass valve.

The temperature controller maintains the reactor
gas outlet temperature at the specified level by controlling the reactor
power level. The amount of deviation from the set temperature is
governed by: 1) the rate of change in gas flow, 2) by the available
reactivity, and, 3) by the rate of change of reactivity. The most
severe change of flow rate occurs when the loop is pressurized to meet
a step load demand from no-load to full-load. This corresponds
approximately to a change of flow rate from 13,000 lb/hr to 84,000
lb/hr. During this condition, a fast regulating rod worth of 0.4% in
the positive direction will allow 75 F drop in. the reactor outlet
gas temperature, This error in gas temperature is corrected in suf-
ficient time to meet the speed control specifications.

A secondary controller is provided to position
the regulating rod by a slow shimming action. This will position the
regulating rod so that the available rod movement represents 0.4%
positive reactivity and 0.15% negative reactivity.

A summary of the power level control loops is given
in Table 1. An analog computer simulating the NL-l power plant is
now being used to establish the design values for all the control
parameters.

3. Control Cab

The control cab will contain all the instruments,
controls and power circuits necessary to operate the reactor and power
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generating equipment. These include all of the nuclear amplifiers
and meters; rod position indicators, safety circuits and interlocks;
process indicators for flow, temperature, pressure, liquid level in
the water tank, radiation level; and all indicators and controls for
electrical power distribution.

The cab structure is tentatively planned to be
similar to the Craig Helicop-Hut shown in Figure 27. The rack
design will insure that all instruments and controls will be within
easy reach of the operator. The control console instrument rack
assembly will be one integral unit with all instruments mounted on
roll-out slides to allow maintenance work without going behind the
rack structure. The console desk will contain switches, indicating
lights, rod position indicators and all other controls needed to
operate the reactor. A separate console assembly will house the
controls necessary to operate the power generating equipment. Re-
corders will not be included in the operational equipment, since it
is intended that the operators will log the meter reading at intervals.
The console layout is shown in Figure 28

There will be three types of information available
to the operator, each type concentrated in a particular panel area:

a Neutron Measurements

Reactor neutron flux,as measured by the
seven neutron detectors,will be displayed to the operator in a rack
directly over that portion of the console desk section that contains.
the rod drive switches and rod position indicators. Meters will show
log count rate, reactor period, log N power, and high-level power.
An annunciator panel will, be located in this area for the purpose of
visually and audibly alerting the operator to system malfunctions.

b. Process Loop Parameters

The process loop parameters include the
main loop flow rates, pressures, and temperatures. Set-point controls
and dynamic controls for these process variables will be adjacent
to their respective indicators. A small graphic panel illustrating
the process loop will also be mounted in this section,

co Electrical Power Load

Adjacent to each other will be mounted
meters for measuring electrical output to the transmission lines,
synchroscope, overload relays, fault detectors, frequency, voltage,
and current. Mounted on the desk console beneath the rack will be
switches to control the turbine starting motor, lubrication pumps,
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generator loading adjustment, load transfer switches, tachometer, etc.
An intercommunication system to connect the reactor area with the
control cab will be located at the operation console 0

All rack structures for the control cab in-
struments will be shock mounted0 To obtain an additional safety
factor, the instruments will meet or exceed the maximum shock and
vibration anticipated without the benefit of shock mounting0

A one kw hr battery inverter system will
supply power to the shutdown instrumentation when the power plant is
shut down eith by the operator or through process malfunction0  The
battery inverter system will use nickel-cadmium batteries mounted in
the control cab0 These batteries will be connected to a trickle
charger and transfer switch that will automatically put the batteries
on. load when the normal voltage supply front the generator falls below
the regulating ability of the instrument voltage regulators0  The
batteries can be fully charged in approxiately 3 hours0

The instruments connected to the shutdown
battery system include: 1) ,eutron monitors in the intermediate
channels; 2) .od position indicators; 3) thermocouple amplifiers
for reactor inlet and outlet temperatures; 4) -od insertion motors;
5) system pressure control system; and, 6). flow indicating system.

4. Nuclear Instrumentation

Nuclear instrumentation for the bt-i will use
transistorized circuits with static switching units to provide moni-
toring and safety control for the reactor0  Circuit design will use
fail-safe features, but not to the extent that a minor malfunction with
the instruments will shut donrthe rr'p.t Only those malfunctions that
will compromise safety will cause shutdown0  Other faults will be
annunciated to the operator so that corrective action can be taken to
permit the generation of power without jeopardizing the system or the
safety of personnel 0  To accomplish this, four design features are in-
cluded in the nuclear control system 1) eail-safe design; 2) use
of monitoring and test circuits; 3) use of duplicate channels and
comparison of signals between channels; and, 4) use of the most re-
liable components

Fail-safe circuitry will be so used in the instru-
ment control circuits that the most probable causes of failure will
make the output signals indicate an abnormal condition0 If the
failure occurs in a sensitive portion of the. safety circuits, the ab-
normal output will cause the control and safety rods to be inserted
into the reactor.
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onitors will also be used to determine proper
operation of the control circuits0 This monitoring will include
checking of voltages and currents, cables, connections, etch, in the
important stages of the instrument When the monitor finds an ab-
normal situation, this will be annunciated to the attention of the
operators

Duplication of channels that measure the same
variable and initiate identical responses to the incoming signals
will be used to check one channel against another, and to have back-
up safety in case *f instrument failure0  Channels will be joined at
chair outputs so that a shutdown signal from any channel will cause
a safety r sponse For the reactor high-level safety circuits,
where three channels are measuring neutron flux, two channels will
have to trip to initiate the reactor shutdown 0 This type of coin-
cidence circuitry,combined with fail-safe techniques,provides the
reactor with a control system that will tend to keep the power
plant operating except when a malfunction exists that would be injurious
to the reactor or power system0

As shown in Figure 29l-l Nuclear Block Diagram,
there are seven channels of nuclear information and safety0 The
proportional counter channels are duplicated, since a startup
accident is more probable than any other type0 The neutron detectors
will be proportional counters located in waterpcoof housings and
mounted in the borated water outside the lead shield0 Signal and
voltage leads from the chamber will be brought out of the tank and
encased in a waterproof flexible metallic hose0  A pulse amplifier
and impedance matching circuit will be mounted outside the tank
structure 0  The signal pulses are transmitted five hundred feet to
the control cabo Here the pulse is received by a linear amplifier-
discriminatoro The discriminator rejects the pulses of small
magnitude that are caused by the gawna flux and only passes those
that are caused by the neutron flux0 The pulses from the linear
amplifier are integrated,and the logarithm of the current is amplified
In the log count rate meter circuit A source interlock trip circuit
is part of the log count rate meter, and permits the rods to be
withdrawn only if a sufficient neutron source is present in the re-
actor to assure startup safety0 The signal from the log count rate
stage is differentiated and amplified to produce a period signal0

The period of the reactor .4 b:. log mur. t iY'a Y .splayeA

on. meters mounted on the control consoles0 In the period circuit
are located two bistable trips that control removal of the rods on
fast. periods, or scram the rods if the reactor period becomes
potentially dangerous 0  Settings for both controls are adjustable
over a wide range and are located behind the front panel of the
instrument to prevent tampering 0 For protection of the proportional
counter, a circuit is included in the counter power supply that will
disconnect the high voltage to the counter when the flux is in the
intermediate and high-level range and, conversely, ;l r;:apply voltage
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when the reactor is decreasing in power0  The startup channels
cover a range of 1 to 100,000 counts per second and have a one
decade overlap with the intermediate channel0  A calibrating circuit
will inject pulses of a known rate into the pre-amplifier for
monitoring and instrument calibration 0 The period trip circuits
will have a built-in time delay in the startup channels only0 This
time delay will average out the noise and statistical variations of
neutron flux0 If, after a reasonable time delay, the instrument
continues to indicate a reactor period shorter than the set'peanti the'
reactor will be scrammed0  A scramming signal will remove current from
the rod solenoids in approximately 15 milliseconds0

The two intermediate range, or log Nq channels have
gamma-compensated ionization chambers as neutron detectors. These
detectors will be housed in a waterproof housing mounted outside the
reactor shield. The log N amplifier will have a range of 6 decades
from 10-10 to 104 amperes0  A trip circuit will be energized when the
log N channels have passed beyond the range of the startup channel.
This trip will remove the high voltage to the proportional counters,
thus increasing the useful lifetime of the counters0 A :Lowpower.
level trip will be capable of being energized for experiments when
high power levels are not needed, such as in startup criticality ex-
periments0

A period circuit will differentiate and amplify the
log current and provide a signal to the period meter and safety trip
circuits. The meter indication will be from -30 sec to infinity to
+1 sec. When a rapid increase in reactivity is required during a
load change, the period safety circuitry will be bypassed for a short
time. This time will be determined by the time constant of the re-
actor as it comes back to equilibrium0 A preliminary calculation.
indicated that the duration of period bypass will be approximately
two seco However, this bypass will only be used when there is a
power demand signal 0 Suitable calibrating signals to check the log
extraction stages and period stages will be part of the instruments
that monitor and check the circuits 0

The high-level safety channels will use three un-
compensated ionization chambers aneutron detectors0  Each chamber
will transmit a signal that is proportional to the neutron flux of
the reactor to three separate stages of amplification and safety control.
The range of the high-level channels i three decades, which includes
a one-decade overlap with the intermediate channels0 Calibration
signals will supply currents both above and below scram levels to check
circuit operating characteristics. Each channel will be capable of
being tested separately0 Scram signals from the individual trip
circuits will be accumulated in a coincidence circuit such that two
of the three signals must be present before the reactor is scrammed.
The Qutputs of each of the trips will be a decreasing signal upon
trip, thus a power failure in the trip circuit will be in the same
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direction0 Once a scram trip occurs, a lockout circuit will be ener-
gized which will prevent re-energization of the solenoids until the
circuit is manually reset by the operator 0  Meters will be provided to
monitor the solenoid current and voltage0  Speed of response to a scram
signal input will be approximately 15 milliseconds0

5o Process Instrumentation

The process instruments will monitor key system
parameters in the coolant loopso Table 2 lists those process parameters
which will be indicated on the process panel0

The power plant safety system will operate in con-
junction with both the systems process instrumentation and nuclear
instrumentation Severe component malfunction will initiate shutdown
of the power plant Completely transistorized static switching will
be used because the process instruments will be subjected to the same
environmental conditions as the nuclear instruments0 The sensing ele-
ments for measuring flow, temperature and pressure will be of recognized
military types with high-level output signals 0  The amplifiers mounted
in the control cab will be transistorized 0 Meters will conform to
military specifications for shock and' vibration, and will have an
accuracy of + l%o Large-face, long-scale meters will be used to provide
ease of reading for the operator0  Table 3 shows the response of the
power plant safety system to various design situations0

6o Electrical Instrumentation

Electrical instrumentation will monitor the generator
and provide switching for load shifts0 Meters will monitor the
generator power, voltage, current, frequency, and power factor 0  A
synchroscope will also be mounted on the panel to allow phasing-in
the generator to existing power bus networks0 Each of the three phases
of generated power will have its own voltage-and current-measuring
system to balance the loads Disconnects will be provided to protect
the generator from sudden load short-circuits 0 The electrical instru-
mentation will be similar to tht used in conventional power plants0

10 Health Physics Instruments

The following health physics instruments will be
provided for b-l operation at NRTS:

ao Remots Arei Monitoring System (RAMS)

A multi&<hanl sysem with 60U ft of co-axial cable
3o' ,> i5. &?_:Loc LW rovl" thm following information:

ji) Gro s change in the radioactivity of the
.. gs t gs b?'"ng opvyr ti.On;
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(2) Equipment radiation levels after shutdown;

(3) Activation of ML-1 components; and,

(4) Sources of beaming or streaming radiation.

b. "Slow-Fast1 Neutron Survey Meters

These instruments will be used for periodic
surveys of the area during reactor operation to assure that adequate
biological shielding and exclusion distance have been provided,

c. AGB 500-SR Jordan Beta-Gamma Meters

These meters will be used to augment the remote
area monitoring system and will be used for roving radiation surveys.

d. Geiger-Muller Beta-Gamma Survey Meters

These instruments will be required to detect
surface contamination on surveying tools and other small items
associated with the ML-l.

e. Gamma-Neutron Pencil Dosimeters and Chargers.

f. Film Idgeswith X-ray Gamma, Beta and Neutron
Combination Film Packs.

g. Gas and Particulate Air Monitoring System

The air above the precooler will be continuously
monitored by routing gas from above each of the precooler fans to
shielded particulate and gas detectors located near the power conver-
sion skid. The signals from the detector will be routed to readout
equipment in the Auxiliary Control Building. This data will provide
information for calculating the gross amount of radioactivity and for
estimating the type of radioactive particulate and gases entering the
air from the gas coolant loop.

h. Portable Air Monitor

A portable beta-gamma air monitor with built-
in alarm will be located in the Auxiliary Control Building and will be
in continuous operation while the reactor is operating.

i. Portal Monitor

One portal monitor will be located in the
doorway leading into the Personnel Change Building for routine check
of all personnel entering the Test Building Area.
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Hand and Foot ounter

One hand and foot counter will be located in
the Personnel Change Building for surveying personnel leaving the Test
Building area before and after their showers.

k. Beta-Gamia Survey Meters

Two survey instruments will be located in
the Personnel Change Building One will be located on. the "hot" side
of the area for surveying contaminated laundry and personnel; the other
will be located on the "cold" side for making a final check on personnel
who are ready to leave the Personnel Change Building for a clear area.

to Special Safety Equipment

Five respirat ra will be located in the .Aixiiiafy
Control Building. A supply of overalls, shoe covers and hats will be lo-
cated in this building0

8. Anavsis instrumentation

Instrumentation equipment will be provided in the

Auxiliary Control Building0 This equipment will be provided for the
prototype power plant only and will be used for analysis purposes0
The facility will receive data from the control cab and from addtional
pickup points on the lower plant. Parameters recorded include neutron
level, reactor period, dog N power, reactor inlet and outlet temperature,
loop pressure, coolant flow, turbine speed, turbine pressure, valve
actuation responses, etc The data from these recordings will be cor-
related to determine the dynamic characteristics of the system 0  All
instruments installed in the control cab will have recorder output
jacks for such monitoring purposes. A list of recorded analysis para-
meters is given in Table 4.

D. FACILITY

,A General

The fL-1 area is a limited-access area about 1000
ft in diameter and located about 1/2 mile north-northwest of the GCRE-I
facility. The entire perimeter will be fenced and provided with only one
access gate (See Figure 30). The &L-1 area will have two major building
sites: The Test Building site will contain the building which houses
the ML-1 power plant, and the Control Building site will contain the power
plant control cab and an Auxiliary Cntrol building . The Control Build-'
ing site is about 500 ft away from the Test Building site This separa-
tion provides the necessary distance attenuation of the nuclear radiation

emitted from the ML 1 reactor during operation. Access to the Test
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Building site is only through the Control Station site0  The terrain
between the control station and the power plant will provide additional
radiation protection. There will be no direct line-of-sight between the
Test Building and the Control Building.

An all-weather road will connect the NRTS road system near the
GCRE-I facility with tl area0  This road will be 24 feet wide with 4-
foot shoulders and will be designed to carry a 30,000-lb axle loading. A
similar road will be provided within the L-1 perimeter fence to connect
the Control Station site with the test building site0

Power for the :L. Area will be supplied from the NRTS dis-
tribution system via a 130 8 k %at limrwhich will.terminate at the ML-1
facility substation at the Test Building site0 Power for the control
station site will be supplied from the 130 8-kv substation transformer by an
overhead, 480-v, 3-phase circuit0 The power distribution system will be
provided with a complete grounding system and the necessary lightning
arresters.

A communication system will be provided for the 1i-1 area
consisting of a telephone system and an intercommunicationsystem0 The
telephone system will connect the bLL-1 test site and the control station and
will be tied into the NRTS system. The intercommunication system will
include a master station and a number of slave stations located at
various points at the Test Building and Control Building sites.

20 Test Site Facilities

a0  Test Building

As shown on Figures 31 and 32, this building will
be a modified prefabricated metal building with steel framing and alu-
mmum siding and roofing, approximately 35 x 62 x 45 ft high. The
building will be provided with two hangar-type sliding doors (38 ft
high). A concrete floor will extend approximately 50 ft outside to
provide pad area for outdoor ffL-l operation. The power plant can be
operated either in the test building or on the test pad.

The building will be designed to accommodate a 5-
ton bridge crane, roof exhaust ventilators, and to withstand the probable
wind and snow loads and earthquakes. The building floor and the outside
test pad will be constructed of reinforced concrete capable of carrying
the NL-1 power plant on a trailer or on skids. The floor and the test
pad will be sloped and provided with "hot" waste drains0 The pad drains
will be provided with removable water-tight covers.

The 5-ton bridge crane will provide 31 ft of hook
clearance. The bridge will span the width (35 ft) of the building and
will travel the length (62 ft) of the building. The crane travel and
hoisting will be powered by variable speed electric motors0 The crane
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control will be by a pendant-type, push-button controller0 A crane
maintenance platform and access ladder will be located in one end of
the building0

Heating and ventilation will be provided for
maintenance periods0  The building heating equipment will be big
enough to maintain an inside temperature of 400 F under the most severe
winter conditions0  The heaters will be controlled by centrally located
thermostats0 The heater switches will be located on a separate panel
adjacent to the personnel entrance door0 The ventilation equipment
(roof ventilators) will provide 6 air changes per hour The ventilators
will be provided with motorized dampers0  The ventilator motor and
damper motor switches will be located on a separate panel adjacent to
the personnel entrance door0

A remotely controlled, variable resistance, 3-
phase load bank will be provided outside the test building to dissipate
the maximum 1l-4 power plant electrical output of 500 kw, 2400/4160 v0
The power line from the generator to the load bank will be located in an
underground trench0

b0  Personnel Change Building

The Personnel Change Building will be a modified
prefabricated metal building with steel framing and aluminum siding and
roofing0  As shown on Figures 31 and 32, it will be connected to the
Test Building by an enclosed entrance way0 The building will be approx-
imately 18 ft 6 in0 by 24 ft 0 in0 and will be fully insulated,with the
interior lined with gypsum board or the equivalent The floor will be
covered with vinyl tile0

The tentative building layout will consist of the
following areas: 1) "Cold Room", to contain personnel lockers for 6
persons, one desk, one hand-foot counter, one filing cabinet, table and
chairs, drinking water supply, one hot water heater, wash basin, and

water closet; 2) "Hot Room", to contain hampers for contaminated clothing
and footwear, instrument table, bench, wash basin, and a water closet;
3) one shower, with exits to both rooms; and 4).entrance corridor to

the "Hot Room" which contains a storage cabinet for monitoring instruments.

Heat will be provided by space heaters to maintain
720F for winter conditions0  Ventilation equipment will be provided to
satisfy the following conditions:

(a) "Cold Room" -8 air changes per minute

(b) "Hot Room" - 10 air changes per minute

(c) Lavatories - 6 air changes per minute

(d) Shower - 8 air changes per minute
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A safety shower and an eye-wash fountain will

be located in the entrance way adjacent to the test building door.

3. Control Station

The control station site, tentatively located as shown
on Figure 33, will enclose an area approximately 140 x 150 feet. The
immediate area surrounding the control cab and the Auxiliary Control Building
will be graded and covered with a surface course of crushed rock. The control
cab and Auxiliary Control Building locations are shown in Figure 33.

a. Control Cab

The portable control cab will be 14 ft long by 8 ft
wide, and will weigh about 6000 lb. The cab will be placed on a 14- by 24-ft
concrete slab extending from the Auxiliary Building. A covered walkway,
8 by 8 ft, will connect the cab and the building.

b. Auxiliary Control Building

The Auxiliary Control Building will be about 18 by
40 ft long, constructed either of 12-in, concrete blocks or of 8-in. rein-
forced concrete. A preliminary layout is shown in Figure 34. The building will
consist of a recorder and work area, containing recorder racks, desk, file
cabinets, tables, storage cabinets, work bench, air conditioning equipment
and emergency power unit. In addition, a wash basin, water closet, and a
16-gallon hot water heater will be provided.

The building will be air conditioned. The building
internal pressure will be maintained positive in regard to atmospheric
pressure at the NRTS altitude of 5000 ft. The incoming ventilation air
will be filtered through prefilters and absolute filters. The absolute
filters will remove 0.5-micron-size particles from the air with an efficiency
greater than 99%. Motorized dampers will be provided to shut off the ventilation
air inlet.

Power to the control station will be supplied from
the ML-l area substation.

An emergency motor generator set capable of providing
power for lighting and the air conditioning unit will be provided.

The building water storage tank (2000 gal) and fuel
tank (- 100 gal) for the emergency power unit will be located approximately
as shown in Figure 33.
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4, Utilities

a0  Water Supplies

The Test Buidling site and the Control Station
will be provided with individual portable water storage facilities.
Tank trucks will supply this water from NRTS filtered water systems.

For this Test Building site, a 5000-gal water
storage tank will be provided. The storage tank will be located
approximately as shown in Figure 35 The water distribution system
will be underground and will extend to the Test Building, test pad,
and the Personnel Change Building, A 50-gpm pump will be installed
in the Test Building to provide water for fire protection and for the
reactor water makeup system0

b. Water Treatment

Tank trucks will supply filtered, chlorinated
water for the ML-1 facility. A 5000-gallon tank and a 2000-gallon
tank will be provided for water storage at the Test Building and
control station locations,respectively0 This water will be utilized
for the moderator and neutron shield water as well as for sanitary and
utility purposes at both building locations0 For moderator application
the water will be demineralized to achieve a low dissolved solids
level(1 to 10 micromho conductivity) in order to minimize scale formation,

neutron activation of dissolved impurities, and electrolytic corrosion0
The filtered neutron shield water will be treated with a «orrosion in-
hibitor, and with atmonium pn abonrate to obtain a five weight percent
olutLion

The makeup equipment to the reactor water
systems will consist of the 5000-gallon filtered water storage tank,
a 50-gpm transfer pump ( to serve also as the fire pump), a makeup
demineralizer, mi* ng tank, mixer for dissolving the ammonium penta-
borate in the reactor neutron shield water9 and feed pump. The equipment
will be big enough to fill the reactor water systems in about 6 hours.

The moderator water purity will be maintained
at about 1 ppm total solids concentration and at 1 to 10 micromho
conductivity by bypassing about 2 gpm continuously through two small
parallel-operating demineralizers (one as a spare) located on the

reactor skid outside the neutron shield tank. These demineralizers
each will be capable of at least three months of operation before

replacement of the ion exchange resin is required0 Each demineralizer

vessel will be provided with side outlets at the bottom to facilitate

flushing the radioactive ion exchange resin into drum containers.

The demineralizers will be charged with resin by removing the top head0
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Suitable analytical means will be provided in
conjunction with the makeup system mixing-addition tank to insure that
the reactor shield water is sufficiently borated. Either a small, cal-
ibrated neutron source and counter, or a quantitative chemical
analysis may be employed. Further studies will be made of this problem
during the design stage. One promising chemical technique is a specific
colorimetric test for boron which uses an organic indicator (hydroxy
anthoquinone) with sulfuric acid as a solvent0

c. Waste System

A liquid radioactive waste collection, storage,
and disposal system will be provided at the test site0 A 10,000-
gal liquid waste storage tank will be required to store the maximum
amount of liquid waste which may be generated by the ML-l plant at
any one time (i.e. 7500 gal) plus "hot"shower drainage of several
hundred gallons per day. The tank may be located next to the Test
Building underground or above ground in one corner of the test site.
The above-ground tank would be protected against freezing and would be
shielded by about five ft of dirt. The waste collection, in this case,
would require a collection sump and transfer pump0

The waste collection line, with a sufficient
number of drain connections,will run lengthwise below the floor of the
test building and under the test pad, as shown in Figure 33. The
waste system will be provided with flushing and cleaning connections.
Leaching beds and necessary lines will be provided for "on-site"
disposal of the waste. The complete waste system will be fabricated
of stainless steel to permit handling of acidic solutions0

d. Fire Protection Systems

Properly grounded lightning protection devices
will be located on the Test Building, control cab, and the Axiliary
Control Building. Fire nydrants with hose racks will be provided
for the testing and personnel change building0 Portable chemical
fire extinguishers will be provided for each building and for the
test pad.

5. Security Systems

A limited-access area of approximately 18 acres,
(i.e., a circular area with a radius of 500 ft)centered at the Test
Building will be required for the NL-l. This fenced area will
contain the test site and the control station. Access to this area
will be through, and be controlled at, the control station. The
immediate areas of the test site and the control station will be
enclosed by a security fence. Area and fence lighting and alarm systems
will be required and will be designed according to the NRTS standards.
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